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W ading 'through a sea of confusion. Philosophers have gone far astray
on the principles of Physics. Wliat would appear obvious and simple^
h as been complicated with ideas so absurd, that but for the reputation
o f great names, the common sense world would be at a loss to guess
how so much nonsense could have occupied the intellects of our prede
cessors. Some have imagined that the world was of a size bounded by
their ken, while others have figured to themselves an advancement of
knowledge derived from processes of experiment calculated to defeat all
the ends they had in view. We are not yet removed from the influence
of the prejudices we have, imbibed from our forefathers. We are ready
to despise all knowledge, the nature of which we cannot immediately
comprehend, and hence many enquiries, of very deep import, are taboo
ed by those who ought to be proud to become investigators. This is a
melancholy fact, and is an ample excuse for endeavouring to enlist la
bourers from the mass of the uneducated classes whose minds are un
prejudiced, and unclouded by the vain conceits of the learned and the
Scientific. Many are the details of science which may be unlit for the
consideration of persons not deeply versed in such subjects. But on
the whole, the world is wise enough to understand the philosophy now
endeavoured to ho taught. We are not contending that the masses,
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who are the best judges of the pursuits they delight in, are to be tied
down to believe all the facts we shall vouch for; but there is a wide dif
ference between fbrcpjpBien to read, and enabling them to choose, what
tbajr shall read, V fe propose to place^before our fellow working men Meets,
$hall subordinate them to habits of piety, as well m to thoughts
oflBober philosophy. Not to speak of Piety as a bugbear, it is necessary
to shew what the word means. There is no word more misunderstood;
ho word is less appreciated by the higher classes. When we speak of a
pious man, we do not mean simply a psalm singing, demure individual»
whose physiognomy is repulsive to little children, and not very attrac
tive to grown up babies. We mean a man, who shall estimate, his posi
tion f i a subject of Qod’s Kingdom. We •mean a man, whOjknewing
his duties, should be ashamed to violate them. Piety, then, is not in
consistent with that love of freedom which should distinguish every ra
tional man. You, of the working classes, who are disposed to accom
pany me in the lucubrations in which I shall indulge, are invited to
m ^ k e yourselves quite at ease on the subject of Spiritualism. You will
find nothing in it at variance, with your preconceived notions,—nothing
th at -shall make you ashamed of the.religion in which you have been
previously educated. You may be assured of this, before we proceed
juay further. You shall not have cause to complain that you have been
led astray from the paths of your original holy thoughts: that you
'i*ave been enticed by me to become Atheists, Deists, or any other i$s
that ean.be disagreeable to your wives, sisters, or daughters; you have
in me a simple teaeher of philosophic truths, and I .beseech you to be,lieve, that I have no other interest in desiring your instruction than the
-holy one of wishing you to tread in the paths of wisdom and happiness.
Jtf you have read thus far, and are dissatisfied, lay aside my Essay.
B u t! can read as well as you, and though I am not present when
you, con over my pages, I am assured by my own feelings, that the sen
tim ents I am writing, will -go to your hearts: you are my pupils, because
I have, before been before you as the advocate of a great truth. You
;received my previous efforts to enlighten your minds, when I wrote in
;an indulgent strain towards my able, but obstinately misguided friend,
.George Jacob Holyoake, in a very charitable spirit. Many of you
thought me mad, and some complained that my reveries were not
wound philosophy. Time has altered your opinions, and my unanswer
ed and unanswerable letter remains a hard nut to be cracked by the
advocates of a material philosophy. I do not propose to teaze you with
more matter on ihe^b-subjeet of a-fatm* state, -.«atiti -§§*A§w you
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that there is touch in our present state, which may he vastly improved
by in d u lgin g in magnetic considerations. You shall he taught to cure
such diseases as ltlieum atism , Gout, liheum atic Gant, Catarrh or the
common cold in the head,—that fearful disease Bronchitis, which so of?
ten succeeds it, and which is the parent of so much m ischief; tlie^Ophr
thalm ia, that is attended by such agonizing pain, and that belongs to
our common notions of Gout and ltlieum atism : and the disease known
as borophula, or King’s Evil, a complaint, in fact, which owes its origin
as often to those I have-named, as to the consequences entailed by pov
erty and bad living. If i prove to you that these diseases are curable

by the patience, energy, quiet perseverance, and holy zeal, which belong
to the tine Christian character, I shall have introduced to.you - quite u
new idea. I shall have shewn you how necessary it is to understand
things rather than words. All the learning of the most erudite physi
cian would not be a match lor one of you properly instructed to become
a healing medium. You have only to go on with me in my course of
instruction, and it shall be hard if your faith, patience, and perseverance
be n ot rewarded by a recompence at least as sweet as the largest income
derived from professional toil. You m ust not mistake me ; I am not
about to teach you any of the arts whereby the physician gains h i s ;re
putation. They are very often of a questionable. nature. I am not
about to complain of their treatment of myself* I have suffered more
obloquy, more slander, more vexation from the unhandsome and false
insinuations of my professional brethren than I care to remember. It
is not pleasant to be submitted to the contumely of the world, because
I have believed it to be my duty to investigate many curious and im 
portant phenomena. It is not agreeable to he thought of as a Charlatan,
when I knew m yself to •be fer better instructed as an Anatom ist,. a
Physiologist, a Chemist, and a Physician, than nine tenths of my com
petitors; when I felt that I could perform operations with a skill not
one of them could equal, simply because I had studied nature with
greater care than my Colleagues and envious compeers. I was doomed
to suffer for the truth, and 1 rely on the firm conviction that, notwith
standing all the subornation, all the violation of sacred faith between
man and man, all the selfish efforts to blacken my character, I am stffl
before the world, a more respected and a more unflinching man, than
any one of my numerous enemies. To you, who know me only by re
port as a steady friend to the improvements of our race, I address m y
self as my real equals! You have toiled through poverty, unabashed

by the frowns of those whose duty it wus to Jwpre assisted you. ion
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hare tasted of adversity, and have swallowed the hitter pill of disappoint*
irtent. But you have been solaced by the comforts of labour, and have
not desired to injure those who have not sympathized with you. You
are so fur on the road to heaven. Yon have only to learn the art of do
cile humility, to he thorough disciples. There are not many who will
envy you, hut there are some who would be glad to enjoy your peace of
M ind: and such peace is to he acquired only by the Piety already point
ed out to you. Many are the hours in which you will be obliged to
work in the labour of love if you undertake the task of healing. It is
not easy child’s play. It c o n sis te d firm resolution,— patient resignation,
and serious reflection. It must he undertaken in earnest. Faith must
enter into your calculations of success, and hope must gild the efforts
you make to benefit your fellow being. You are on the threshold of
your subject, for you are seriously reflecting how far you are warranted
in believing in my instructions. Are they too plain spoken? Are you
not prepared to believe that I am in earnest ? You may be assured I am
in full earnest. I am captivated with m y subject. I can think no
trouble too great, if I am succeeding in producing an effect on your

minds.
I f you go along with me in all I am 9aying, you may be assured that
I shall conduct you to become good healing mediums. You may not
be aware of the m eaning of the term medium. It is for want of a bet
ter that we now use it. You are aware of the difficulty we labour un
der, when we wish to make our m eaning clear on any subject to which
our friend may not have turned his attention. H ealing medium means
a person gifted with the power of healing. Some are gifted one way,
some another; but all have a desire, when they are properly constituted,
to do good to their neighbours. You have that desire. You are conse
quently gifted. You must however practise the art. W hat art ? The
art of being able to fix your attention on a sick person whom you would
desire to benefit. You must practice the art of staring with a purpose.
Too many believe that nothing but mechanical frivolity is necessary,
Mechanical efforts are no doubt useful, but they do not constitute the
art of mesmerising. What is Mesmerism ? It is the art of Magnetism.
W hat is Magnetism ? No one can be ignorant of the compass which is
used at Sea. It always points North, simply because it is a Magnet.
D o magnets all point North ? No— not all— for the Hum an being i*
a magnet, and he is never in one position for any length of time. He
is a magnet, and yet he is not a steel magnet. It is only the steel magnet, that when properly placed on a pivot, or suspended,
points
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N orth. More or less remarkable in the phenomena which attend them,
---- all crystals are magnets. You, who have never reflected on the proper
t i e s of magnets, require to be told something about them. A magnet
w h en suspended in the air is no longer accountable for its actions. I t
i s like a man swayed to and fro by his passions, or by some other im
p u lse. A magnet is not, like a man, gifted with organs. It is unlike a
m a n so far,—but on the other hand, it is not its own master. When
suspended, it is obliged to point North. If it had a will of its own, it
might point East, West, or South. But it has not, and obeys the law,
which obliges it to point as it does. You may be sure that some force
compels it to be obedient. That force is not seen. I t is invisible. You
may be sure that though you cannot see it, there it is. How do I know
that ? Erom the fact, that all steel magnets inevitably point in the same
direction.—Inevitably! How is that ? Simply ' because they are un
der a necessity of doing so. Why cannot there be any exception ?
Simply because, through all time, no exception has been known. You
need not be told that the discovery of Magnetism is as old as the expe
rience of man. The Loadstone was known in very remote ages. You
need not be told that you must own you were not aware of the antiquity
of the Loadstone. You may be assured it is as old as the hills, and that
is a saying which prompts the idea that the hills convey magnetic
forces to the clouds; and those forces expend themselves in the thun
der and lightning which are so awful in their effects. We are not now
tracing Magnetism to the clouds for an idle purpose. I t will be seen
in time that we have an object in view.
You are aware th at’we object to go before our time to witness any
scenes not familiar to us. One of the things not familiar is the idea of
death. Nothing is so appalling as the idea of a sudden death. We
speak of death in our bed, and that we expect But when death ensues
from lightning, we are not prepared for it. I t is too awfully sudden.
You are aware that when we happen to be struck by lightning, we feel
no longer. Life is extinct in an instant. We are the subjects of ano
ther phenomenon. All the blood in the body remains liquid. No sign
of life is present. The blood globules are all destroyed; for they are
small spheres endowed with magnetic force, and that force vanishes in
consequence of being united to the stream of force which killed the in
dividual. You become aware of how perfect is the analogy between the
human magnet and the steel magnet. They are both destroyed by a
clap of thunder that sends a stream through them. There is no time
to consider the question of life or death. Heath comes too install
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tmeously. You are not surprised at the suddenness of the stroke. You
are prepared to believe in it. Why ? Because you have seen lightning,
and you liavc heard of its ravages. Yoii only know that men do not
willingly put themselves in its way.
What is the next idea ? Where you see a magnet you little think
that it has two opposite poles or extreme ends which have properties
different to one another. One end is called the North Pole,—The other
,the South Pole. You have next to know that the North Pole does not
like to come in contact with the North Pole of another magnet; nor
.does the South Pole relish the contact of another South Pole. You
must reflect on this phenomenon. Why should like poles be repelled
by like poles ? There is no reason that we know of, only it is the fact.
■Well, if the North Pole of one magnet be presented to the South Pole of
another magnet, the two poles attract each other. Why is this ? There
-is no reason that can account for it. It is simply the fact. Then ask
yourself the question. How, if man be a magnet, does he remain un•oncemed at the contact of another magnet ? He is not unconcerned.
•No man can touch another, without communicating some influence to
-that other, and that other communicating to him an influence. Wh&t
is the nature of that influence ? It is hard to say, but this we know,
that it is a magnetic influence, because it has been ascertained by di• rect experiment, that that influence is susceptible of being tested by a
most ingenious adaptation of the Pendulum, contrived by Mr. Rutter, of
Brighton, and known as the Magnetoscope. Notwithstanding all the ef
forts of the great authorities in Science to ignore the existence of such
an instrument, there can be no doubt that the knowledge of it will spread,
and that mankind will be wonderfully surprised, at some future time,
>that the persons who gave themselves credit for being the first men of
their age, set their faces against this most delicate contrivance for elici‘ ting facts, which are, in their nature, perfectly astounding.
• Having stated the general facts of magnetism, it remains, to remark
• that it is some time since wfe alluded to the power of the magnet to at
; tract, and to repel. We found that a magnet attracts another magnet
when we offer its North Pole to its South Pole, but repels the other
magnet if we offer a North Pole to a North Pole, or a South Pole to a
; South Pole. We have no end of phenomena, when we think of the in
fluences exerted by one human magnet upon another. We shall see
first, that repose is a common consequence of taking one hand into the
hand of another person; a calm feeling of quietude is induced if we place
the palm of one hand upon the pit of the stomach of an individual; or
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x í ^ ^ pliceá upon the forehead ; and the effect Is more striking, If one
lià n d be placed on the forehèad'; and:thè other géútiy applíéá" l"tliè1
^j)It of the stomach. We are aware of the difficulty of placing manypèr- '
sons into a sleep, but we know how'far'different persons excel r<rthers in
the power of magnetizing. Some can with great facility bfe puttoiiièèjp
b j anybody. Some require enormous patience to influenced 1 hi# #
myself tried upwards of five hundred’times'<m oné Indìiriduàt,' tèforè E
could induce a heavy somnolence. In'other cases! faavé beehnrfcéty,
—one hundred and twenty— and more times, before I could produce
effect I desired. I do not know what there is, in me, that pródùéés sò'

peculiar a heaviness in my cases. My friend, Mr. Henry S. Thómpáórt¿;
puts persons into a deep sleep, but Ixis influence is aécompáiedwith'ef**
fects far more agreeable than mine. His irifltiehòé, then, is diflferéñtfrom mine, although equally powerful in dealing. I owe m y life tè JMtf
patient and persevering zeal ; for one night, in the year 18ÌT, I wás at
death’s door from the combined effects of Bronchitis, Pneumoma, afiuf
inflamed liver : my friends Dr. Mliotson and Dr. Ferguson ■had ex%
hausted all the resources of their skill, and Dr. Elliotson, liéaringtofM r
Thompson’s arrival in London, sent* him to me, at halfpast Ten
o’clock at night, telling him he had little hope of saving mè. UnWea^
rying was the kindness of my friend. He fixed his gaze upon me, and ‘
with great efforts, removed one disease after another fitrfn me. H e
went on steadily working with gòod Heart and will, for four hours alid
a half ;—at the end of which time, I, who had not been in a recumbent
posture for three nights and days, removed all the hill of piUowA fr&i*
about me, threw myself into a horizontal position, and fell asleep; then*
without stirring, I continued in one deep sound doze, for five
In the morning, I was well ; all Inflamation—all cough-^-all pain, bad
vanished. I was anxious about nothing, except a good breakfast*
which I coveted ravenously as soon as I became awake.
Was this a miracle ? No. A miracle is the work of a divine power. Mr
Thompson pretended only to exert a firm will, an indomitable energy,
a patient perseverance. He is a ràre example of am an in possession df
these qualities, which are much enhanced by a kindnes of heart, that
endears him to every friend he has. I am not able to say much -about
the manner in which one magnet can influence another, but th is; I
know, that one man can put another to sleep with much greater casé
than another. I have seen so many examples of this fact, that sceptic
as I have always been, I cannot doubt its truth. If so many varieties
l&lffsii; in the magnetic forces of different individuals, is it to-bè wdhdéí-
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ed at that some persons find it very difficult to believe in the efficacy
of mesmerism ?
Let us inquire what we mean by the word Force. But if we wish to
obtain a clear view of our meaning, we must first have an illustration
of the object on which force is exerted. These objects fall under the
general head of Matter. What is Matter? Now comes that which re
quires the common sense we find so much more frequently among the
hard-headed thinkers of the working classes, than among those who
write learned books, which especially, as of late, make confusion worse
confounded. Sir Isaac Newton, a man gifted by his God, with facul
ties far above the ordinary standard of human intelligences, did not live
in times, when Chemistry had established her more recent truths. Al
though he was, perhaps the most original thinker the world ever witnes
sed, he thought of matter as consisting of “hard, impenetrable particles,
endowed with Vis Inertia, Gravitation, and Chemical attraction for other
particles.*1 Now here is the assumption that the properties of hard
ness and impenetrability inhere in matter, while they are but relative
conditions,—conditions attached to certain kinds of matter in a solid
form. No one would say of solid butter, or solid cocoa nut oil, in warm
weather, that they were either hard or impenetrable. All matter, as our
experience would warrant us in the inference, may feeconsidered as sus
ceptible of the several forms of solid, liquid, and elastic, aeriform, or
gaseous. We have no right to assume that because there is ah infinite
variety of densities in relation to bodies, that each body must necessari
ly be impossible of reduction to the mean, or to the lowest degree of
density, among all bodies. The circumstances under which one body
inay exist, may reduce that easily reducible, to a liquid, or to a gaseous
state. It does not follow that another body of equal or greater density,
because our arts of manipulation have not enabled us to reduce it to the
same states, is not, by possibility, susceptible of such reduction. From
all the facts before us, the fair inference is, that all bodies are suscepti
ble of that degree of disintegration, or of decomposition which may
make them capable, mediately or immediately, of solution into liquid
or gaseous states. If this be so, the question of the gravity of bodies»
need not enter into our consideration, until we have to reflect on the
subject of forces. When Dr. Hare, of Philadelphia, writing on these
subjects, compared the density of gaseous Hydrogen and that of solid
platinum, and alluded to the relation o f l to 25,000, he was not care
ful to compare like things with like. It may he possible to reduce pla

tinum to the same gaseous state as Hydrogen, and it must depend upon#
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the degree of ran faction possible in the two gases, before we can ascer
tain how far they may be capable of being submitted to the same cir
cumstances. Platinum taken at 25,000 is a solid material, and Hydro
gen at 1, the thinnest of airs :—the lightest body in Nature. We ar
rive at these relative weights by exercising our faculty of comparison,
which has taught us, that relative gravities afford us a means of distinc
tion ;—a means of distinguishing only one essential characteristic of
ponderable bodies,—density. But the degree of density is dependent 'on
a cause little understood, and a cause that introduces two relations diameterically opposed to each o t h e r that of the particles of a body to
attract each other, and that of its particles to repel each other. But
have the particles of any body an inherent power to attract or to repel ?
Are they themselves gifted with power ? Are they capable of acting ?
Reflect, that an act implies a will, which can set in motion a force to
impel passive objects. The Natural philosophers, wrho have thought
most profoundly on this theme, are clear in tlieir agreement that all
matter is inert,—another word for passive. They do not dream of its
having the power of acting by its own inherent impulse. Boscowich
and Exley may have been dreaming, when they did their best to puzzle
themselves with the vain idea that matter was essentially force. They
were acute reasoners, but they missed their mark, when they arrived at
th is conclusion, for they might as well have announced that there is no
difference between cause and effect.
Exerting our common sense, knowing that changes are undergone
in the densities of substances, upon the application or introduction of
certain agencies, which, would appear on some occasions, to disintegrate,
arid on others, to decompose the bodies under consideration, we, are
le d to infer that the matter we can thus cause to be acted on, m u s t.be
passive or inert. We know that heat and light can introduce repulsive
forces among the particles of bodies, obliging them so to arrange them
selves, as to have fluid or aerial characters. If we could conceive of
in e r t particles continuing to expand until the gas into which they were
converted, by light or heat operating on them, had reached to an incon
ceivable degree of attenuation, we might indeed believe in power exerttin g an influence on matter. Suppose, in this condition of Hydrogen
gas, occupying a certain space, enclosed by glass, another dozen gases
a r e introduced into the space; the late philosopher Dalton, of Man
chester, established the fact that a law exists, allowing these gases to
com m ingle, and the heterogeneous airs to occupy the same space, and to

merge into one gaseous mass, of no greater bulk than before. We bm§
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in example of the fact of gases commingling, without quarrelling, intk
Atmosphere we breathe, which is commingled Oxygen and Nitrogen. ,
If Oxygen and Nitrogen were endowed, as magnets are,
poles, they would quarrel. Conceive of the gases that Dalton mixed,
having poles, there must have been instant explosion. If poies were
attached to all gases, their particles could commingle only in one way,
that of occupying the same space, and having the same poles; but we
know that when magnets are apposited, so that like poles touch like
poles, a force of repulsion is present, and at last if you oblige the mag
nets to be together, in such relations, the magnetism disappears. The
disagreeable battle depolarises the magnets. When gases commingle,
we must infer that they have no polarities. We must enquire if they
can obtain the privilege of being raised in the scale of creation ? At pre
sent, we see that gas, without polarity, is simply a specimen of inert, or
passive matter. But we know well that oxygen can be electrified. We
know that it has been submitted to electric currents, and that the re
sult has been a new substance, known as Ozone.
We are not now enquiring into the nature of this new compound of
oxygen and electricity. We have to learn more about it hereafter, but I
wish to point out the fact that oxygen, without electricity, is powerless
while, with electricity, it is so p o w e rfu l an agent as to destroy putrid mat
ter, and to eat up most of the metals with an avidity, marvellously sur
prising. Having established this position, we ask what is matter ? Sim
ply gas or air without polarity. But gas or air, without polarity* cannot
combine to form anything. I defy any one to form water from oxygen
and hydrogen, without introducing electricity in some form, either by
presenting a substance with poles, or direct electricity. The one fact
shews the necessity of giving polarity, by decomposition—the other, of
communicating the electric force, by external agency.
We now come to consider, how far we are warranted in assuming, that
any form of will interferes in such an operation as we have been sup
posing, and thus, we necessarily arrive at the idea of the doctrine of a
special providence. Will is a faculty of a mind. A mind must regulate
the universe. The great philosopher, Laplace, could not see his way to
a conclusion of all things having existed, subjected to laws, from an eter
nity of time, without believing in the necessity of a grand mathematical
formula. He was obliged to confess, that a mathematical formula requir
ed a highly accomplished mind ; but a highly accomplished m ind could
grapple with all the difficulties in nature, after it had based events, pa^t
and future, on a principle. What is that principle ? That all m atter
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should be subjected to its will. No thinking mind could abandon the
idea of ruling matter, after having taken the pains to form laws by which
that matter was to be ruled, and hence the necesity of a constant watch
fulness to prevent collisons, interruptions, and vacillations. Whoever
thought of a ruler, ruling without a direct will, and he who rules the
universe, has above all other lawmakers, a deep interest that his direct
will should be obeyed. He is ever watchful, ever vigilant, never sleep
ing, never slumbering. His penetrating knowledge pervades all forms
of matter, and his industry is the great example to all his numerous sub
jects. You, who have reasoning power, and refuse to listen to this clear
exposition of the constituent principles of the universe, are now chal
lenged to produce one more simple, or more in accordance with the
facts that are daily tumbling out of the events which are taking place a
round us. You are not warranted in concluding that you can fathom
the idea of eternity. You can trace back events to a period when there
must have been a beginning; for all progress is based upon a com
mencing epoch ; but as all matter is regulated by laws, so those laws
. may be changed whenever it suits the will of him who formed them to
direct any alteration in them. It is not necessary for him to consult
even the most capacious mind he has ever ordained to exist, as to what
shall be his next formula. He may so completely alter all his arrange
ments, as to deny us the felicity of adoring him, but in that case, he
must annihilate at once the glory which surrounds him, for all his
works have contributed, through endless ages, to that glory. We, who
are his creatures, can form no other conception of him, than that he is
all -wise, all-perfect, and consequently, all-mighty and all-heneficient.
He, who requires for his happiness, to imitate any being that does not
combine all these attributes, must take refuge with the silly Atheist.
Our object has been to define matter, and now we may proceed to de
fine force which controls matter, and which attaches itself to the par
ticles that are necessarily obliged, by the revolutions of the various ob
jects in space, to assume first the spiral, and then the spheroidal shape.
We are not now to discuss the mathematical laws established by Sir
Isaac Newton. It is sufficient to say that he was the author of the doc
trine which gives to each atom the spheral form, modified by the whir
ling forces operating upon it. We are not now to instruct our readers up
on the abtruse doctrines to he found in the Principia of the world’s great
astronomer. We give only the sketch necessary to our purpose, which
is to advocate the existence of powers, by the agency of which, the Al
mighty mind may direct the ruling of each specific instance of its will.
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Those powers are absolutely beyond the control of man, who is
himself often the victim of them. He is fettered by them, but not- ir
revocably.
Omniscience does not appeal to our sense of propriety. We are of
ten overtaken by storms that would destroy us, but for the wise inter
position of bountiful goodness. W e often fail to see our own interests,
an d are stranded on th e barren rocks of poverty. T hese an d a thousand
o th er instances m ig h t be adduced to shew our own im potence, and
th e necessity existing for those laws w hich m u st ru le our destinies.
B u t these laws em anate from the divine will. T h ey are perfect and
could n o t be altered, w ithout subverting their perfection. T h ey are, how
ever, th e resu lt of forces arriving w hence we cannot guess. T h e Tor
nado dem olishes ships and lives. T h e E arthquak e swallows u p men,
women, an d C hildren. T h e pestilence attacks great n u m b ers. B ut we
repine not, for we know th a t all these resu lt from laws we ca n n o t gov
ern. W e little th in k , th a t each force we know of as o p era tin g for our
good or evil, finds it place in th a t schem e of providence, to w h ich Lap
lace gave the nam e of “L a Grande Forntule:” and w hen h e gave that
nam e, h e as little th o u g h t th a t he was fu rn ish in g a most pow erful ar
g u m e n t for sustaining the philosophical doctrine of a p a rtic u la r provi
dence. M any are the difficulties arising from th e want of a c lea r defi
n ition. W e propose to give an idea of th e word Force. W h a t is it?
A ny one conversant w ith M athem atics is expected to solve problems
rela tin g to th e qualities of curves. W e are no t now going to ham per
ourselves with definitions of curves, b u t if it were req u ired to m a k e out
a clear idea of a curve, we should m erely say th a t it was a circu ito u s
aberation from a straig h t line. T h is would land us in a n o th e r difficul
ty, th a t of wanting to define a circuit. Now a C ircuit m u st r e la te to a
circle, and a circle is only a b en t straig h t lin e ; b u t it is b e n t acco rd in g
to a specific law, and we are dealing only with the subjects of laws. T hese
th e n are our guides. O ne law is good till another su p e rse d e s it. We
find th a t straig h t lines are sim ple continuations of points. 4 p o i n t is a
m athem atical idea b u t a force is an actual agent.
T h ere is no proving th a t forces do n o t em anate from the p o in ts of a
straig h t line. I f we could prove th a t they do, we sh o u ld e s ta b lis h a
new id e a ; b u t it is an idea w hich cannot be realized by any m a th e m a ti
cal philosophers. A m an m u st be mad, he would say, who h o l d s th a t a
force em anates from a point. You, who are aware of th e im p o s sib ility
describing a point, except by saying it has n eith er space, nor d im e n sio n s,
Jjave po pretension to question my right, when I suggest, that a series
1« r
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of points will make a line. How can that, which has no dimensions,
occupy space, and yet you expect me to say, that force cannot emanate
from th a t w hich does n o t occupy space. I assert, w ithout fear of con
tradiction, th a t we can form no idea of force b u t th a t one, which I hold
to be tru e ,-n a m e ly ,-th a t force is know n to us, only as th a t w hich issues
from points. N aturally you desire an example. I t to is ready your
h an d . Look at the revolving cylinder of an electrical m achine. You
must n o t expect to be told, th a t th e force w hich is accum ulated in
the conductor, arrived there in solid masses, w hen you know it cam e
by infinitesim al points. You know th a t no exam ple of th e expansive
power of a force can be m ore strik in g th a n th a t w hich we are exempli

fying.
_
When we regard force as an attrib u te of power, we only ascribe to th e
deity h is inalienable rig h t to deal w ith th e m in u te details of his King
doms. W e know him to be om nipresent, an d we know th a t no subject
is too m in u te for h is attention. H ow can we th e n doubt, th a t he, who
fills space w ith th e im m ensity of h is power, can fail to he cognizant o f
every point in space. P o in ts are b u t m athem atical ideas to us. T h ey
are M athem atical realities to him . A lin e is to us, in tru th , an impossi
ble idea. T o him , it is as m uch a reality, as a h ard surface is to us.
W h a t then is our question? Is it th a t we cannot com prehend th e idea,
that h e can form ideas w hich puzzle us ? W e need be u n d er no appre
hen sion th a t we shall exert a power of d oubting th e truth of h is being
om n ipresent, w hen we know th a t one form of our own existence ena
bles us to read the thoughts of others. W e m ay he told th a t th is is one
of tiie facts against w hich, the m en who call them selves philosophers, in
o u r day, set th eir faces. T h ey need n o t flatter them selves w ith th e idea
th a t they are philosophers. However proud they m ay be of th e ir posi
tion, they are not infalliable, and m any a seam stress, and m any a sim
ple hearted country girl has been able to read them a lesson in h u m ili
ty. T h e d arin g of such m en is equalled only by th e ir bold assum ption
of superiority, for they are always eager to shew how far they are supe
rio r to th e ig n o ran t physicians, who having had, at least, as good an
education, and as good opportuni ties of profiting by experience, as th em 
selves, are spoken of by them , as silly believers in idle tales. T h e tim e
is come w hen th e public begins to estimate the stay progress m en.
T h ey are alm ost all of them m en of sm all intellect, w ith lim ited reason
in g powers. T h ey never state a proposition worth a m om ents consid
eration. T hey never coin a new word, because th e ir vocabularies are
am ple and they have m ore words th a n ideas. W hereas, those who ad
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vocate Mesmerism, and th e h ig h and holy science to .which Mestneri^n
is but a hand m aid, need no other form of words but that which leads to
new ideas. We are not now advocating all the frivolities which attend
upon novelty* We are endeavouring to „impress the idea, that words
must always convey a.meaning, and when we find objection made to
new ideas, we .are sure to find the opponent ready to overpower us with
bushels of verbiage. There are many among the so called philoso
phers, who would be glad to retrace their steps. . We shall have no ob
jection to meet them. W e are glad to hail the generous spirit which
seeks to repair the injuries it has inflicted. But we must be just. Mer
cy is the attribute of the judge. We do not presume to take upon our
selves that holy office. We only yield to the impulse of C harity, which
meets the penitent not only with forgiveness, but with love. There
are many who would like to be enabled to practice the art of forgiveness
of injuries. It is no easy matter to acquire i t ; a long apprenticeship is
quite necessary for the man who like myself once gloried in th e pride
of a vindictive spirit. M eekness was n o t one of m y boasts. I have
braved public, as well as private w rath. I cared n eith er for God, nor
team I th o u g h t m yself right, and if a duel was th e consequence of a
w ounded sense of honor, 1 have thrice, u n sh rin k in g ly , en co u n tered all its
consequences. 1 m ay well blush for m y folly. I am now subdued,
n o t only by severe repentance, but by th e holy thou g h ts th a t h ave been
forced upon m e, by th e inevitable consequences of reflecting, as deeply
as I have done, on th e phenom ena, on th e results,— an d on th e trains
of reasoning w hich M esm erism alone can induce. You, who are wait
in g to be told w hat these phenom ena,— w hat these results,— w hat these
tra in s of reasoning were, must w ait for th e due developm ent o f the facts we are to discuss in these E ssa y s; and w hen you a re told they lead to the
establishm ent, in all candid m inds, of a h ig h m oral conviction, that
G od rules th e universe, th a t G od sees all our actions, th a t G od plans
all th e events w hich p rom pt us to regulate ou r lives, according to the
best code of laws w hich he h as vouchsafed to m an, you cannot conclude
th a t th e effects of M esm erism on the happiness of individuals, and on
the fu tu re well-being of society, is at a ll com prom ised by the publica
tio n of these Essays.

After this digression, we return to the thread of our discourse. We
were in sistin g on th e subjection of m atter to those forces w hich email*
ated from th e depths of space. People have been so m uch accustom
ed to talk of the action of matter, that they will find it difficult to com
prehend, that matter cannot act. Much of the ab su rd verbiage of medi
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cal p rac titio n e rs is a t once u pset by depriving the physician of h is
fav o rite word “action,” a word m ore calculated to confuse h is own m in d ,
a n d th a t of h is patient, th a n he would like to confess.
W e are n o t now disposed to quarrel w ith th e dictionary. W e m erely
m e n tio n , enpassant, the m ischief w hich has been introduced into th e
v o cab u lary of professional m en, who, of all others, are interested in ob
ta in in g clear ideas on th e subjects occupying th e ir attention. M atter
c a n n o t act. T h is is our position. I f it could act, forces w ould be u n 
n e c e s s a r y ; for we should have no en d of new com binations w hich would
o v e rtu rn th e foresight of all calculators. Im agine th e varieties of m at
te rs in th e universe, each endowed with a power of com bining w ith its
n eig h b o u r, and no t influenced, and not regulated, by any external forces!
H ow im m ediate would be th e ch ao s! No power to control such a m u l
titu d e o f m aterials, assem bling in all directions, to prom ote a g ran d
fu sio n . W ho could distribute th e m aterials w hen once u n ited ? W ho
co u ld say w here Chaos would end ? W ould n o t any arran g em en t be
b e tte r th a n th a t w hich should give powers to m atter? A nd yet profound
th in k e rs w rite volum inous works, w hich are no t only read; b u t alm ost
w o rsh ip p ed by m en of literatu re and science, who th in k them selves sd
su p e rio r to me, t h a t l hide m y dim inished head, w hen m en of note a n d
w o m en of ta len t prate to me, of th e deep philosophy to be found in five
o r six th ic k closely p rin ted volum es of a system of Positive P hilosophy,
th e g re a t object of w hich is to prove th a t th e B rain, or nervous m atter,
is th e Basis of th e th in k in g faculty. I n other words th a t matter thinks !
C an a n y m an be surprised a t th e w ant of reasoning power displayed by
ed u c ated m en, w hen n u m bers are found in society, who dare n o t hold
u p th e ir heads to denounce th e absurdities of such volum inous triflin g
as can be read in M . Com te’s work. W e are ^know on the'threshold of
o u r m a tte r, for we have w andered on purpose to shew, th a t like my
d ear o ld M aster, Professor Macurtney, la m addicted to differ from all
th o se w ho have dared to believe th a t I am to be ranked am ong th e A the
ists o f th e day. I told you th a t on a form er occasion, I gave m y friend,
M r. H olyoake, a h ard n u t to crack. My present Essay w ill be a h a rd 
e r one, and, he m ay lay th e flattering unction to h is soul, th a t I ad
d ress h is own audiences, who have not a word to say in reply to m y facts
a n d arg u m en ts. I do no t pretend to foretell events; b u t I may be bold
en o u g h to say, th a t those who call them selves secularists, will n o t find
it easy to reply to m y views, a n d I am ready to enter the lists w ith a n y
of th e m w ho w ish to im p u g n the validity of the facts I have p u t forth.

I do -not rejtsii public

Msmsmmu m platforms, for they .are the clap*
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traps of low party feeling; b u t th e Spiritual Telegraph will, I have
Bo doubt, open its pages to any com m unications, dictated in a proper
spirit, w hich shall adduce facts and reasonings, calculated to embrace
ideas, th a t m ay dem olish my poor argum ents. W ith th is gauntlet, I con
clude. May you all, m y good friends, feel, as I have felt, m uch plea
sure in th e startling E ssay you have now before you, an d if you receive
it well, I w ill soon w rite you another.

J f A.

- .-.—.;o:... ......
GLEANINGS.
“Incredulity of t fact,

I

take it, i i th at w ide-spread w eakness of the human mind, which

men w ho have perfected their opinions, and have n o room for learning
anything more. A new fact to them , is just one above th e num ber th at is convenient or
necessary for th em , and had they the power o f creating, or o f preventing creation, the in
is observed in

convenient fact should not have ex isted .

Indeed, if adm itted in to their completed

system, “ the little stranger” would destroy it altogeth er, b y acting as a chemical solv
e n t o f th e fa b ric!
“ B u t th is is n o t th e mode o f th e searcher after tr u th ; and

.

.

in determ ining the impor

tan t question, which it is intended to subm it for consideration, I w ould rather forget
m uch th at I have been tau ght, or find it all unsound, than I would reject one single cir
cum stance, which I know and recognize as a truth. In a ll th e questions th at can by
possibility he m ooted, whether philosophical or otherw ise, that th eory is alone admis
sible w hich w ill explain all th e attendant phenom ena and observed facts, and which is,
m oreover, co n sisten t w ith the nature of man, and the world o f m atter and o f mind with
w hich he is co n n ected .' '—A

personal narrative, by W. M W ilkinson.

“Besides this earth, and besides the race of men, there is an invisible world and a
kingdom of Spirits: that world is round us, for it is everywhere; and those Spirits
watch us, for they are commissioned to guard us.”—
*.

'

J ane E yre. By Charlotte Bronte.

“ M ay we look am ong the bands o f m in isterin g Sp irits for our departed on es ? Whom
w ould G od be more lik ely to send ? H a v e w e in heaven a friend w ho kn ew us to the
heart’s core— a friend to whom we have unfolded our soul in its m ost secret recesses—
to whom we have confessed our w eaknesses and deplored our griefs ? I f w e are to have
a m in isterin g spirit, w ho better adapted ?
'

Have we not m em ories corresponding to such a belief. W h en our soul has been cast
down, has never an invisib le voice whispered, ‘T here is liftin g up ?’ H ave n o t gales
and breezes o f sweet and healin g thought beetf Wafted over u s, as if an an gel h ad spoken
from

his w ings the odors o f paradise ? M any a one, we are confident, can rem em ber

such things ; and w hence com e th ey ?”— M r s . H a r r ie t B e e c h e r S to w e .

.
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However multifarious are the subjects which relate to the phenome*
na we have been considering, we are bound to resume the thread of our
discourse. We must recur to the subject of matter, and of the forces
which govern it.
Under these circumstances, let us ask our first question. What are
the forces which impel masses of matter ? Are we warranted in believ*
ing that we can fathom the whole of this subject, without first enquir
ing into the history of the great discoveries that have been made prin*
cipally by our own countrymen, in Mathematics, and in the deep sci*
ence of Physics. We know enough of the laws which Newton discov*
ered, to be aware that two great forces are ever present, to keep the
large masses of matter, which form the subject of the astronomer’s stu*
dies, in their proper places, in that wide expanse, we, not improperly,
call the Heavens. These forces, included in the general term of Gra*
vitation, are like the forces which characterise Magnetic Phenomena.
They are said to be centripetal, or seeking a centre, and centrifugal, or
flying from a centre. Attractive and Repulsive may suit our ideas m ■
well, when we are thinking of the phenomena app#taming to Magnets*
We are not obliged to pursue mathematical studies to obtain these ideas,
but we may he sure that all phenomena, relating to the universe built
...........................
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by the great Architect of the Heavens, are subject to mathematical laws,
and occur in series, as beautiful as those of the most complete Loga
rithms.
The forces of Attraction and Repulsion are curiously operative in all
the subjects we have undertaken to discuss. It would be difficult to
point ou,t any facts connected with the health or disease of the living1
Sobrie, oi* with the operations of mind, that were not subject, in a great
er or less degree, to these antagonistic powers. Let us regard them as
they relate to what we may call the elements of our enquiries,—to sleep
and wakefulness. These are conditions to which we are all subject.
How many are the gradations between a slight slumber, and a very
deep sleep ! We are lost in the variety of grades, if we seek to define
them ! Yet they all depenni upon Magnetic laws.
We must consider how forces are made to reach matter, in order to
have a better idea of the influence exerted upon us to produce the changes
which we observe in our diurnal conditions. The simplest forms of
matter are airs, which may be subjected to the force of Repulsion, and
Jp, that case they expand more and more, or become what is said to be
K rer ; or on the other hand, they may be subjected to the force of at
traction and are then obliged to become more dense. In the first case, *
they become more negative, and
the second, they may be said to Jbepome positive. An air cannot approach to the condition of a fluid, with
out being intimately associated with a force, and that force is electric,
producing, because it is attractive, and antagonistic to the repulsive
agency which previously governed it, a spiral motion, which rapidly
gives to each particle a spheral or spheroidal form. Imagine the force
to increase, and suppose the airs to be Oxygen and Hydrogen, the electic force overcomes their divellent tendencies, and obliges them to form
a drop of water. It is unnecessary to say that this # ° P of water is
quite round,—a little globe,—a spherule.—You do not doubt aboujt fjxe
shape of the rain which comes down round, and plashes against the
glass of your windows. That drop of rain is a magnet. I t is a
gperoidal-body. It has assigned that form in obedience to an electrip
force, and exerts electric agencies upon surrounding bodies, in virtue of
its Ijtagnetic properties. Imagine that drop of water, under circumstan
ces, in which it cannot help itself, becoming betrothed or approximated
to some powdered flint, and really and ‘truly there are conditions.in
which it must, of a necessity, dissòlve or unite with some of that flint.
These are all magneto-electric conditions. The sbapé éf the resulting
M§g»et k still a fall, which, with many other b p s of a jijp

If,

ioiifrefatai together, and subjected to a sufficiently powerful current of
Electricity, is obliged to become a rock crystal. Water and flint powder
have th u s combined, and have advanced in the gradation of Natural
substances. From inert gases, Magnetises has produced water, and
rendered it capable of transmitting electric currents. I t has done more«
I t has, b y its attractive power, enabled the Water to dissolve flint, -and
to produce the crystal from which so many spectacles and object glasses
are m ade. That crystal is an advance, in the steps of Nature, to a rank
h ig h er than the shapeless flint. It has a curious geometric form of six
flat sides, at the top of which is a pyramid of six sides, and the pointed
end o f th at pyramid, if applied, for a sufficient length of time, to the face
of a h u m an being, will produce sleep in that individual. Qn the other
hand, the butt end of that crystal will awaken that person. All this
follows a law, determining the different influences of Magnets or Crys
tals upon one another. It is not to be concluded that Nature is tired of
M agnets, when she has decreed the formation of Crystals, in the mineral
kingdom . There are thousands of different kinds of Ciystals, which
are compounds of water and minerals, all susceptible of classification, in
natural orders. But Magnetism does not stop here. It proceeds higher,
to d gives laws for the formation of vegetables,, for each vegetable growth
is found by Mr. Rutter, and his disciple Dr. Leger to be a Magnet, or a
Crystal, having two poles, like all other magnets and crystals.—Magnet
ism, perhaps much modified, attends to the duties assigned to it,
throughout the whole of creation. Not only are seeds, plants, trees,
fruits, and all parts of each of them, magnets or crystals, but they aref
though superior, in the rank they hold, to mineral crystallic arrange*
m ents,—necessarily inferior to the crystallic forms and forces of the
animal kingdom. When we arrive at the forces, which actuate man for
instance, and find the close analogies they bear to the forces which have
determined the geometric forms of mineral crystals, and the mathemati
cal accuracy which is displayed in the formation and proportions of the
cells to d tubes of the vegetable kingdom, we cannot fail to be struck
with the simplicity of God’s general laws, and the endless varieties,
which he ordains, from the single trunk force of his prime motivp
power I
A fair question may be asked, How can you prove all you have been
stating? It is not necessary, in order to give a reply to this question,
to go ■over the whole range of facts collected by the Baron von Reichen-back, by Mr. Rutter, and by Dr. Leger; nor into the numerous as.
.toUfadiag truths, that aye scattered broadcast over fie pages of that mogt
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valuable collection of volumes that bears the title of “ The Zoist,4’ and
which stands forth as an imperishable monument to the name of
Blliotson, a man, who, for his own future fame, knows perhaps rather
too well, where he stands ; for it has been Ms misfortune that he could
not sufficiently control the organ that has made him proudly conscious
that posterity will undoubtedly point at Ms name, as the beacon light
of Ms age. But he has succumbed to the horror, expressed by Ms
aristocratic friends, at the legitimate progress of the Science of Mes
merism : and he little dreams to what an extent, Ms reputation, as a
deep-thinking pMlosopher, will be blemished by Ms frantic repudiation
of the profound truths that emerge from the mesmeric Science of Spi
ritualism. For the sake of the classes 1 am now addressing, I trust
that the British Spiritual Telegraph will one day be regarded as a con
tinuation of the “ Zoist.” For the facts and reasonings wMch have ap
peared, and will continue to appear, under Mr. Morrell’s auspices can
not fail to bring it up to a pitch of importance in public estimation» that
may defy all detractors.
Not to teaze you with all the minute details wMch would render a
reply to our question too long an affair, the example we have selected of
the opposite conditions of Sleep and Wakefulness, as the elements of
our inquiries, will suffice to introduce a number of facts to lead you to
a conclusion, that must be always borne in mind. Let us ask :
What is Sleep? We know little else about it, than that when we
are overtaken by it, we are apt to become addicted to a loss of our
ordinary thoughts, and to a state of want of consciousness of all that
Surrounds us. We are curious beings, when we consider how soon
we slide from the state of consciousness to that of perfect obliviousness.
Who is there that is able to remember the moment,—the click of time
when he fell asleep? and yet, there must have been that moment. Is
this not analogous to the Magnetic Phenomenon of the common re
versal of polarity, in an electro-magnetic coil, when the one pole is re
placed by the other? I t is not only analogous; it is the identical phe
nomenon. How do you prove that? is a very natural question. Very
easily. Reflect for a moment—What is Pain? Consult Todd’s John*
sohn’s Dictionary, and you will find that the learned compiler was not
very clear as to what pain was, in fact. How are we to know what we
mean by the use of words, if our great Lexicographers, who make a deep
study of the meaning of words cannot tell us better than by quoting
Shakespere, who says it is “ Perfect misery, the worst of evils, and ex
cessive, overturns all fati© Jm ,, This is not a definition* What» then

ctn we say? How shall we define the word? We can he at no loss if
we bear in mind the fact, that man is a magnet. He is not only a
magnet, but one particularly liable to reversals of polarity. No one can
cut h is finger without suffering some pain. No one can find himself
pinched by a vice, who will not call out from the agony he suffers.
Why is this? As long as any individual is in his ordinary or normal
condition, his magneto-electric currents run their course, without his
experiencing the slightest inconvenience. But when his polarities are
reversed, his state undergoes an alteration. This alteration is not
necessarily pain, for we could not otherwise waken from a state of sleep#
without experiencing pain. But we find that when we are asleep, we
can dream, and our dreams may tell us that we are in pain. At
that instant, we become awake. Why is this ? Because we feel that
the reversal of Polarity, which has disturbed us from sleep, is extreme.
We were sleeping comfortably, and all the particles of the Magnet-man
were in that magnetic condition. I have named lone. That which
1 have called Clone supervenes, and the reversal of polarity being ex*
trem e, pain is the result.
The severance of one part of the body from
another is, precisely, the disintegration which reverses the polarity to
an extreme extent, and produces what we mean to express by the word
pain. Few are aware of the obligations which are due from mankind
to m en of genius, who put forth works that exhibit their powers of
m ind, in the close catenation of arguments, on subjects relating to the
alleviation of suffering. The late Dr. Macartney, Professor of Anatomy
in the University of Dublin, published a work on Inflammation, which
constitutes an Era in the History of Modern Surgery. He was the
philosophical reasoner on the application of tepid, or blood-warm clean
water, to the alleviation and cure of incised and lacerated wounds. His
system of Water Dressing, is, as yet, but imperfectly understood. Now,
that we are engaged in considering pain, we can fully comprehend his
meaning: for he directed the application of Water, and of Steam, at
such temperatures, as should, alone, on their application, destroy all
sense of pain. How was this effected ? Simply by applying an arma
ture to the two poles of the Magnet. His steam and his water dress«
ing produced the same effect, as if one were to make the two opposite
poles of a Steel Magnet become closed by the application of a piece of
soft iron. The water dressing, in short, was an armature closing the
poles that has been separated, by what is called Solution of Continuity.
When the new views I am endeavouring to recommend to the notice of
mankind shall be received, I do not fear for the reputation which will
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accrue to the memory of my old master, who was at once, one of the
rofoundest, as well as one of the most ingenious thinkers of his age*
on who are accustomed to regard things at their proper value, will not
care much, who gets the credit of a discovery, so long as you enjoy its

i

benefits, but when you learn that my venerated master was an advocate

for the extension of knowledge among th e , working classes, as well as
pnong those with whom he associated, and that his thoughts embraced
fill the views for the amelioration of society which have been brought to
your attention by one of the most distinguished philanthropists of mo
dem times, you will know why I felt anxious to do honour to one whose
philosophical ideas extended to the amelioration of our race in every
possible point of view- I am not now to compare this man with those
who wield the batons of science. Thoroughly content to let them en
joy all the distinctions accumulated, upon them, I cannot regard them
as the men devoted to their race. Small in their aspirations, they are
gne and all, unable to grasp large views. Fear is among their debasing
passions, and when once a man allows himself to fear for consequences,
jn his pursuit of ennobling knowledge, he is unworthy to hold a high
position. We shall, bye and bye, see that all tendencies to a low
standard of moral feeling, inevitably leads the mind to a downward
course. We have to prepare to show how this happens, and it may
appear very strange to many, that it is intimately connected with the re
lations of sleep and wakefulness.
_
We proceed to inquire why we lay so much stress on this apparent
paradox ? You are not much wiser for all you have hitherto learned on
pain. You could not, however, have understood clearly how Sleep and
Wakefulness are dependant on opposite conditions, without being pre.
pared to know the facts resulting from man being a Magnet. Now* we
proceed to inquire how the Magnet is influenced, when Sleep super
venes. Sleep is the result of approximative forces, operating among
the minute particles of brain and nerve matter. How is this proved?
When I was House-Surgeon at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital, now about
45 years ago, a boy was brought in, whose skull was extensively frac
tured. Mr. Abemethy had been lecturing to the pupils, on the fact,
that the brain occupied less space in sleep, than it d jd in wakefulness
H e stated that the celebrated Dutch Professor, Kuysch, had remarked
this fact, in the case of a patient, whom he had trepanned. I was led
to watcht he brain of the boy under my own special care, and I found that
Buysch had stated the truth. I was delighted, that boy-surgeon as I
was, I could corroborate so great a mao. The fact remai oed oft my
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memory,- and in Maturer years, called upon to perform many experi
ments on living animals, I found in rabbits and dogs, reason to con*
elude, that when pressure was applied over the brain, the bony cover
ing having been previously rapidly removed, the subjects of my experi
ments were induced to sleep; the degree and depth of the sleep vary
ing, according to the amount of pressure applied. It is unnecessary to
detail the experiments. The facts, in conclusion, were that approxima
tive agencies induce sleep, and that ou the contrary, pressure being re
moved; the divellent forces produced wakefulness. What has all this to
do with our grand question ? Patience, and you shall soon see. • Divelle n t forces have their analogies in Nature. The great spheres in space
fute held in their orbits, by the antagonism of attractive and repulsive
or approximative and divellent forces. These are only modifications of
the magnetic forces. We little think, that we are, ourselves, the shuttle
cocks of these antagonistic agencies. All sleep depends upon approx
imative agencies. All wakefulness results from opponent agencies,
which we call Divellent. The numberless experiments J have publicly
performed proving these facts, are sufficient to establish the truth of the
assertion, but one fact suffices, and it is this. When a man sleeps, he
is surrounded by agencies impelling him to awake, yet he wakes not.
Why is this ? Before he slept, his polarities were not reversed. H e
had continued exerting himself until he was fatigued. Fatigue is the
precursor of sleep. If a completely tired man cannot sleep, he must
die. We know that all patients, in typhus fever, that cannot be made
to sleep, inevitably die. The condition of wakefulness, too long con*
#tinned, is necessarily succeeded by a reversal of Polarity, and the patient
sleeps. How is all this connected with the moral habits of life ? T hus :
when man understands his nature, he is naturally led to become moral,
because he finds that he is constrained by forces which act inevitably.
He is not allowed to sleep, when he is wanted for the exertions which
are to fit him for the duties of life. How are these duties to be perform»
ed, if he be asleep when he ought to be awake ? 1 am not prepared to
enter into the argument of necessity : but this I know, that if a man be
asleep when he ought to be awake, he loses much of the enjoyment of
life. Now, wakefulness tires, and sleep refreshes. B ut if sleep be pro
longed by an increase or multiplication of an attractive force, that kind
of sleep will refresh many times more than ordinary sleep, and conse
quently will become the source of encreased health. Are you prepared
to dispute this proposition ? You are not ignorant ofthedisease known
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the position In which ft bystander pleases to place It You iiwi twuft,
that by magnetic means, we can make most persons cataleptic.
We are not now to enter into all the details of the degrees of Sleep
which may .aient various persons consequent to the manipulations of
' magnetism. We propose however to shew that we are all subject to the
laws of magnetism. How are we subject to these laws ? From our pro
clivity to sleep, when we are tired ;—from our being obliged to sleep
when we are not tired, if a sufficient amount of magnetic force be appli
ed to produce the effect. Now the next question we ask is—Why, if
' man is bound by the laws of magnetism, is he not obliged to become
moral or immoral, according to the attractions or repulsions to which
he may be subjected ? Alas Î poor human nature ! Man is bound by
spells about which he knows nothing. He is bound spiritually ! Do
we know anything of Spirits ? Do we not know of Spirits ? Who pro.
poses to doubt of the existence of Spirits ? Not you who have read the
evidence I have before adduced to you ; and who have been readers of
the Spiritual Telegraph ! Not you who have known that we propose to
show you the links which bind man to the spirit world. These links
ars those of magnetism, and if any doubt be entertained that man is a
magnet, we must continue our lucubrations, to shew how far we are
home out by the evidence afforded us by the facts brought to light by
Eutter,andhis disciple Leger ; facts, which not only establish the propo
sition, that man is a magnet, but that he is the victim of influences,
which he cannot'control, and which are to be controlled only in one way»
—that is, by being made wise by learning,—moral by habit,—and reli
gious by piety, and devotion to the highest objects of man's ambition,
the performance of his duties to God and to his neighbour. You who
are prepared to go on with me, will now be led through the evidence I
can offer to the point that morality is linked with Magnetism, and that
Magnetism, the basis of Spiritualism, is likewise the regulator of the
health and of the diseases of the human system. You must not expect me
| 0 leave off at the connection which subsists between morals and health *
jot I am bound to shew that a course of moral life is dependant upon
•
—that habit is dependant upon •magnetic forces, and—that these
oblige a man to follow in the groove of his destiny. This destiny is
however of his own making. A man abandoned to vices which play
sad mischief with his constitution,—which rob his brain of that power
that ought to be exerted, by his soul, over the muscular system, which
produce a tendency to effusion from the venous and absorbent systems,
which so enervate the physical magnetic forces, that ought to send
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electric currents normally along his nerves, expanding their obvious In
fluences over the more minute structures,—which, moreover, diminish
the size of the cerebral centre, whence his moral and intellectual forces
proceed,—such a man is not able at once to become a reformed charac
ter. God knows that he has been lost, up to a certain p o in t: but the
mission of the philanthropist arrests him in Ms progress. He is taught
that he has been the victim of a sad necessity. He has been driven, by
external influences, to become what he is. He reflects on the evils of
the motives that impel him downwards. He makes himself master of a*
code of laws, and he finds that there are two courses of conduct;—the
one leading to good,—the other to evil results. He chooses that which
tends to make him indulge in good. Finding himself obliged to make
such sacrifices as those which are most disagreeable to his former habits,
he embraces the resolution to begin again where he had left off, and
now his wonted pleasures pall. He is no longer the victim of necessity.
He is obliged to yield to the conviction that an amelioration is possible*
and though extremely difficult, he is induced to frame new resolutions#
to re-commence the habits of sobriety, temperance, truthfulnes, and sin
cerity of repentance, all which he had before voted quite disagreeably
impracticable. What can such a man hope for, when he has really ac
complished a mastery over himself? He is still, to a certain extent, the
victim of circumstances. He may, improved as he is in moral attributes#
while he walks in a street, find that a chimney pot, or a brick, or a
heavy coping stone from a parapet, shall fall on his head, and stun him
in an instant. He is not accountable for this accident. He has been
the victim of an unforeseen event, over which he had not the slightest
power. No self-control would have warded off that blow. What, then#
are we to infer, that man is not the creature of external circumstances ?
We should be guilty of much error, were we to suffer ourselves to rea
son so loosely. We are sure that we are not only bound to act as we
do act, from motives over which we have no control, but that those mo
tives are matters of arrangement, subject to certain laws, which impel
us always to choose our course, according to the influences produced on
our minds. We are not accountable for such influences. But we are
accountable for all those motives which impel us to excesses. We are
accountable for all that weakens our power of Self control. What is
the distinction ? Some feel that they cannot give up smoking. I se
lect this habit, as it is becoming awfully prevalent. Will any man say
that the habit of smoking is acquired by a simple force of necessity ?
Who will tell me, that God has decreed the necessity of smoking Tobae-
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-¿U? Ifoi ni» discreditably employed m urn odious ta d filthy occupy
Ifam. You have not the excuse of the sensual loyer of women. You have
m 0 t%e excuse,, that you are enjoying such delights as conyivial meals
fttwd. You are simply indulging* In a nasty mode of stapifying the
¿eètsep. The smoker is little •aware that facte .exist, which go to prove
that insanity, apoplexy, and the whole train of evils resulting from the
diseases entailed upon the brain and nerves, by the habituai, use of nar#otic8, are in store for him. ■Of course, he flatters himqdf theft Ms owa
j^ a n exceptional case. He la never to have the size of Ms brain lessenid. He is always entitled to immunity from all these condition's wMcl
metre or less in flu e n t all his neigbbPto8* There is no such ally indi
vidual a&r he, who embarking on the sea of Life, can never perceive the
joehs and ahoals» on-iyMch Ms equals are so often stranded. You, who
ü e going along with me, in the course of my anxious labours to servé
m y feUowbçinge, will easily understand, that, surrounded, as you are
.hf numerous examples of men, sMpwrecked on the rocks of their wilfei
¿nd heedless passions« pay exhortations are not idle vapour. •I wish yea
to' become improved characters, not only becapse I desire to impress yes
•with facts relating to Spiritualism and Mesmerism, hut to restrain yea
from those indulgences wMch are incompatible with health : and I pro
pose to prove to you, in the course of these Essays, that health of mind
,§nd health of body have most intimate relations with what mankind de
mise, when we give to them names that are unpalatable. B ut, how.
ever distasteful may be these names for a science, that is closely connec
ted *with human welfare, I propose fearlessly to insist that th e facts
arranged under these names, are requisite paths by wMch we shall ar
rive at what all good sound philosophers have considered to be the best
condition of human happiness :—the sound mind in a healthy body.
We are now to consider how far aberrations from the normal stand
ard of health may influence the polarities of the human body. We
know that the human being is a magnet. We know that he, like all
other beings, ceases to be a magnet, when life is extinct. Many con
siderations prompt us to consider man in his magnetic relations.
No other views are half so convincing as those wMch it has been my
lot to develop on the theory of sleep, and allied to this subject, is the
explanation of all the phenomena of Health and Disease*
4 standard of health cannot be established until we have ascertained
what we mean by the word Perfect. We all know that perfection is not
attainable in this world. We may hope to progress towanfe it in the
next. We may desire to rest on our ideas of perfection in health, when
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matter. Wé may define Perfect Health to be that condition of the sya»
tena in which every function of the body being normally performed, the
individual enjoys a strength and freedom of locomotion which is unat
tended by pain, or uneasiness of any kind. His thoughts are not direct
ed to himself, and he looks out of his own frame, without the conscious
ness of any suffering. He knows only that he exists, and his existence
is a matter of delight to him. Such an individual has strength of frame
and strength of mind. Being normally constituted, the organs of his
brain are all in harmony with the best sentiments of our nature, and
nothing tends so much to the preservation of normal health, as a frame
of mind which embraces all the best feelings of humanity. Ye, who aré
proud of birth and parentage, may reflect on this fact, for it is one that
most particularly concerns you. How many of you enjoy perfect health f
Very few comparatively. Ye are many of you the victims of ScrophuIons Disease. Now what is Scrophula ? Most men are agreed that wé
look for it in all those subjects, in whom the veins and their accessories,
the minute vessels, known as absorbents and lymphatics, are unduly
enlarged. What are the causes of their enlargement ? We have not
for to look for these. We know that squalid poverty develops the ve
nous system. We know that errors of diet are attended by a complaint
physicians familiarly call Dyspepsia. The unlearned may be told that
this means inability of the stomach to digest, as it should do, were the
individual in vigorous health. You may be told that we are apt to be
come less vigorous in health when we try our constitutions by libations
of wine and other narcotic drinks. No one is better aware of this fact
than he, who in his youth, having run the gaunlet of disipation, finds
himself in advanced age, the victim of Dyspepsia. John Abemethy
well expressed himself, when he said, that the disorders of the digestive
organs were the parents of an innumerable progeny of local disease.
Who is there, that at some period of his life, has not experienced the
truth of this saying ? Most men are apt to form ideas of the manner in
which disease operates in producing its ravages. Some think they canf
with impunity, smoke, and drink, and eat ravenously without subjecting
themselves to any evil consequences. They would do well to remem
ber that man is a Magnet, and no magnet can be submitted to any re
versal of its polarities, without suffering loss of its magnetic power, in
other words, without losing strength. Now what is Strength ? I may
be permitted to say that I do not coin a new word, when I call strength,
Tone. Why do I select this word ? Simply because it has been used
for ages, m i is in Jact, a veiy good word* It is short, expressive of my
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idea, and calculated to convey a clear notion of my meaning. That I
may not fail, however, in being clear, it is as well to explain that the
Magnet, man, is susceptible of being influenced, in various degrees, by
the opponent forces of attraction and repulsion, when they operate
upon those minute particles of his structure, which the great physiolo
gists have agreed to call n ucleated cells. You may have various degrees
of Tone, or strength from the pale, wan, scrophulous, hysterical girl»
who is very deficient in tone, to the vigorous powerful sailor, plough
man, or boxer. When a man is very strong, and in robust health, his
muscle and nerve are so harmoniously firm, that they may be compared
to a very strong rope, compactly stretched to the condition the sailors
call tort. Their minute particles are approximated, and they, like the
rope, are hard in their way. I have repeatedly dissected the brains, soon
after death, of persons, who have died of tonic spasm, or locked jaw, and
they have always been h ard ; that is to say, in other words, their mag
netic particles of brain matter having been too closely approximated,
the fact was incompatible with life. Tetanus, or Locked Jaw, is an ex
cessive tonic spasm. Tone is a word for strength, but dealing in con
trasts, for we deal with magnets, and these have two opposite poles, we
must have a word for the weak and easily agitated state of nervous and
muscular fibre,—that weakness, diametrically opposed to firm strength,
where loose fibre is present, where a repulsive agency governs the
minute particles of brain, nerves and muscles. We witness agitation
accompanying weakness in Typhus fever, and all diseases of debility.
A Greek word, expressive of agitation, to be found in all books of Nos
ology, is very convenient for us. We find the word Clone well adapted
to express our ideas of weakness.
•
If you were called upon to apply these terms, Tone and Clone, to the
various degrees of health, or of disease you may witness among your ac
quaintances, you would soon come to the conclusion that you knew very
few persons who could be said to be specimens of perfect health, which
in its highest condition, is accompanied by Tone; and disease, then,
must according to its degrees, be characterized more or less, by Clone. Of
course, it must be understood that we are taking general views, and are
not willingly laying ourselves open to the cavils of captious idlers. It
requires no conjuror to tell us, that rules are liable to exceptions. Health
is not perfect in many who are said to be in good health; nor on the other
hand, is any one, who is merely suffering, more prone to the condition
of Clone, than he who considers himself ill. The one is not in perfect
health ; the other is not the subject of extreme disease. Yet each serves
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as an example of the fact, that every variety of gradation may exist, from
the state of perfect health to that of extreme disease.
It is not easy to familiarize you, at once, with all the consequences
flowing from the ideas in which we have been indulging. You have
never regarded Sleep and Wakefulness,—Health and Disease, as depend*
ant upon the two opposite conditions of the brain and nerves. If you
had, perhaps all you have heard of the marvellous cures performed by
the deep health-giving sleep of Mesmerism, would not have been so as*
tonishing. I t would have struck you as a natural consequence of the
sanatary influences of the Magnetic force ofAttraction. How silly peo
ple are, when they, ignorantly, set themselves up to oppose the laws, by
which God governs his universe.
T he different degrees of soundness in sleep may suggest to us an enquiiy into that state of our existence, which favors dreams or clairvoy
ance. Are you struck with the analogy I offer you? A vivid dream you
believe to be a not uncommon phenomenon, but you had no idea that the
awfully alarming word Clairvoyance meant the same thing as a vivid
dream. You have been already told that we are to deal in facts, and not
in words. You must leave words to frighten those ninnies, who, calling
themselves by titles, signifying teachers, boast of their position, and
are afraid to think for themselves, lest the patients who gild them with
golden fees, should fear to trust them. There is a curious dislike in
mankind to original thinkers. Most men are shy of trouble; and think
ing out a new idea is productive of some trouble. Who is so apt to be
come lazy as a rich man? You, who are poor, can afford the pleasures of
industry; but the rich like to have themselves spared even the industry
of thought. Many a sensible man sleeps over his books, simply because
he has eaten more than is good for him. His veins are overloaded, and the
particles of his brain are impelled to become aproxi mated, and sleep is the
.result. Why are you made to undertake the task of thinking, on the
brain and its particles, while we are pondering on the vicisitudes of life ?
You have not been attending to the main subject of our discourse, which
is the influence of Magnetism on the human body. You have been
told that Spiritualism is intimately connected with animal magnetism#
and we are gradually leading you on to perceive how intimately allied are
all the phenomena of Sleep and Wakefulness with those of vitality and
death. You are already aware that we shrink from death, because we
dread its consequences. We do not shrink from sleep, because we be
lie ve, confidently, that we shall, sooner or later become awake. Many be*
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their voyage into the sea ofEtemitj. You are not to Imagine that we m-.
all equally prepared for such a voyage. He Is best prepared, who se life
has been best spent. But all are equally destined to embark upon the
billows of eternity. It is an awful prospect; but it Is one not without
its solacing considerations. We are supposing that Spiritualism is well
understood, by the many, as a grand panacea for theevils of Hfe. We are
supposing the world to be better instructed than it is. You have attend
ed to the subject, and you are not so satisfied of all its advantages, as,
you would like to be. You must go along with me then, and let us see
whether we are not able to familiarize ourselves with facts, which when
properly strung together, shall not convince us, that our best interests*
in this world are most Intimately bound up with animal magnetism*
with sleep and wakefulness, and with Spiritualism. I f we convince you
that you are on the road to happiness here and hereafter, by making
you clearly understand the nature of sleep, and its intimate connection
with health, we shall have so far acquired the right to conduct you far
ther on your road toward investigating the natural results of any aber
rations from the healthy standard of the human organs, and thus to keep
our promise, in teaching you the art of healing.
'
You are now arrived at a point of our subject which derives its deep
interest from its complete novelty. You are aware that we shrink from
death, because we know not the consequences of it. You need not be
told that ours is a life of trial. We know that well enough, you will
say. You must, however, reflect upon the causes, which, in most cases
produce our trials ; and you will find that the most part, they are con
nected with the same causes as those which influence health and disease.
You need not be told that we are creatures of circumstances. You know
well, that we do not rule ourselves. We are driven about very m uch like
shuttlecocks. Who, that has thought much about his life, and the va
riety of motives, that have influenced him, will doubt that he has not much
control over his actions? There was a time when men were more fond
of metaphysics than they are now, and when men gave themselves up
to studies which were useful, only in so far as they militated against their
Obtaining a very clear view of their own meaning. No man means to
say one thing and believe another, and then the thing believed in maybe
diametrically opposed to his common sense. Yon would not wish to have
one believe that you were without a nose, while you were all the while con
vinced that you had a very good one. You would not desire any one to
tell you what you ought to believe, on a subject connected with yo&
'eternal welfare, unless he would adduce to you goodevidence that -ha- itt*
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derstodil his subject pretty thoroughly. You may be sure thatwe are nut
a p t to trip , w hile we are w alking, u nless we are careless of o u r footing.
N o w I m ean to tel you th a t you are wise. D o n o t stum ble, u n less you
cannot help it. You may be assured after this, that I will not lead you
I n t o paths in w hich you m ay fear th a t you will no t be safe. ' M ost ih e h
when they tread in th e dark, th in k th a t they m aybe apt to go astray ; bttt
when a good lig h t is throw n upon th e ir path, th e ir doubts vanish, a n d
t h e y feel confident th a t they are n o t treading on dangerous g ro u n d . I
a m leading you, very gradually, along w hat has been to m ost in en a very
d a r k passage, b u t it has now been lighted throughout, and you are invited

to walk with me along the whole length of It. This, in fact, is the case
with th e ground on w hich M esm erism is based. W e m u st endeavour to
s h e w th a t it is no t only n o t unsafe ground, b u t th a t it is, really, th e solid
fo u n d a tio n on w hich all our knowledge of th e h u m a n m in d m u st
b u i l t ; an d th e ground on w hich we can walk, not only w ith perfect safety,
b u t w ith freedom and ease.
T h e first p o in t from w hich we have to start, is th e fact th a t m a n is a
M a g n e t! W e m u st always rem em ber t h i s : for it is th e cause of th e ease
w ith w hich he is induced to yield h im self to th e circum stances th a t su r
r o u n d h im . W e m ay reason as m uch as we please on [the doctrine o f
free will, b u t a t th e end of all our disquietudes on th e m etaphysical distin c tio h s between th e inevitable necessity of obeying su rro u n d in g forces,
yvjhich, by th e ir pow erful influences on motives, oblige us to becpm e su j^
ject to superior agencies, we shall find th a t th ere is only one m ode o f
esca p in g from th e toils and chains of n ec essity ; a n d th a t is, by obeying
t h e will of God, com m unicated to u s b y th e only n a tu ra l system o £
m o rals extant. W e are n o t here to en ter into religious polem ics. W e
confine ourselves to facts. O u r facts deal w ith th e phenom ena of m in d
a n d m atter. W e are led, by th e relations of o u r subject, in to fields o f
p h y sical an d of m etaphysical lore, b u t no one will dispute th e proposi
tio n th a t we are creatures of h ab it; and if th is be allowed, we cannot
escape from th e inference, th a t m en an d women, h abitu ated from in 
fancy, to w ander from th e strict paths of rectitude and propriety, are n o t
easily persuaded to re tu rn to th e innocence ■of th e ir prim itive child
hood. I t is n o t to be understood th a t we are unable to recu r to b etter m o
tives. W e are no t only no t irreirievabjy lost, b u t we are quite susceptible
o f im pressions w hich can forcibly im pel us to change all th e previous
h ab its, thoughts, an d convictions of our lives. Suppose a m an, h a
b itu a te d by h is association w ith characters of a low stam p, to
not& ing stored. H e is given u p to p u rsu its, w hich enervate h is body,
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m well is Mi mind. He is abandoned to vices wMch hive destroyed
the due magnetic electric currents of Ms frame. Ho has become the
victim of disease, wMch has supervened upon that M l state of veins,
that is the inevitable condition of the system of every man who drinks,
or smokes, or eats more than he can easily digest. Such a being U,
nevertheless, not lo st Amidst Ms miseries, he can reflect, and Ms re
flections may teach Mm that he can repent. What is Repentance ? Most
of you have the idea that it means being absolutely wretched. Never
was there a greater mistake. God sent Christ upon earth to make men
happy, and he who reads the New Testament to become miserable is a
most untMnking person. You must not be startled at tMs proposition*
You must try to reflect upon it, and when you have read this essay, try if
you c annot read your New Testament again. You may be sure that noth
ing in that book warrants you to make yourself unhappy. With this
idea to ponder upon, I take my leave.
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AN ANGEL’S MESSAGE;

Being a aeries of Angelic and

Holy Communications received

BY A LADY.
•See the rays of morning splendor I—
W ith the milk and with the honey.
8ee the light of Noonday sun!
And let many loved ones be
*
Let the rain of tender merey
There invited to attend.
Now descend on glowing hearts.
Let the heart with sorrow filled.
Set your homes in heavenly order,
Not reft«© the kindly greeting —
For the guests above are coming,
. And let those that smile and those that mourn

Let the table there be spread.

Be with heavenly manna fed.”

Order» received by W , Turley, Si W e is Street» O s ta * I f
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JOHN ASHBURNER, M. D.f
“ ON THE CONNECTION BETW EEN MESMERISM AND SPIRITUALISM, W ITH
CONSIDERATIONS ON THEIR RELATIONS TO NATURAL AND REVEALED
RELIGION AND TO THE W ELFARE OF M ANKIND/’

T he proposition, that Christ, by urging the importance of the doc
trine taught by the one who was sent to prepare the way for him, did
not exact a life of misery, is too important not to find a place in a sys
tem of Philosophy, which embraces the art of healing the mind as well
as the body. The whole scope of the Christian Religion is to increase
the happiness of mankind. Well may many enquirers have been en
gaged in the puzzling investigation of the origin of evil, when among
numerous other facts, there has existed the one pigheaded opposition
to all the great truths unfolded to the world in the history of Christ, and
the glorious moral doctrines which are developed in the New Testa
ment.
Really and truly, Christianity appreciated in its highest and, most
philosophic sense, in the science of Spiritualism, and if the proper
meaning of this assertion he well understood, it will not be difficult
to trace the great facts which tend to prove that God, in his own time,
vouchsafes to man, a series of revelations, which mutually shed their
lights on each other, and which in the fulness of time will concentrate
to shew forth his glory.
No truth is more universally acknowledged than that man should
strive for good and eschew evil. The whole secret of happiness, and
R ontton:
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iom iifiiiiiiy of ease m i comfort, is txnmcL wp in this simple proposi
tion. Why do we not avoid all those habits which are injurious to us,
in one way or another, and be ever watchful to reflect on the best means
of improving our health, strength, and morals ? The quick reply of
the intelligent man, is, that as society is now constituted, man is not
educated to be so wise as you would have him become. T h is is no doubt

the correct answer; for all our habits are formed for us, by the circum
stances in which we have been educated. Men talk of being Christian^
but they do not reflect on the applications of the important injunction of
St. John, the Baptist, “ Bepent ye, for the kingdom of Heaven is at
hand.” How, in the name of goodness, this wise advice can have been
twisted into “Be very miserable and unhappy ; for, if you are wretched,
the glorious consequences of your folly are the proximity of a state of
blessed jo y ! ” it would be difficult to conceive, if we did n o t know the
tendency of weak and erring mortals to throw themselves into the toils
of jugglers, fortune tellers, and charlatans. Repent ye—really means
that you are simply to abandon those follies that injure you, and mili
tate against your happiness. The Pharisees and Sadducees were too
unwise to repent. Their habits made them a generation of viper$.
They had so long cultivated those organs of their brains which led
them to believe, that happiness was to be found in Self-esteem and Van
ity, that they naturally gave way to the debasing desire of gain, even to
the extent of an acquisitive disposition to covet unjustly the property of
poor widows. Their Slyness was remarkable, and in the quaint lan
guage of Mr. Donovan, the Phrenologist, they were always “number
sevening i t ” The sick man who wont repent, must continue to suffer.
He, who will not abandon habits which are injurious to him, must lay
up mischief in his constitution. Repentance is but the abandonment
of folly. How are we ever to realize happiness, if we prefer folly to wis
dom ? Repentance, then, applies as much to our desires to do evil p
our physical structure, as to our desires to do evil to the moral consd*
' tution of our souls. The endeavour is now made to lead men to reflect
tffjon the very close connection which exists, in virtue of our magnetic
relations, between the follies which disturb the health of the soul aijd
those which disturb the integrity of the body. '
Who is there that has not either seen or heard of the poor human be*
Mg, long a victim to the Gout ? He is proverbially an irritable person*
Many a noble hearted, generous, affectionate individual, has that descrip*
tion of constitution of the nervous system, .that renders him peculiarly
liable to some gouty malady. His habits of life have favored an ua$ab
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ancing of his circulation ; he has acquired a tendency to the undue or

unhealthy state of fulness of veins. His veins become overioaded, when
he eats more than is good for him. They become overloaded, when hè
drinks wine, or beer, or ardent spirits, even with water. He is' not sor
ry to be made slightly stupid. Perhaps he rather likes it, and the vieò
of smoking helps him to accomplish this sad state of the head. One 1«
at a loss to account for the taste that men have to render the noblest
organs, with which God has blessed them, subservient to their low ani
mal appetites. If they reflected on the consequences of their folly, one
should hope they would desire to repent—that is to say—to turn ovet
a complete new leaf in life. Let us trace the consequences Qf the habits
which call upon the man of good common sense, for repentance. They
inevitably lead to a clonic state of system. Tone is always damaged to
a considerable extent. The individual whose veins and absorbents be
come unduly loaded, loses the vigour which accrues from a healthy con
dition of arteries. More or less, in degree, according to circumstances,
his muscles become flabby. Originally vigorous, and characterised by
tone, he is no longer the man he was. He loves the good things of this
life, and flatters himself that they do him no injury. Most willingly he
blinds himself, and says pooh, pooh to all the warnings of experience
and wisdom. He is becoming constantly more liable to catch cold, and
if he be told of the fact, he becomes irritable. Now this tendency to irri
tation is, as most people know, a very common attendant upon Gortt.
What ! do you mean to say that a tendency to catch cold in the head,
that commonest of all complaints, has anything to do with Gout ? Yes,
and not only to do with it, but ip some books written by men, not apt
to take large views, the common cold in the head is put down as a not
uncommon premonitory sign of Gout. I do not mince the matter. I
tell you that Catarrh is Gout, and you should know the reasons for (Ms
bold assertion. The ancient physicians of Greece were very Observant
men. They thought of all defluxions they found so often connected
with exposure to cold, or to changes of temperature, as Rheums, Or
rheumatic complaints : and when we reflect that in all these maladies,
the system has been affected by Clone, and the veins have been over
loaded, we perceive easily, why there exists a tendency to defluxiotis,
and even to effusions in the cellular parts of the body ; and to éffustons
about joints, and even into the cavities of the joints themselves, occa
sionally ; sometimes, without much warning, into the bag which covers
the heart, or into the beautiful satin-like covering of the hirtgs, oi’ OVen
. into that of the intestines. This tendency to effusion bélóngs mòre to
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Home constitutions than to others. It Is always a serious affair, for It
may take place into the smooth cavities of the brain. It is not necessa
ry here to shew all the close analogies that exist between the tendencies
to effusion in gouty subjects, and in those known as scrophulous. The
justly eminent Dr. Front saw clearly the analogies, and it may here be
stated as a general fact, that the progeny of the gouty are very apt to be
scrophulous. These diseases, both arise from a clonic condition, in
which veins and absorbents preponderate, and arteries deteriorate. T he
Electro Magnetic currents become abnormal, and in the minute and
compact structures, pain results as the consequence of the extreme re
versal of polarity. The question may be asked, whether Gout and Scrophula, if they be so analogous, have not always the same class of sub
jects. It is well known that Gout is a disease of a certain time of life,
and the victims of Scropliula are generally youthful. The object here
is not to enter minutely into the distinctions of diseases, but to shew
that Clone attends upon fulness of venous and absorbent tissues, and
that this fulness is followed by diseases favoring effusions; and by pain
in the compact textures of the body. Now, moreover, it may be added
that the pain which attends the common cold in the head, is seated in
the compact textures of the nostrils,—brows,— ier< head,—and often
over the whole head, forming really a Rheumatism of the head. Then
. what is Bronchitis ? It is a Gout. It Is attended, often, by agonising
pain in compact textures. It is a rheumatic defluxion, and is a disease
. attendant on venous fulness. Many a sore throat is of the same class of
malady, dependant on indigestion, folio .ved by unduly filled veins. A com
pact texture of the eye is sometimes the seat of gouty and of rheumatic
pain. It is called the Sclerotic coat of the eye. I have witnessed very
painful Rheumatism of this compact part in a grown up subject who was
affected by it, after having, in the night, risen from a warm bed, and hav
ing, without shoes and stockings, walked on cold stones in the kitchen,
to procure some hot water. I have seen it, in a scrophulous child, whose
eye had been exposed to cold North East wind. No doubt I should he told
that in both cases, cold was quiet sufficient to account for the phenome
na. So it would be, if every person submitted to the same causes, had the
same rheumatic ophthalmia. But individuals do not become so affected
unless they are previously prone to the complaint, from that clonic con
dition that attends on venous fulness. Diseases should be at first stud
ied in groups, according to the analogies existing between not simply a
. few symptoms, but the great causes which determine their specific na
ture. It is a general character of a i go u ty w d rheumatic complaints.
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that, w haj inflammation supervenes, the part affected by the inflamma
tion is other than that, in which the pain was originally developed. The

pain exists first, without inflammation and in the majority of cases, the
part which becomes the victim of the redness, swelling, and other signs
of inflammation, may he near the compact texture, but is most often, not'
that texture. Yon are becoming inquisitive as to the causes of so long
and minute an account of this subject. Have you not been told that
you are to be nurtured in the art of healing ? Have you not found'that
much stress has been laid upon extreme reversals of polarity ? Pain is
the extreme reversal of polarity; and if you discover that pain canbe remov
ed from a gouty or a rheumatic patient, simply by the powerful exertion
of strong will on your pari, you may have reason to believe that you have
become a healing medium. A case may be offered to your notice, in
which a complete cure may be effected by the attractive power of the
w ill : but in the next case you may be engaged a long time in effecting
a cure, even by the patient and long continued application of slow down
ward pa>s^s. How is this ? Besides the differences that prevail be
tween diff rent persons in their constitutions, you find patients who will
not repent. They are wedded to tV ir evil ha’its. One man gives up
ten had habits. He has two remaining. He is obstinately bent on re
tuning them, an 1deceives himself upon the subject Your desire is great
to cure him, and his d sire is great to get well: but he satisfies himself
that he cannot, he s i l l to be acting unjustly, after lie has sacrificed some
but not all, his evil habits. Turn to morals, and ask your patient if he
would be satisfied with the purity of heart of a sinner, who had repent
ed of some of his sins, and not of every one ! Health of body and health
of mind have the same laws in this respect. In each case, repentance
is not a source of misery, hut of improvement and comfort. The obsti
nate patient who adheres to his evil habits, and the sinner who is too
hardened to repent, are in the same category. Their want of wisdom
is their folly and they are both doomed to suffering. .
The will of man, if it be sufficiently powerful to attract and to repel
his neighbour, and if it be powerful enough, by its attractive agency, to
set a patient into a deep and rigid condition of sleep, is surely strong
enough to produce the accomplishment of repentance in himself. A
man has but to determine that he will be wise,—that he will control
himself,— and the effect follows:— unless indeed he be one of those
weak mortals on the verge of delirium tremens, whose brain is so weak
that he has lost all moral power of concentrating his will, in order to re
deem his body from pain and suffering, or his soul from the debasing
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influences of m immoral life of foolish and low self-indulgence.

Such

an individual becomes an object of real pity and compassion, but we
must hppe there are few such among those whom I am now addressing,
fp r lh a v e throughout assumed the fact, that you are impressionable on
the side of your vigorous understanding, and not difficult to be reached
through those tender affections which must influence every good man
to believe that he is the creature of an all beneficent creator, who has
placed him here, to become a thinking and a reflective person, to pass
through this world of probation in happiness, if he be wise, and to pass
into a still happier future life, as the reward of his wisdom.
I learn, that although no one has been willing to take up the gaunt
let, thrown down in my first Essay, an old friend of miñe has been hold
ing up some of my facts and reasonings to ridicule. A change has come
over the spirit of one who repudiates the idea of spirits. It is to be
hoped that another change will be effected on his convictions, of which
he need not be ashamed, for a great master of the science of Physics has
written, that change is the grand conservative principle of Nature. Sir
Humphry Davy was talked of not long ago, in my presence, as an ab
surd ass, for a definition of space which has been attributed to him. I
can assure my worthy old friend, I consider myself in good company,
and would not be ashamed of being such an ass, if I had been the au
thor of the idea, that “Space is. a sphere, the centre of which is every
where, and the periphery of which, is nowhere Î” In this illimitable
sphere, we are destined to have our being, regulated however by cer
tain forces, which may be called magneto mental, and which oblige us to
accept, with charity and politeness, the contempt of those who have no
facts and arguments wherewithal to assail us, while they proudly despise
God's great gift of reason. My friend may be like another, who attack
ed me a few days ago, saying I had not convinced him that the mind of
man was not the property or function of the particles of a living brain,
— that forces did not emanate from matter, and that motion had not
been from eternity, an attribute of matter. Holding with Sir Hum
phry Davy that space is unbounded, I am to reason with a man, who
has, what the French call, “Une tête, bornee,” or a limited head, for it
prefers ridicule and vituperation to reason. The assumption, that any
warrant can possibly exist for the eternity of motion, is almost as im
pertinent as calling unhandsome names. Dr. Prout, in his Bridge
jmter Treatise, shews that matter could not always lave enisled in its
present condition, the clear inference is, that it is impossible motion
could have e k r n d l y e x is te d , Eternal existence implies exemption Jim
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ike pombtlUg of chm&e* But w© know that change is the great law of
Nature. How could such a law have existed without the presence of
force, for the reasonings of the acutest philosophers have established
that matter in itself, and by itself, is quite inert. Change must arise •
from some impulse. Whence came the impelling force? Was it a
chance accident ? or was it the operation of a being ? Without the exist#
ence of a being, there must have been the existence of nothing. Can
nothing act ? for an act implies will. To such absurd conclusions are
those driven who prate about the eternity of motion and of matter I
Phrenology accounts for the conceit of the men who uphold such ideas,
for Self Esteem and Love of approbation are the sources of that conceit
which leads men to overlook the infinite wisdom which has suggested
and prompted the laws regulating matter. “ No,” replies the conceited
advocate of the doctrine, a thousand times demolished, “ I have a right
to say that what you call wisdom, matter, forces, changes, and the Law?
which regulate them, are inseparable, and have eternally existed.” H ow !
Were all these absolutely coeval ? There must be some immense confu
sion in the mind of the man who could assert this. Wisdom may have
been eternal, but the laws resulting from wisdom must have had a later
date. Effects are not coeval with causes. Consequents succeed ante
cedents. Changes must have followed upon the application of forces tp
matter. Regarding the universe, with the consideration that a man's
reasoning power would devote to such a subject, infinite wisdom must
be allowed to have been the antecedent to creation, and the correctly
-reasoning man must bow to the truth of the first five verses of the first
chapter of the Gospel of St. John.
• The Laws emanating from that eternal Word, Logic, or Wisdom,
regulate the gradations of matter, according to the mathematical ten
dencies of the forces which determine shapes. If it were not so, matter
would be shapeless, or amorphous. Here is the beginning of steps opr
ranks. Who will deny the necessity of ranks ? Not he, who is anxious
to watch the goodness of that being, who lifts each atom of matter, in its
turn, to a higher grade in the scale of existence. Not he, who has
sense enough to perceive the gradations from mineral to vegetable,—
from vegetable to animal existence! Amorphus mineral, to become
crystallic, must have magnetic forces to lick it into shape; and theii
think of the great law of Nature, change. Change comes over inmenft
matter. Superadded to the forces which are creative of crystal]ic Ar
rangements, arrive forces of a higher rank. These are productive pf
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tbatieal formultt ire requisite for the emission of ©fail d e la te till «§*
quisite odours from these evolutions of organic matter. Superadditions
o f higher forces regulate the productions of the animal kingdom. All
' these obey the magnetic law of Attraction and Kepulsion; and it may
be said that each higher grade has a higher magnetic force superadded
to it. Is it so extraordinary that brain should have mind,—that, mind,
when accustomed to its functions, should become more and more per*
feet,—that as it proceeds in its stages of perfection, it should become
more and more refined, and at last resolve itself into a condition which

we c a l Soul?
The mind of man is a superadded force, subject to magnetic laws,
which become part and parcel of the improved organism of the brain.
The brain of the highly educated thinking man is a very different affior
from the brain of the lout, and the philosopher, who would argue that the
forces of the lout’s brain are as refined as those of the thinker, must
have himself thought not very deeply, on the forces which determine
the refinement of men’s minds. What is the meaning of cultivation?
Bo plants, in the wild state, give out the same flavour, or the same nu
trient principles that they are found to yield, when the mind of man h«§
superadded to them the forces which render them more succulent, and
better adapted to the nourishment of our race ? Do animals, in their wild
state, yield as much fat, as in the state of domestication? Are not the
forces, by which they were characterised, completely altered and render
ed subservient to the uses of man ? Then, again, is not man obedient
to the same laws ? Is not his magnetism that which belongs to a high
er grade? Is it not sent to him to build up his particles, according to
specific laws ? Does he receive it from the air he breathes ? or does it
come to him from the particles of his brain ? When he is asleep, do not
those particles obey an attractive force, coming from the centre of
his magnetic system,— sustained in its magnetic energy by the mag
netised oxygen, received from the air, which he breathes,— communicated
to him through the earth on which he treads, and with which he is in
relation ; and if this relation were severed, would not his magnetism
and his life depart from him ?
Your atheist may argue as much as he pleases that the matter of the
brain is the source of intelligence. He is decidedly wrong. H e is pig
headed. There is no persuading or convincing him that the facts, here
adduced, are at all demonstrative of the superaddition of magnetism to
the"particled organism of man, as the superaddition of the magnetic
. force is to the particles of a steel magnet constructed by Mr. Heafcf ■;
or of an electro-magnet made, before an audience, in a lecture xooiil^ _
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Life is dependant upon a condition of the particles of vegetable and ani
mal fabric, a condition necessary to sustain that which we call the vital
principle. Drive a thunderbolt through those particles, life at once
quits them. The condition has been changed. No magnetic force at*
tached to steel can continue superadded to that steel, if a sufficiently
powerful electric current be had recourse to in order to dislodge it. Then,
wherefore the obstinate adherence to the argument, that intelligence
must necessarily be associated with matter. Why cannot the force of
Intelligence quit the magnet man, and travel into space, as the magnetic
force quits Mr. Henley’s magnet, and goes where neither he, nor you,
nor I know where. Now, my cerebration friends, do 1 not fearlessly meet
you on your own ground ? The advocates of Mesmerism should be asham
ed of paltry reasoning. The facts are all against the conclusion that
Life is a property of matter;—that the Mesmeric force is not a magnetoid agency;—that magnetic forces are not analogous to crystallic for
ces ;—to the higher organic and vital forces ;—to the more refined moral
and intellectual forces, and consequently, to their ultimate in this world,
■
— the Soul of man,—which God submits again to magnetic laws, when
he vouchsafes to it, the freedom of returning to redeem the souls of its
brethren, still enveloped in the magnetic coils, that bind it to its relations
with the duties to be performed on our earth. Well may we pray—Thy
kingdom com e! Thy will be done in earth as it is done in heaven I
when we are willing to yield ourselves to the happiness of this only free
will the magnet man can enjoy, by becoming members of that common
wealth,— subj ects of that kingdom, in which all the magneto-electric cur
rents are tending to amelioration, and no reversals of polarity are tend
ing to deterioration.
You must now follow me into questions relating to the influence of
sleep on our sensations, for however distant this may appear to you to
be from moral and spiritual questions, I must tell you that it is quite m
essential to our trains ofargument, as any other subject that may occupy ■
your attention. We may rely upon the fact, that our sensations are
obliterated when we sleep as deeply as we are obliged to do under the
influence of Chloroform. No one doubts this. We are not now to question ,
how far we are warranted in the risks we run, when we administer an
agent like Chloroform. We are aware that we run the risk of depriving
' a fellow being of life. That is to some quite a trifle. Yon are not to
conclude that medical men reflect much on the chances which are in
favor of an escape. For the most part, they are, like sheep, addicted toa
gregarious spirit, and will not easily admit doctrines subversive of those
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if M et the flock huta blindly adopted. CMorofonn has been a bone el
contention between the reasoning and the unreasoning members of the
medical profession. All I have to say, at present, on the subject, is, that
like all other narcotics, it has a tendency to All the veins of the body;
stud cons qently to disturb the normal polarities of the whole system.
You are aware I bold the doctrine which is repugnant to the masses ofthe
medical profession, that no one has the right to make his patient insen*
fible by any means which may disturb the normal polarities of the mag
n e t I hold the doctrine that all undue means of disturbing normal poles,
axe not warranted by our professional rules, which consist in ameliora
tion, and not in deterioration. You are not to conclude that sleep is
necessarily deteriorating. You must know my view of healthy sleep as
contrasted with unhealthy slumbers. I am prepared to shew that when
an individual sleeps from healthy tone, the approximation taking place
between the particles of brain and nerves, results from an internal or cen
tral attractive force; but when sleep follows from Opium, Chloroform,
Ether, Brandy, Porter, or any other form of narcotic substance, the force
productive of sleep is not a central attraction, but a peripheral impulsion.
It is a sleep owing to a fulness.of the veins of the brain, andnot one owing
to an attraction between its particles. You may be assured that though
1 am not over desirous of abandoning any of my arguments, you would
find me very tedious, if I went into the proofs of the fact I am stating.
You may take it upon trust, that I have gone over the whole subject with
no common care, and I am prepared to assert against all comers, that
sleep, healthy and natural, is the result of attractive forces operating cen
trally, and that sleep, obtained by narcotics, though modified in some
cases, is as a general fact, owing to forces impelling the particles of brain
and nerves to approximate. You may suppose that the distinction is not
important. You would labour under a great mistake. You should re
member that we are, each and all, magnets. Venous fulness must, to ascer
tain extent, be accompanied by Clone, and consequently, must tend to
deterioration, for all currents, that are deviations from the norms!
«course, are destructive. All currents, that obey the normal law of
magnetism, are conservative and beneficial. Many considerations im
pel us to regard healthy sleep as a matter of the deepest importance.
All health, or tone, is allied to the deep sleep of Magnetism, and all
disease, or tendency to clone, is allied to uneasy wakefulness. How
many arguments might be adduced to prove this simple but bold proposi
tion 1 You are not prepared to let me off1without stating some of them*
You must know then, that when we are at Sea, we breathe a much purer
W bA
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There are exceptions, as those know, who dwell where the mountains
ejnit influences analogous to those emitted from the surface of the Sea,
m at Hesse Homhurg, in Germany. Other exceptions are found in Scot
land, and in other Highland countries, where* individuals can swallow
poison in the form of alcohol, and be apparently little the worse for the
liberties they take with themselves, unless we reckon the evil tendencies
o f the poison upon those organs concerned in the development of their
moral and intellectojal faculties. The proposition is not weakened by the
exception. We only say that Health depends on tone, and though poi
sons deteriorate, yet if pure air repairs the injury to the extent of partially
restoring tone to the physique of the animal being, the influence upon
the spiritual being is nevertheless too serious for reparation. Poisons
necessarily injure and deteriorate. Here we arrive at one of the argu
ments unknown to the advocates of temperance, whose philanthropy is
not apt to be asleep, when cogent reasons are wanting to prop their fa
bric of benevolence. They will find their advantage in reading my Es
says, for I propose to make myself, in all senses of the word, an advocate
fora severe temperance. They do not know how far they are going in
the same path that I am treading. They must in time become advocates
for the Spiritual and Magnetic regeneration of mankind. They will find
it to their advantage to become advocates of our cause, for they will dis
cover that we go to the very foundation of their subject. We shall ally
our forces, and we shall carry our warfare into the strong holds of the
enemies of mankind.
You must be prepared to admit the reality of magnetic forces opera
ting in healthy sleep, when you are told that the sailor breathes the re
freshing sea breezes which produce magnetic influences, from their con
taining the elements of living forces. You do not know that Oxygen un
magnetised is not capable of making us drowsy. But magnetised oxy
gen is soporific. Some people are so susceptible to its influence, that
1 have repeatedly seen sleep supervene upon a single whiff of strong
ozone. At Sea, it is not so strong; but no one can doubt that the
influence of Sea air, when ozone is abundant in it, operates in ren
dering passengers on board ships very sleepy. Sailors are so accus
tomed to sleep soundly, that they may be said to pack eight hours
sleep into four. They arise invigorated and refreshed to a wonder
ful extent. They are not ashamed to confess that sleep has done
them good. They are not like some who have derived benefit from the
same kind of sleep, who seem ashamed to acknowledge the benefits of
^Mesmerism. This is one of the singular features of an age of improve
ment, that mm should ascribe to the devil one of God’s great blessing*
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It was my lot to be called in to visit a beautiful girl, who had been re
duced to a state of insanity by her father’s imprudent communication
to her of some good news, which was quite unexpected. Over joyed
she fell with her head on his shoulder, grateful to him for his consent
to her marriage, and the liberal arrangements he had made in her fa«
vor. On lifting the head from the affectionate position to which she had
abandoned herself,— she was discovered to be a maniac. Eminent medi
cal advice was procured, and recourse was had by several celebrated
Physicians and Surgeons for the period of ten months; to Calomel, Opi
um, and other means usual in such cases. When I first saw the young
lady, she was violent in gesture and language. I mesmerised her to
sleep daily, for eight days. She had recovered her senses, on my fifth
visit; but I restored her cured, on the eighth to her friends. She marri
ed, and is now a good wife, and the happy mother of a family. When
the intelligence was communicated to her father, that I had effected a
cure by mesmeric passes, and by the induction of sleep, he sent me a
message, that he would much rather have followed her to her grave,
than that she should have been cured by satanic agency !
You are entreated to reflect, not on the ignorance of the poor father,
but on the wmnderful efficacy of this agency in the cure of disease. God,
who willingly showers on mankind so many blessings, is ever working
for our good, and in Ms own time, vouchsafes to us the means of im
proving ourselves in knowledge, and virtue. Perhaps there have been,
since the world began, fewer revelations of his bountiful goodness to
man, more holy and more important, than this of mesmerism. When
we consider that Dr. Elliot son effected a marvellous cure of Cancer,
and that others have worked wonders by this powerful agency, we shall
be at no loss to account for the efforts made by interested individuals to
reflect disgrace on themselves, by their impotent envy, while they w, re
engaged in an ineffectual opposition to God's will. Men may m t flut
ter themselves, while they exultingly proclaim the infatuation of th e vo
taries of our holy science, and gloat over their ruined fortunes, that
they are succeeding in their efforts. They little know the rm n they
have to deal with :—men devoted heart and soul to God’s holy truth !
What are the forces we are considering ? Remember that, we cannot
always become the victims of the deteriorating forces aroun 1 us, with
out feeling that we are degraded as moral and intellectual neings. No
man can willingly give up his soul t >the powers of evil. He is tempt
ed by forces he thinks he cannot control. In this he i* n i -taken. He
does not measure with accuracy, the power with which lie is gifted.
Weak, indeed, must be the man who cannot control his appetite, when
he is fully convinced that his health will inevitably suffer from his in
dulgence. It may matter very little what is the object in which lie in
dulges. If a man be told that his life is in jeopardy from the habit o f
smoking, and still adheres to his silly practice, he must be destitute* to
a great extent, of the moral sense, which teaches him to regard all pre
servation as a duty he owes to his God. You, who are engaged in toil,
are often regardless of your health. You may toil in vain, if you con
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tinue to deprive yourselves of your means of subsistence, for most assur
edly, sooner or later, you will be overtaken by ill health. You cannot
persist in the practice of filling your veins, with impunity. A very com
mon occurence with persons who give way to indulgences that end in
an accumulation of mischief in the constitution, is that of being obliged
to forego the pleasures of intellectual gratification. All who have been
accustomed to smoking, or to beer drinking, are content to be the vic
tims of clone. They do not reflect on the consequences of their folly.
They gradually lose the consciousness of their position, as members of
the community of intelligent persons. They become, if not besotted, so
indifferent to the higher pleasures of Christian life, that they cannot
relish gratifications which belong to any higher grade of beings than
those who are given up to the pleasures derived from the gratification
of their appetites It is needless to repeat that the tendencies of the
forces determining the magneto-electric currents of the body into ab
normal trains, must inevitably degrade the individual from his high
standard of morality, as well as of intellect. You, who are destined to
be the regenerators ot mankind, have to consider how far you can con
trol yourselves. You must abandon all your filthy pipes and cigars.
You must learn, as I have learned, to forego the pleasures of the table.
You must not repeat your wish to imbibe your beer, your porter, your
ale, and your half and half. You are to be the Children of Wisdom.
Humble, meek, just, generous, and confiding. You are not about to
repose your trust in swindlers, and humbugs. You are to exercise your
intellects. You have commenced a course of life, which will allow the
human magnet to be all-powerful. We have been engaged in shewing
that man is the creature of surrounding circumstances. Let us regard
Him as the victim of intellectual and moral forces. He rules himself,
and not only himself, but the circumstances which surround him. Ma
ny are the views of philosophers, which regard man to be the creature
of a creator, full of wrath, and given to malice. I am not bound to de
fend all the systems, which are said to derive their origin from the book
we read as our rule of life. All we know, is, that our faculties are more
and more limited, as we persist in those indulgences which deteriorate
our magneto electric currents, which consequently injure the structure
of our brains, and which inevitably lead to disease. We are bound to
enquire into the consequences of all our acts. We are no longer chil
dren, unwary, heedless, volatile. You are bidden to lay aside the frivo
lities of childhood, when you have assumed man’s estate. Why so ? Be
cause you have to guard against the consequences of a frivolous life.
You must remember how far you are on your journey. You do not con
tinue a long and a distant career on the high road, at the same place at
which you started. The blood of youth flows with a rapid current.
The arteries are urged by magneto-electric’forces, which are coursing
in the direction of those very curiously constructed blood vessels. You
are not aware that they are not urged by the same forces as these which
regulate the veins. In youth, the arteries leap with an elastricity, that
becomes less and less, as age advances. Where are the forces that urge the
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venous currents ? They are resident in the veins themselves. Do 4 «
depend upon muscular energy? No: for the veins have no musiM.
They depend upon magneto-electric currents, which stimulate the sides
of the veins to an amount of contraction quite sufficient to assist in pw*
polling a due quantity of blood towards the heart, and the heart, wheh
in health, assists in the operation we are describing, and allows itself to
expand, in order to receive its quantum. You know how curiously and
wondrously we are made, and in no respect, more wonderfully, than ib
the structure of the heart. You are aware that if the veins be overload
ed, you can no longer breathe with the same facility as when there is a
due balance in the quantity of the blood, contained in the arteries and
veins. You must not imagine that this is the only inconvenience. Ai>
teries are elastic tubes, which ought to contain healthy pure florid blood.
Veins are subject to the quantity brought to them of the results of digestion.
You are aware that when a man eats more than is good for him, he is
liable to an indigestion. Now wliat do we mean by indigestion ? We
mean, that an accumulation takes place of food not properly changed
into such material, as is fit to be converted into healthy blood. We are
bound to see that we do not transgress the limits of prudent eating.
We are unwilling to be starved, but there is a great difference between
two extremes. We insist only upon moderation,—the happy medium
between two extremes. When man is duly moderate, ho transgresses
neither in eating, nor in drinking. When lie eats more th n is good lor
him, he makes himself liable to be acted upon by agencies that could not
otherwise affect him. It may seem trite to quote Shakespere. You know
that he is such an authority that now the whole world acknowledges the
marvellous superiority of his genius. He was the favorite child of the
Spiritual world. He knew more than his neighbours, because he w.s
inspired. His knowledge came from Heaven. Long before I knew
anything of the modem views of Spiritualism, I was addicted to a be
lief, that Shakespere was an inspired book. I knew not why, but I
held that the truths to be found in those eight volumes that I have for
bo many years venerated, were of a nature quite equal to the lioly revel
ations we find in our bibles. I have no wish to disparage holy writ,—
but I still hold that we are warranted in believing Shakespere to have
been divinely inspired. You, who have not cultivated a familiarity \yith
the works of our divine English Dramatist may well stare at iny vast
veneration for a writer of plays. I am confident that the time w ill corhe
when the revelations to be found in Hamlet alone will be regarded as
truths quite as holy as any in the Old Testament You m ay be quite
sure that Spiritualism will not rest where it is, but will assert its claims
to instruct mankind on many subjects not yet “dreamed of in our phi
losophy.”
You are now to return to the subject of the circulation. We are made
aware of disturbances in the heart's action by many acts of indiscretion.
Some are addicted to the pleasures of the table, and with such, it is no
unusual occurrence to find palpitation of the heart, consequent u p o n an
overmeal. You must not expect me to account for every variety in fjhe
causes of the heart’s palpitation. A meal, when the stom ach'Is over

leaded, is one source of uneasiness» because It may occupy ft spft«e which
should be devoted to the free action of the H e art ; but there are other
causes» far more serious. A meal is only a passing event ; but suppose
that meal to be raalassimilated; that is to say, not properly converted
into Chyle. What happens ? Many things may happen» the common
est event being, that no nourishment is afforded to the blood,—but in
stead of it, we have a condition of venous blood, which, when transmit
ted to the heart, that heart does not relish. How is this known ? By
uneasy sensations. You have anorexia, or a desire to vomit. You have
palpitations, and many other signs of uneasiness, for when the heart m
disturbed in its functions, no part of the body can be in health. Why
not ? Because you are aware of a mischief which affects a vital organ.
You are now led on to enquire whether mal-assimilation affects other
organs ? Undoubtedly it does. It affects the liver. How ? The liver
is supplied with blood which comes from the substance of the intestines,
and they are not likely to be in health when they contain unhealthy,
malassimilated material. They reject the contents of the stomach, when
they arrive to become sources of irritation ; or they suffer pain, or they
become insensible to the healthy stimulus, to which they have been ac
customed. You are not to understand that we are now engaged in a
dissertation upon subjects connected with disorder of the digestive func
tion. We are merely glancing at it for the purpose of shewing, that
the heart and circulation are very considerably influenced by errors in
the function of digestion. Happily, the heart is too well defended to be
often involved in mischief. Women are peculiarly liable to disordered
conditions of heart, arising from nervous sensations, but these seldom
produce serious disease. Our question is, What is our warrant for be
lieving that the arteries respond to the influence of magneto-electric cur
rents, and the veins are subject to laws that belong to their peculiar
structure ? We may say that nerves accompany arteries in their course,
and veins are deprived of such company. Arteries receive immediate
assistance from nerves, while veins are left to what they can derive from
their proximity to other organs, which most probablv communicate an
influence by induction; but one of the most remarkable facts in the
history of the relations of veins and arteries is th is; that when vein« are
very full,— arteries are comparatively empty ; I need not impress uhdn
you the necessary consequence of this state of things. You are quite
aware of the disease of the heart, in which persons find themselves la
bouring for breath, and unable to get a satisfactory inspiration. They
pant and struggle, because one side of the heart is overloaded, while
the otlier side is almost empty. Can such a state of things last ? Not
long: and the explanation is, that the heart has become unable to re
ceive the blood accumulated in the lungs.
You can understand now. how a man, habitually given to overload his
stomach, may die of apoplexy of the lungs. Long before he dies, his
heart has been making itself accustomed to be overloaded. One side of
it, the right, receives the blood from the lungs and sends it on to the left
side. That side cannot forward it over the body by the arteries, as it
ought to do, because the arteries refuse to receive blood not sufficiently
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pore, Mid how the right side, striving with great efforts to unload itself
into a cavity, now no longer in harmony with it, seeks to disburthen it
self, you may imagine. The result is, a permanent enlargment of the
heart. My friend, Dr Leger,a man of undoubted genius, had, for many
years, been a bon vivant. He was a victim to this disease, which in
.most cases, ends, as his did, in a general dropsy. You are aware, that I
.am leading you on, by degrees, to discuss the nature of disease in gener. al. You must not expect me to indoctrinate you into the principles of Med
icine, as they are taught in the schools of Physic. 1 am to lead you to cor
rect views. Many of those you would learn, from writers and lecturers, are
•very wide of the mark. 1 am leading you to know what I happen to know,
from having been taught by a man, who chose to think for himself, and
if he did not leave behind him all the details his admiring pupils could
have desired, I must endeavour to labour in the pious wish to do justice to
his memory, by exposing, in the clearest manner the nature of my mind
will admit of, the doctrines he held and taught with so much success.
You, who may wonder at the ease with which you receive the truths I am
putting forth to you, may thank your stars for the mysterious agencies
of the spiritual forces, by which I am enabled to improve your minds. I
told you, that if you would consent to abide by my rules, I would make
you all become healing mediums. I told you, that if you sought, in
earnest, to be instructed, you must seek in earnest, to acquire the power
of healing. Be assured that I am not tired of writing. On the con
trary, I become as interested as you are, for though I do not know all the
information I may receive for your benefit, this, I know, that you have
an advocate in me, who must ever yearn to advance your cause. Yours is
_the cause of improvement, of progress, of benevolence, of industry, of
, Religion, and of Piety,— all which terms are now embraced in one,
that of Spiritualism. Have I succeeded in shewing you thus far, that
I am engaged in an endeavour to convince you that Truth requires me
to become, what 1 am desirous that each of you should become,— the
strenuous assertor of the doctrines I have advanced on the subject of
Mesmerism ? Have I convinced you that my views embrace a wide
scope of Philosophy ? and that, however much I may have been oppos
ed, vilified, and scouted, there is that, in my doctrines, which may well
silence the slanders, the obloquy, and the detraction, I have experi
enced at the hands of a certain number of the medical world. I
. am convinced I am in the right, and no assertions, levelled at my
. moral or intellectual character, can shake my resolution to continue in
the path I have chosen for myself. The probabilities are, that in a few
years, I may be called upon to account for my acts. I have done nothing
to be ashamed of, and that is more than can be said of those traducers, slanderers, and suborners, who have systematically endeavored to suHy
my reputation. God knows they have my forgiveness from the bottom
of my soul, and the longer I live, the less cause have I to be sony far
the lot that has fallen to my share.
J. A.
.— I
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"ON THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MESMERISM, AND SPIRITUALISM, W ITH .
CONSIDERATIONS ON THEIR RELATIONS TO NATURAL AND REVEALED
RELIGION, AND TO THE WELFARE OF MANKIND,”

• The laws relating to the forces we have been considering» have led
to regard matter as inert, but leaving out of our consideration» now» & £
necessity we were under, of shewing that the simplest form of matter wafcf
the expanded condition of gas, we must proceed to enquire, how fir w #
are warranted in supposing, that that gas is susceptible of assuming shap^f
or form, or figure. How do we know what gas is ? We think we h a w
a hold on any thing we can weigh, or measure. We are apt to think thd$
we know enough of a thing, if we can form an idea of its size, of its bitffi^
o f its quantity, or of some other (Character, by which we can distinguish
it from other things. We are apt to disregard the essential fact of oifrhaW
¡¿g only five external senses. How many would you have ? r Our sc^pM&:
thinks that we ought to be content with five, and then he would prdudff
dictate laws as wisely as if he had twenty five. Think of a being with
twenty five external senses, in addition to, at least, thirty six internal p oifi:
ers! You must not limit me, when I am to discuss with you so im ported
a subject as this of Matter and Forces, for you must be aware that if God
bud ordained me to be possessed of twenty five external senses, and an
immense number of internal powers, by which those twenty five organa
of perceptive intelligence could be appreciated, there is no knowing
'
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Saany new discoveries 1 might not be able to make. Who should limit

my powers of looking into space, when I have already told you in a note
to my preface to the Baron von Reichenbach’s researches, that the
great Sir William Herschell could penetrate, with even his limited
power, “above 11J millions of millions of millions of miles ! ” How are
We to judge of distance, when we know that light, travelling at the rate,
at which we know it does travel, about rather more than 192,000 miles
in a second, must have been in its progress from the bright object,
which that great astronomer saw,— not less than very nearly two millions
of yean ? Are you prepared then, to believe in the preposterous vanity
and enormous conceit of my opponents when they presume to talk of
any kind of force of any kind of intelligence,— of any kind of existence,
which their limited powers cannot comprehend. Wild as are the visions
of my benighted friends, the sceptics, who propose to crush me in diseusiion,—and none are wilder than the frantic declaimers against the
mesmeric origin of Spiritual phenomena,— you may be assured that
there is not, in nature, any series of phenomena, more deserving of in
vestigation than the causes which obfuscate the intellects of the learned.
Noble as have been the struggles of bold and large minds, you may be
assured, they could not have succeeded in establishing the truths for
which they have suffered martyrdom, had it not been for the support
they derived from sources, just as mysterious as those which bear down
the intellects of many, who, in our own days, regard themselves as phi
losophers. People are little aware that they are led about, like tame ba
boons, when they imagine they are thinking and acting for themselves.
, Such philosophy as this, savours too much of the old school, you
may be told. Truth waits not on opinion. You need not respect, over
xpuch, the fancies of those who are content to despise facts. You will
spoil have laid before you, in the pages of the British Spiritual Telegraph,
enough matter to astonish not only all Keighley, but all E ngland; and
not only all England, but all Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. W I
the public believe the statements of the contributors to Mr. Morrell*»
paltry penny periodical ? They may either believe or not. Their cre
dence is not necessary. You may regard this as a very contemptuous
mode of treating the opinions of mankind. Perhaps you have not re
flected on the fact, that events do not wait for the pleasure of mankind.
We have witnessed enoughj n the social and political world» to bp
of the difficulty of surmising what may be the march of events ten years
hence. You must not then believe that you are led to reflect on idle
imum», fit only to tax the memory of weak and inconsiderate persons.
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ydu have abundant reason for believing that man is the creature of cir
cumstances, and when you have had before you all the facts I propose
t o adduce, you will have no reason to complain, that I have either heed
lessly, or with levity, brought you to the consideration of subjects, m
sublime, as grand, and as practically important, as any that can occupy
th e mind of man. You will not after this declaration, wonder, that I
care little for criticism,— that I am quite heedless of the opinions of all
but good, large, generous and candid minds.
You must now follow me into thoughts long entertained by me, on
the subject, connected with Sir William Herschell’s favorite pursuits :
and into the influence exerted by the agents he was obliged to subdue
to his own purposes, whenever he looked through his wondrous telescope.
You are aware that man seldom breathes without pleasure. Have
you ever reflected on the sources of that pleasure ? Are you aware that
the chief source of his happiness is a Mesmeric agency? You are not so
obstinately bigotted as to reject all my reasonings, because I have been
led to regard the cause of man’s existence as one depending on a mag
netic law ! You would like me to be mealy mouthed and entreat your
pardon for the respect I evince towards the name of one of the greatest
benefactors of his time! I have been in the habit of hallowing the
name of God, for a good reason. So for another good reason, I hallow
the names of all who have been good, or who have done good. I am not
going to begin now to repent of my resolution to venerate the courage,
which our ancestors used to regard as the highest of virtues.
You are aware that we are proceeding to reflect on the act of breathing.
It is dependant on several causes. There is a necessity for our becoming
familiar with some curious facts, before we decide why there is, in a
healthful act so much that is agreeable, mixed up with so much that is un*
accountable. To live is most agreeable; the thought of death is most un
welcome. Why is this so ? You may say that it is a general fact. But if
we can find a good reason for a general fact, we are well occupied in the
search. You may be told then, that we are children of Light. No man
breathes without inhaling light. If this be so, how do you prove it? Very
easily. The air we breathe contains Oxygen. That oxygen, you have
been informed already, is useless in the act of breathing, if it do not con
tain a magnetic agency. When it is'associated with Magnetism, it is called
Ozone. Now, what is the nature of this substance ? Philosophers have
worked much, and have speculated much, on this very curious material.
You may be told in a very few words, that the conclusion at which most of
the numerous investigators have arrived is, that Ozone is electrified Oxy-
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Xow, we know dial oxygen may be electrified either mediately or immedi
ately. Yon may pass a current of electricity through a trough of water,
and decomposing tlint water, may obtain ozone, in quantities by no mean5
inqpnsiderable. You must use precautions, if you wish to obtain it toler
ably pure. Ozone combines so rapidly with easily oxydable metals, that
it is necessary to use Platinum or Gold as electrodes, when you desire to
obtain it pure. But- there is another mode of obtaining this substance
for experimental purposes, which consists in acting upon clean water,
and good wholesome atmospheric air, in a glass jar, in the bottom of
which, some clean cylinders of Phosphorus have been laid on their sides,
the water covering only half the cylinder’s. In this way, considerable
quantities of electrified oxygen may be obtained. What proof have we of
the presence of electricity ? You must he content to be told, that the infer
ence is a fair one, that ifelectricity is concluded to be present in all cases
of composition and decomposition, and if we find the ozone present after
a case of decomposition, to be indentieal, in properties, with ozone pro
duced by electrifying oxygen by a direct current of electricity, then, all
ozone is electrised oxygen. Several ideas arise in the mind, when these
facts are presented to it. We wish to know, how the ozone we breathe be
comes electrified ? You have all heard of Photography. You may not know
when you sit for a sunlight portrait, that the cause of the impression
made on the prepared glass, is dependant on only one part of the light
which falls on your face and person. That part I believe to be the elec
tricity of the rays of light. People may differ, but at all events, they agree
in this, that they consider the influence to be derived from what they
call the chemical rays. Well, chemistry involves decomposition, as in
the case of the Phosphorus decomposing the water to produce ozone.
For our purposes it matters little how the chemical or actinising rays of
light perform their office. All the facts, collected by investigators, bear
us out in the inference, that the actinism of light is essential to health#
and to healthy breathing. I tell you simply, because it mesmerised the
oxygen, and if the sun’s rays did not mesmerise the oxygen of the atmos
phere, that part of the atmospheric air would be of no use to you. You
would very soon be ill. You would very soon die.
We come to consider this question in another point of view. Are the
sun’s rays the only source of electric light ? It has been much insisted
on, that man is a magnet. Yrou know how easily a magnet can part with
its magnetism ; but while magnets contain a large amount of magnetic
force, they are able to give out magneto-electric currents to the sur
rounding air. So man, when he is in vigorous health, is able to j i f f 1
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- m t magneto-electric currents from all parts of his body, and deriving
magnetic energy from the earth on which he resides, he is able, for a

time, to electrify oxygen for himself* You are aware that man does not
•exert any peculiar function in purifying the air he breathes, but at the
same time lie is rendered magnetic by the reception of influences from
that air. If that air be very pure, anti lie dwells where the atmosphere
is unusually invigorating, he is able to withstand many injurious things#
not only among those taken into the stomach, but even among those,
which are accidental injuries to his frame. It is quite undoubted, that
the strong hard working artizan who lives in pure air, is more than a
match for the puny denizen of the loom, who works in unhealthy rooms,
and whose hours of labour are prolonged beyond the average propor
tion of healthy occupation, You can easily perceive, now, what we
-mean by the pleasure of breathing. A healthy man, in a wholesome atnfcosphere, enjoys his life, and every second is, to him, a second of plea
' sure ; but lie, who in his moments of toil, is inhaling an atmosphere, im
pregnated with materials drawn from sources, whence bad influences
must reach him, is already a sufferer to the extent of becoming weary
and languid, and consequently less.fit, every second, for the occupation
in which he is engaged. How many are the considerations, in which
we might indulge, connected with this subject of Light? You are little
aware of the numerous ideas that have entered my mind in reflecting on
this subject. I am said to be an enthusiast, and I hardly know what
other opprobrious names have been lavished upon me, but I feel that
what O’Connell said of himself, is quite applicable to me. I am about
the best abused man in these islands. I care neither for praise, nor for
dispraise. I am case hardened to all considerations but one, and th a t,
is the approbation of my own conscience. Men abuse me, and tell me
conscience is a hypocrite’s snare. There is no end to tlie varieties of
character I have met with. Many feel a pleasure in thwarting every ben
evolent act of my life. Some in perplexing me to undo the work I haw.
done. You. who get the results of my lab our for years, will not believe
that I am the wretch which those, who envy me, are perpetually striv
in g to make the world believe me to be. You would be surprized to
flftd that even these essays, given out in the simplicity of my' desire lo
do good, are represented as sources of mischief. Why is the world so made
to hound an individual ? Simply because that individual holds up his
head to assert the right of free discussion for a subject that it is determin
ed to put down. I may now* tell you that it cannot be put down. This
mmy eseay is to# important to make you allow of such a result. You ftfe
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all interested in free, discussion. You must endeavour to support the ex
cellent men, who have come forward, at a great sacrifice, to enlighten you.
Mr. Weatherhead and his assistant, Mr. Morrell, of Keighley, are, both
engaged in superintending the journal, which contains these essays.
You reap the benefit of their labour, and of their capital. It remains for
you, as working men, to say if they shall be obliged to succumb to the
tyranny of those, who would delight in crushing their efforts to promote
free discussion. Our cause is, at this moment, identical with the great
cause which convulses Europe, and I need not say that the great majori
ty of my readers will be found among those who are advocates for the
most free license of thought.
You are now to enter upon a new phase of our subject. We have
been engaged in considering ozone as electrified Oxygen. We must
now regard it as a dioptric agent. It is in fact a part of the agency em
ployed in the operations of nature, in conveying and distributing light
as an electric power. You are aware that all animals exist in virtue of
their being magnets. You need not be told that they could not, of
themselves, retain their magnetism. They are formed of inert particles
of matter, stimulated to act, as organs, under the impelling force of
magnetism. You need not be told, that we do nothing of ourselves. We
are the creatures of surrounding events. What if we were impelled to
become rabbits ? You would contend that that would be impossible.
Nothing is impossible. You must know that I once had a friend, whose
name was Andrew Crosse. Poor m an! He was, in his day, regarded
as an Enthusiast, and a great visionary. He was occupied a good deal
in researches on animal electricity. As I was intimate with him, he of
ten told me of curious results he had obtained in working veiy assid
uously, as he did, in his laboratory and cellars at Tyne Court, in Somer
setshire. Among other facts he mentioned, was one, which any man may
arrive at by observing the same conditions. He provided himself with
a very small galvanic battery of extremely weak power. He had prepared
an oyster, by washing its outside surface clean. This he placed in a large
common earthenware soft sugar jar, previously well cleaned. He bored a hole in the bottom of it, to allow tliejpassage of a platinum wire, to
the end of which was rivetted a flat disk of the same metal. Havingprepared a quantity of purified pipe clay, he half filled the jar with it, allowing the disk to rest on its surface. This formed one electrode, and upon
it he placed the oyster. Another electrode was ready for the upper surface of the oyster. This having been properly adjusted, the jar was fiH

•d up with pipe clay.
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jar, the other perforated the the large bung cork which carefully closed
the apparatus. The jar was placed in a dark cellar,'and the feeble elec
tric current continued to pass for three months. At the end of that tune,
Mr. Crosse broke his jar, and discovered that the Oyster, had vanished!
What was in its place ? A quantity af that flat kind of sea weed which
people use, sometimes, to indicate changes in the weather. Naturalists
fall it Fucus. You need not be told now, that the word impossible is not
to be applied when we reflect on the power of God. Who would imagine
/ such a change could be brought about by the power of Light? Where
was the Light you will ask in a dark cellar? You know that Light issues
in dark places from magnets. You do not know that all currents of elec
tricity are attended by currents of magnetism. Wherever magnetism
exists there is light. Wherever electricity exists, there is heat. You
may tell me this is an unproved assertion. I can prove it by a very
simple fact. You are aware that Phosphorus is a simple substance.
That is to say Chemists have resolved that it is so, from their inability
to decompose it. 1 mean to tell you, that unscientific fool that I am,
I have found means to decompose it, and to use it as a powerful remedi
al agent. It is well known that oil dissolves phosphorus, but it is not
well known, that oil entirely decomposes this substance. Reflecting
upon the influence of Light in mesmerism,— knowing that it was the
magnetic force which emanated from the soul of man, when he exer
cised his will; — knowing that every pass made with the hand, in a
downward direction, along the surface of the human body, was a mes
meric operation,— I bethought me of a plan to avail myself of the advan
tages which accrue from the globules of Cod’s liver oil, for the efficacy
of that curious oil depends upon its magnetic spherules, and 1 had some
phosphorus dissolved in this material. Why the phosphorus ? Because
I desired to obtain the Light which' resides in phosphorus, without its
attendant heat. This being accomplished, I think the inference is not
unfair that Phosphorus is our solid representative for Light and Heat
in combination. Another consideration offers itself. How in this state
of phosphorus, do Light and Heat comport themselves when we desire
to use them in lucifer matches ? Do they not emit fire ? What is fire but
combined Light and Heat ? Again, in ozone, where is the Heat, for the
Light has combined with oxygen ? Who is there who will not say, that
the electricity which represented the heat, escaped with a portion of the
oxygen into the water? What did it do there?—united some of the unde*
composed phosphorus with oxygen, to form phosphoric acid. Now for my

; friends,, the sceptics. What do they my to all this? Sir Bextyiunm M m
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& • |g no doubt too polite to call me a liar, but I will venture to say that
he will not be converted by any reasoning, however cogent, I wifi not
say the same of my old and valued friend, Sir David Brewster. He has
Hid to milch experience of the subtle nature of Light, to doubt of all I
have How told him. He lias not however, studied Light, as a mesmerib agent, notwithstanding all his beautiful facts on the polarization of
tig h t. He first initiated me in the subject of Light, when he was as
yet but as a tyro in his own subject. At that time, the world thought Sit
Bfcvid was occupying himself in child’s plav. How wonderful are the
fitecies of the world! Sir David Brewster, upon that child’s play, has
built up a stupendous reputation.
•
'’Yon are not to be let off -as easilv as you imagine on the subject of Light
J m must know that we are engaged in a struggle for life •and death.
S0U die without Light. You live for ever, when you are removed from
this World, into*the realms of light. Who among you can conceive of
&more Sublime idea ?—and yet it is the Truth. Prove it to us. Will
you promise me that you will lay aside those stupid prejudices against
the holy science of mesmerism, in which none but stupid blockheads
AouM indulge ? Will you desire me to carry you to heaven actually on
ftb facts ■of mesmerism ? Remember, I have told you that the road
W heaven is lighted throughout. 1You may be assured I did not say that
front an idle impulse. I know pretty well ‘what I am about. I have
todertakett to explain to you, how the relations of human happiness are
K6ked to the facts of Spiritualism ; how the facts of Spiritualism rest on
the basis of Mesmerism ; and how mesmerism explains not only all the
jihenoriiena of Health and Disease, but how these operate to deteriorate
dr to improve the magnetic power, and consequently the happiness and
WdfferC of mankind. I hdve carried you through a long course of rea»bnihg, based upon very important facts in order to endeavour to corifMlce you, that I have hitherto not foiled in my undertaking. I am now to
bbtiduct you farther on the road.
' ’ ‘ * ’'
'
^ Ybil must not expect me to be led away from my point. The question
fa that of Light. How do we know what Light is ? No satisfactory de
finition of it has yet been given. I am not prepared with One, and -yet
if ^ou call upon me to say what I mean by the word Light, I should
W i that it is the vehicle of the the human soul. This definition may
«Hit'suit the taste of those who do not believe in a soul. You, however,
•Wihd have, ttiany ofyou, witnessed the phenomena of Spiritualism, cannot
Xloubt of the •existence of unseen intelligences. We Wilb hbt ipmtJtfil’
(Mist %Word. ■F^ whatever'term you choose to designate that kite&Sg&tt'
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principle in man, which has an existence beyond the grave, I say, that

l i g h t is the material in which it exists, and of which it forms a part.
Are you prepared to controvert this assertion ? You may be assured
that I have deeply studied Mesmerism and Clairvoyance, and it is not
on slender grounds that I rely. You had no idea that I was prepared
to carry you so far on the wings of natural philosophy, to establish the
certainty of a future state of existence. May be, I shall not reap thanks
for my pains, but I shall proceed nevertheless. You are aware that al]
mental philosophers are sorely puzzled to account for dreams. They
are, one and all, far wide of the mark. They will find it necessary, in
time, to adopt tho view I take of sleep. Unquestionably, all theories of
sleep before mine, are most unsatisfactory. Now, let us enquire, how in
sleep, do we dream ? When we sleep deeply, we are quite unconscious.
We are in a state analogous to death. But when we dream, our slum,
hers areVivacious. We are in fact, half awake. Our consciousness returns
to us, and we may often be found quite sensible to all that passes around
ns, and even be able to hold converse with all who surround us. This
is dreaming. But as there are many gradations of sleep, we distinguish
those, in which the sleeper holds conversations, as states of Somnam
bulism. Other states, more striking, because not so common, we de
nominate by the term Clairvoyance. This is neither more nor less than
vivid dreaming. What is it that produces the difference ? You who
have never studied this subject, may be appalled at my explanation of
the fact. The intelligent principle of the sleeper quits his body ; re
. poses in its own vehicle, Light, and wanders where it pleases. T he
will of man is the most inscrutable faculty we have to deal with. With
it, we can remove mountains ;—without it, we are as helpless babes.
With it, we can, in sleep, send our souls on their travels ;—without it, we
obey the will of others. This is a part of our subject, upon which phi
losophers cannot agree. They insist on the will being perfectly free.
It is free, but, as I have explained before, only in one direction, as long
m tho individual ic obedient to tho will of God. The moment ho loses
self-control, he has no longer free wall. I may not linger over this pro
position, but if philosophers would fairlv weigh the facts I have adduc
ed, they would not be disposed to differ from me, in my conclusions.
There are many questions as to the length of our tether. We may not
dispute about trifles. I am clear that when we sleep soundly, we do
riot dream. What becomes of the soul in that state of sleep ? It reets
like the body, and no repose is so refreshing as that in which soul and
body sleep together. Harmony is established, and we have no abnor-
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mal currents tending to disturb us. You are not satisfied with our atpi&ntion. You would like to be led on to know whence we derive the
light we found so useful in breathing and in sleeping. The sun’s ray»

are the prolific source of light. They act in magnetising the earth and
in magnetising all the inhabitants thereof. You are not surprised
to team, that if the sun’s rays are the great source of magnetism, the sun
itself is the great focus of attraction and repulsion to the whole solar sys*
tem. You are not surprised to learn that he regulates those attractions
which set you to sleep, and those repulsions which waken you. You
are prepared to learn that our conditions of sle^p and wakefulness re
gulate our states of vigour and lassitude ; our conditions of health and
disease ; our states of Tone and Clone. You may be sure I have thought
very deeply on all these matters. I am prepared to go on with you as
far as you can desire; for the subject is one of exhaustless enquiry.
One can never become tired of such captivating thoughts. They lead
us on to consider our duties ; for who can once be convinced that our
present and future state are indisolubly linked together by magnetic
chains, without desiring to know something more. And that something
more must needs bring us to think whether our happiness here, and
hereafter, are not tied together as surely as are our bodies and souls.
The subject of light is not exhausted. We have before us a wide
field of enquiry, as to how we can account for animal light. We can
be at no loss to know how large shoals of pilchards are spread upon the
land for manure, and how they emit offensive effluvia, and vast sheets
of light over the fields at night, until their putridity kills every vestige
of animal magnetism. They were in a dying state, and their magnetic
light was shed from them in abundance. But Dr. Macculloch, who in
vestigated animal light with much zeal, has a statement in his work on
the Hebrides, which I do not doubt, because he is borne out by striking
analogies, that when he struck the gun whale of Ms boat while passing
over a shoal of living pilchards in the sea, he had seen sheets of brilli
ant light in the water. His fact was on the point of the alarm com
municated to the fish, which caused them to emit that light. He per
formed the same experiment repeatedly, with the same result. What
do we infer from this,— that the fish were quiescent, or that they felt
frightened ? I f they were alarmed, and their alarm was attended by an
evolution of light, was it from a vital act, or an act of volition ? Alarm
implies fear; fear is the characteristic of timidity; timidity belongs to
reason, for some danger must be apprehended, and this apprehension
must arise from a kpowledge of the existence of a cause of alarm# Th$
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process is one which involves the necessity of a certain amount of rea
soning power. Tell me, did you ever know of the existence of reason
without the existence of a will? No fish can be said to have a will
without the power of exerting it, and when he does exert it, he evinces
the capability of producing a flash of lightning. You have heard enough
of electricity to know that no flash of lightning ever crossed the expanse
of the heavens, without illuminating the atmosphere. Why should not
the pilchard flash his lightning through the water ? But you will tell
me I have taken you through a long series of propositions, in order to
come to this little conclusion. I assert that it is a very important con
clusion. It involves the whole subject of animal light. How does light
become a part and parcel of the animal structure ? I will tell you and
you may cogitate on the facts I now adduce, at your leisure.
When the animal, known to naturalists, as the Nyctipithecm Trivirgc^
tus, a South American ape, is about at night, he is so abandoned to his
will, that his eyes flash light. He has been observed, in total darkness*
to throw out light to the extent of eighteen inches, so that objects, at
that distance from his illuminating eyes, could be distinctly seen. You
need not be surprised when I tell you that human beings have the pow
er of illuminating objects in the dark. I had a young person, residing
for a time, in my house in Grovesnor Street, who was in the habit of
working with her needle, while she was in her bed, at night, in a dark
attic. I f you doubt the fact, I can assure you that I am not the only
person who witnessed this, and many other quite as extraordinary phe
nomena, in this case. Jane Murrell was well known as a marvellous
clairvoyante, and as a person who could read the thoughts of others. I f
the full particulars of her case were published, there would be many
facts offered highly illustrative of the position I am urging upon your
attention, that light emanates, in quantities, from the animal body,
when the faculty of will is exerted by the individual.
How many questions are apt to arise when we reflect upon these facts?
What are we to conclude,— that light is no essential part of our struc
ture ? Most assuredly, we cannot so determine,—for we see that we
are bound to admit that light could not be emitted from living bodies,
unless it were in those bodies. How does it get into them ? We know
that we have eyes. We can easily imagine that the laws of optics are
as applicable to the living frame, as they are to metals, and to other ob
jects that receive light. We are not now to discuss Dioptrics and Cat
optrics. You may see abundance of facts on these subjects in Sir Darid Brewster’s treatise on optics. We refer to tfce matter only to shew
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that the absorption of the light, into the living body, is to be easily ac
counted for; and that it may proceed to any extent, without surprising
us by its amount What we have most to insist upon, is the possibility
of magnetising the whole of this light by the electric power of the will.
You may easily perceive, if 1 have succeeded thus far, in malting yon
understand my meaning, that you are to comprehend how a man can
be made to go to sleep by the wijl of another. You have been told that
we are either attractive or repulsive to our neighbour. All our benevo
lent and amiable feelings are attractive.. All those feelings, said to he
■malevolent, are repulsive. When we exert kind feelings, the forces
emanating from us are attractive. Now, what have we so much in
sisted upon as the essential condition of the brain in sleep?—that at
tractive forces were operative among its particles. When the braift
sleeps, the light is actinised. by the mesmeric attractive agency. Sup
pose a great excess of light, generated by forces not yet understood ; I
mean by forces of actinism, operating from sources not yet investigated.
What are the results as far as we have observed them? You would be
startled at the reply. The result is vivid dreaming or clairvoyance.
You are not prepared for this explanation of clairvoyance. You may
be assured 1 am dealing with facts. I am not prepared to say that all
elairvoyantes see objects through the. agency of brilliant light, but I
know that many do. I have had much experience in the phenomena
of somnambulism. I am sure of my facts, for they have not been en
thusiastically examined, but have been calmly studied with the patient
energy of one devoted heart and soul to the investigation of most curious
facts. 1 am not answerable for the machinations of enemies. - My
temper may have accumulated a host of these upon me, but this I know
that I ought to have credit for much zeal in the steady pursuit of
science. I am arrived at a time of life, when I am perfectly careless
of all the rewards which men hold most dear; but I am not careless
about a due regard to my credit. I like to feel that when I tell the
truth, I ought to be believed. Nor do I care for self in this world,
further than as it relates to the duties of life. Self is valuable only as
it entails respect. No one can be regardless of self-respect; and tbfe
only object in now alluding to snch a topic, is to claim that attention
to my statements which they well merit, not only from their strict truth,
b u t from their, real importance.
The subject of animal light is far from being exhausted; but space
-compels the condensation of our matter. What may we conclude on
riie subject of Clairvoyance? That light emanating from the human
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magnet impinges invisibly, like the actinising rays operating in the
photographing camera, on objects to which the human will has directed
them, those objects being visible to the spiritual human being, but not
to the corporeal organs of vision. This is ail explanation of Clairvoy
ance unsuited to those who cannot comprehend the facts of the very
sublime science we are engaged in investigating. We cannot help those
who are obstinately opposed to all progress. We are addressing classes
proverbially careless of all conventional follies. If you are opposed to
our views, you have a very simple remedy. You need not trouble your
selves to purchase any more numbers of the Spiritual Telegraph. I
trust you know better however than to throw aside the writings of such
men as William Howitt, Mr. Wilkinson, Dr. Dixon, the Truth Seeker,
and other cogent writers who adorn the pages of this useful periodical.
If the editor be encouraged as his merits deserve, 1 trust to find con
tributions pouring in upon him on the deeply interesting facts connec
ted with the vast subject of Mesmerism, which wakens the attention of
the public, by not only its numerous cures, but by the many complica
tions we have shewn it to involve. Where are the subjects to which it
does not relate ? many believe that Mesmerism is gone to sleep. These
Essays will convince them of their error.
Some think we are bound to complain of our friends when they do
not agree with us. Most assuredly, it is more pleasant to agree than to
differ, but we cannot all think alike. For instance on the subject of
Light, I question if my friend Dr. Elliotson could be brought to the
conviction, that light was essential to the operations of mesmerism. I
hold that the cause why lie does not succeed to his heartiest wish in
effecting cures at the mesmeric Infirmary, is, that he does not insist on
the great influence of mental light in the passes practised on his pa
tients. I have left the infirmary, because my advice and my views were
held cheap by the great man who directs the council of that institution.
I should like to infuse into the mesmerisers more mental desire to bene
fit the patients. They are, no doubt, very worthy individuals, but their
dead-alive operations, while they are gazing at every object in the room,
except the one before them, is not the perfection of mesmerism. The man
who hopes to benefit his patient, should lose all thoughts of other objects.
He should concentrate his attention. He should stare with a purpose;
and put his whole soul into his work. No doubt to some this process is
somewhat fatiguing. You may be told that men could not long con
tinue at the labour it would require. You are not obliged to continue

incessantly occupied. After fatigue—comes rest. We cannot work for
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ever, but we should not be ashamed to confess that we have been mis
taken. Mr. Capem can cure more patients in two hours, than all the
mesmerists at the Infirmary can cure in a week. Why is this ? Be
cause he is a healing medium. Dr. Elliotson may smile at this, for he
does not admit the word medium to be a part of his vocabulary. He
laughs at the philosophy of mesmerism. All his studies must forsooth
be more practical. I assert, that practically speaking, Mr. Capem
will beat all the mesmerisers of the Infirmary out of the field. "Why is
this? Because it is well known that Mr. Capem has great strength of
will. Dr. Elliotson need not be afraid that I have any desire to con
trovert any proposition he may have put forth. I have too much regard
for my own consistency of character, to quarrel with trifles. I know
too well what the world owes to him : but I am not to be turned aside
from the assertion of important facts by any regard for personal con*
siderations. Dr. Elliotson has offered himself as a wedge to withstand
the progress of Mesmerism towards its higher developments, and he
must take the consequences. It would have been far more agreeable
to me, to have continued to praise him, as I did, when I dedicated the
edition of the Baron von Beichenbach’s work, which I superintended,
to him. I wish I could continue to regard him as the leader of our
great movement. I must allow him to remain where he is, while I en
deavour to direct attention to that, which I consider essential to the suc
cessful practice of Mesmerism. Those who have studied the earlier
works which appeared on Mesmerism, will acknowledge that much
stress was laid by the first cultivators of our science, on the influence
of the will. No man can mesmerise well, who does not regard the will
as the main ingredient in the art of the Mesmeriser. I am not con
tending for it in the sense of a continued sustained exertion of the
faculty. I only wish to insist on the importance of its agency as an
accessory to those passes, not one of which can take place without some
exertion of the will. Who is there that can lift his’ finger without
exercising this faculty? You can now understand what I mean when
I talk of a flash of the will. I mean the light which emanates from all
parts of the human body, when any one energetically exerts the faculty
of will. You may doubt of the fact. That it is a fact, m-iy be found
by any one who will try the experiment in a room, sufficiently darkened
for the purpose. You are aware that a man is a magnet. All magnets
and all crystals emit light when placed in a room • sufficiently dark.
You need not be told that the Baron von Beichenbach established this
curious, but very important fact In a note which I wrote on light, and
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which will be found in m j edition of the translation of the Baron's

Work, I insisted much on the phenomena, observed by various investi
gators, of animal light. 1 do not contend for all the facts which 1
thought it essential to introduce there, but I may say that that note
affords a summary of all the most important considerations on animal
light which can occupy the attention of Philosophers. It is very easy
to laugh at any subject, but he who can read that note, and fail to rise
up from its perusal, without acknowledging, that his attention has been
directed to subjects at once deeply-profound, and most sublime, must
want the power of becoming a philosopher. That note met with no re*
sponse from men of science. Men of science despise me, for they know
1 do not bow to the dictatorship of any who would crush the exquisite
and stupendous facts of Mesmerism out of existence. I sometimes
think that the deep philosophy I have at various times put forth, is too
profound for men who have a quick aptitude to allow their feelings to govern their reason. Numbers there are, who become irascible at a
simple proposition, because, as the Scotch say, they are dull at the up
take. Pretenders to Science, have, in my presence, become wondrously
angry, not because my propositions were unworthy of attention, but be
cause, in fact, they were too deep for their capacity of comprehension.
Many of you know really far more than some of these, who will remain
stupidities, till fashion sharpens their wits. Events roll on, and you
may be sure the time is coming, when these silly persons will exalt
their eye-lids.
You need not be told that we are entering on a phase of the history
of Spiritualism which must effect great changes in the current history
of the world. If we proceed, for the next few years, as we have hitherto
done, we shall find ourselves surrounded by hosts of admiring friends.
We do not propose to alter our course. We are anxious to continue in
the assertion of the great fact, that we are bound to acknowledge the
vast importance of the subject. Who is there, that, having read these
Essays, will say we have trifled on our way. Are not all the facts we
have been able to lay before our readers, stamped with an impression
of novelty ? Can we be said to have wandered far and wide from our
subject? Are those who, anxious to deteriorate our labours, blink the
questions we have proposed to them, able to follow us in our specu
lations? We are not pleased to be obliged to succumb to the dogmas
tic philosophy of the prigs of fashion. We know our own power. We
may be induced to yield to the pressure of public opinion for a time.
We may find it politic to do bo. But we only bide our time. We are
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not to be frightened into submission. - We are aware of the forces ajrayed against us. We know that a man sits in the chair of the Royal
Society, who is so frantic on the subject of Mesmerism, that he cannot
endure to have it spoken of, in his presence. He is said to hare de
clared, that if the phenomena were presented to him, h» would not
bredit the evideface of his own senses. What are we to think of a So
ciety that can be content to elect such a President? We are not im
pugning their choice, but I ask, Can it be wondered at, if I prefer to
address my really new scientific facts, to a body of Artisans, Mechanics,
and hard-headed unprejudiced men, rather than to a society of such per
sons, as choose for their head a man of Sir Benjamin Brodie’s stolid pre
judices ? You are now able to estimate the forces which have been ar
rayed against our sacred subject, and to estimate the force of the ridi
cule directed against the learned body, by m en' of superior minds, at
various periods of its history.

.

J. A.

. “ To show that the power-or faculty is not confined to a particular family, to a
particular belief, or to a higher or lower state of the mind, but that, like all laws,
it is general in its application, it is useful to tell that many persons we know hard
hete developed this faculty, both of drawing and writing—their hands have been
moved, generally at first in spiral forms ; and of the first seventeen who sa t down
with a pencil, the hands of fifteen were moved in less than five minutes. These
consisted of old, and young, and middle-aged; of male and female, married and
unmarried, of physicians, barristers, students, Englishmen, and foreigners—a, mutt
tore of classes and conditions quite sufficient to give an average of those who can
be so quickly acted upon. But I think it more probable that the faculty is uni*

.vernal.

.

“ Several have in a few minutes become able to improvise in m usic; others 1'
know who write involuntarily in verse,and some who have the power of speaking
by impression, in the same way as others write, and with an enlightenment not
l e s s wonderful than absorbing for its beauty.’*— W . M. W i l k i n s o n .
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You need not be told that we are unwilling to wander through hazy
fogs, when we can take a direction in which we can see our way clearly.
We are not partizans of a clique, given to muddle ourselves with par
liamentary ideas of wright and wrong. The honorable member does not
here take things in a paliamentary sense. He is obliged to define his
meaning, and if that be not clear, he is bound to re-state Ms proposition
»0 that he who runs may read. The magnet, man, is well known to be
influenced by considerations, mental as well as physical.

H is feelings

regarded morally, are as acute as his feelings regarded physically. It
is surprising that this reiterated proposition does not meet with much
more deep and serious attention. It is not our duty to insist upon it
now, beyond the point at which it touches the subject of Spiritualism.
Those who have followed us through the course of our previous essays,
may be aware of the importance we attach to the word Spiritualism.
It means more than the science of the existence of ultra mundane
beings, or of those phantasms of the imagination, which such men as
the wondrous Swedenborg conjured up, by the assistance of his mas
sive and impetuous brain, from those realms of existence, in which the
dreams of the unreal life may be said to reside. Let no one misunder
stand the proposition. It is not intended that Swedenborg was not a
marvellous being:— that his intellect was not of a most enormous grasp:
that he was in any sense of the word, a man of an ordinary mind. He
saw things no man ever saw before. He was really the Seer, par excel
lence. But he was more;— he was the bewildered creature of one of
the most powerful organs of the imaginative faculty ever possessed by
a human being. This is, occasionally a great misfortune. In the case
of Swedenborg, it changed a grand system of Philosophy into a quag
mire of quibbles. It turned the largest, the most holy science, into a
mass of unintelligible metaphysics. We are not now to discuss Swedenborgianism; our object is merely to separate the chaff from the grain.
We want to show, that however good and amiable are all Swedenborgians, they are not pure Spiritualists. Spiritualism, in the highest
sense of the word, is the science of religion. It belongs to the classes
of knowledge embraced under the head of Theology. You were not
prepared for this distinction. You must he led on to understand how
remote is all the unreality of imaginative philosophy from the realities

ofife.
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Life, or vital essence, is the stumbling-block of the Physiologist,
as it is of the Theologian. The two learned individuals, representa
t iv e of the imp© class» are not aware tint they differ oily m nan«»
*
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The Physiologist thinks himself sure of his ground, simply because
he can handle his living subject, and, by a single drop of Hydrocyanic
acid, can set him out of what he conceives to be, existence. The Theo
logian, on the other hand, means well, when he says his subject is im
mortal, but he has no idea of what becomes of the immortal life he
thinks himself so familiar with. If he adheres to the doctrine laid
down in that book of authority, Pearson on the Creed, he consigns his
living subject to a state of existence somewhere between the grave, in
which he has been deposited, and an undefined space, somewhere nearer
the centre of the earth, which the learned call Hades. We are not
bound to enter into these discussions. We allude to them, merely to
show that we know what we are about, when we ventilate our familiarity
with the ideas entertained by our good friends, the Parsons, and the
College Professors of Physiology. If we conclude that neither the one
nor the other have any clear view of his own subject, we shall be pretty
near the truth. You may well wonder at the presumption displayed
by a simple professor of Physics, when he ventures to correct the views
entertained by Theologian and Physiologist, each on his own subject.
No one can be more completely aware of the difficulty of treating the
subject of life than I am. Bred up by Anatomists; taught in the best
schools in Europe, I have not learned to be arrogant. I know my po- ,
sition, and am quite aware that humility best becomes the Spiritualist.
No claims to originality are put forth in this essay. You are each of
you as much the authors of any new ideas you may find here, as the
author is himself. You feel, then, that Spiritualism is a new word for
humility. You are taught humility, when you are taught to be real
Spiritualists. How is this? You are made aware that you do nothing
of yourself. You are simply a magnet, obeying God’s law of Magnet
ism. Yon are attracted or you are repelled, by forces proceeding, you
know not whence. You do not choose to believe in what you do not
see. You will believe in a Magnet: you will believe that a child can
be amazingly delighted at perceiving that a tin swan, with a magnet in
its beak, can be attracted or repelled according to the child’s pleasure,
when one or other pole of a magnet held in its hand, attracts or repels
the beak of the tin swan—and yet you cannot believe that any unseen _
forces may be influencing you without your knowledge. You are beau- tifully philosophical and easily convinced of the presence of an unseen
force, as a child; but when you grow up, you put away childish th in gs,.
and assume the stolid incredulity of the man. Heaven is invisible to
tJj§ mortal eye, and yet you would tMnk it a sin not to believe in thftf
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State of future happiness. Are you simply stupid ? or are you given
to obstinacy, on the subject of life? Our sojourn here is for a matter
o f some seventy years, more or less. Which of us thinks that his conm om nm is his life? You may not doubt me when I say, you have no
Other evidence of life. Life, in truth, is simply consciousness. If I, as
a mesmeriser, have the power of depriving you of your consciousness,
for that period of time which elapses from the moment you were ren
dered unconscious, until that moment when you have returned to the
possession of your senses, I have been your temporary murderer. Do
ypu think, I mean what I say? If you do not, you are much mistaken.
I mean fully to assert, that I have often deprived individuals of life, for
A'time, and but for a time, for I have invariably been, during that time,
A great benefactor. You may think this a trifling manner of placing
before you a mo9t important proposition. But you must be struck
frith its force. My mode of illustration is set before you, to reduce the
question to an absurdity. It would be quite absurd in you to deny
Ciy proposition, that sleep is temporary death. If it be so, what have
you to say to a definition of life, that is simply Mesmeric consciousness?
You cannot escape me, Theologian or Physiologist ! You are in my
toils. I have proved to you that sleep is the result of Magnetic attrac
tion. Consciousness, that of Magnetic Repulsion. Life results from
répulsion. Death from attraction. Remember—we are now losing
sight of Physics. When the Physician loses hold of his patient, all
things are changed. Life, which was before consciousness repelled
ffcom animal particles, is now consciousness attracted by magnetic
spheres of a new order. The Theologian may be at ease, on his con
victions that life exists for ever. He may be at ease on his habitual
theme of the immortality of the soul. He sees, now, more clearly than
hè did before, that, through all his puzzling considerations on the im
mortality of the human being, the question lias been simply one of at
traction and repulsion. The Physiologist will hardly thank me for
proving that life is only Mesmerism. He has left that word entirely
out of all his considerations, and no emetic could have nauseated him
more than the glorious name of Mesmer.
1What may be the feelings of his colleague, I do not pretend to di
vine. He may think me absolutely blasphemous for attempting to ex
plain, by physical facts, the dogma which has puzzled so many learned
students. There is no subject on which any man so little relishes as
Vérjr simple solution of a very difficult problem, as he, who, having
tHèd every possible contrivance, by which he could confuse his own
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mind, is at last obliged to confess that the solution of all his difficulties
was on the surface. He is ashamed to feel that his years of painfifl
devotion to a sterile' enquiry, have been thrown away. He is obliged
to acknowledge that the truth has arrived from a quarter whence hh
little expected it. . My friend Mr. Sandby, whose pamphlet, entitled
“ Mesmerism, the gift of God,” is the'only clergyman I know, who fall
not sought in vain for the useful knowledge. It is not the lot of aft
seekers to be finders, but this he has done. When Dr. E lio toon, feaft
ing the results to Mr. Butter’s reputation, of my favourable criticism
upon his labours, with the Magnetescope, ran the risk of damaging ito
character of the Zoist, as a journal, pretending to announce the latest
facts relating to mesmeric Science, Mr. Sandby stepped forward to
offer a notice of the instrument; I t is of little importance who was the
person -to undertake the task. I might have been supposed to know
More of the subject, but my friend had happily the ear of the greater
leader of mesmerism, and Ms paper in the Zoist, remains, as the only
document on the subject, in that journal, while a very despised fade of
dreamers, known as Homoeopaths, contrived to keep up a long and in*
teresting discussion on the extraordinary facts developed by the Instra*
meat, in one of their cheap periodicals. I am not an advocate of,Hom&
opathy. I have devoted some close attention to the works of the most
vaunted authors on the subject, and the conclusion at wMch I havs
arrived, is, that it would be sheer idleness, on my part, to return t§
the enquiry. I must, at the same time, declare my conviction, that
many of its votaries are men of honest and unblameable lives, and
though I consider their lives as spent in day dreams, I cannot with?
hold from them my meed of praise for the manner in which they havs
taken up the philosophy first offered to the world, by Mr.
Events flow on, emerging from sources we seldom, or at all events*
very lightly reflect upon. These, for a time, ardent men, little thought
then, of the very important investigations which subsequently occupied
the mind of a strenuous disciple of Mr. Butter, and which must* at no
distant date, I trust, exert a most powerful influence on the minds of
the Psychological students of the 19th century. TMs disciple was Dr#
Leger, a man of extensive acquirement, who had been educated as a
physician, in the University of Paris. In that city, he had practised
a while, and had become intimate with the celebrated Benjamin Con*
stent; through whose influence, he obtained a ProfessoraMp, and xffr
commendations in America. What was his career there, I had no
"means of knowing, but 1 was mformed that he 'bad twice itaU&d-i
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handsome fortuné, and had etch time, impwmdefitly lost all his &ccumulations. When he came to London, he was in poverty; and call
ing Upon me, introduc3d himself as the author of a volume, then on
my shelves, entitled “ Psycho Dunamy,” published at New York. Find
ing him to he a man possessed of a large store of knowledge, I became
much interested in him. His narrow circumstances, and Ms accom
plished mind, excited a deep sympathy, and 1 was glad to he able, on
oevèral occasions, to recommend him for employment.
At ■
the periods of our first acquaintance, we differed completely on the
subfeet of Phrenology. 1 found him full of the strongest prejudices
against the works of Gall. He spoke of them as heavy stuff, full of
«rror, and not worth reading. 1 felt very -sorry for Dr. L égers sad
want of discernment 1 quietly induced Mm to witness, repeatedly, on
various subjects, the phenomena of Phreno-Mesmerism ; and in pro
cess of time, he wa9 rivetted by the facts. Then, he consented to look
more closely into the subject, and I lent him the six volumes of Gall’s
work, in French, which he studied with deep interest Before he had
got half through this wondrous book, which evinces the rare genius of
its author, he declared his deep regret at having so long entertained
his old prejudices, and expressed the same admiration for the capacious
and original intellect of the discoverer of the truths of Phrenology, that
I have never ceased to entertain, since I first studied that book. I
know no work which, for argumentive power, in controversy, so forcibly
reminds me of the intellectual grasp of our own great John Milton. I
happened to possess the book of Lectures on Phrenology, by Broussais *
mud as Dr. Leger had always been a warm admirer, and, I believe, in
early days, a pupil of that extraordinary man, he was easily induced to
read the volume with attention. These studies prepared Mm for the
ase which he subsequently made of the Magnetescope. On one occa
sion of my return from Brighton to London,. after having repeatedly
witnessed the exquisitely beautiful experiments of Mr. Butter, I com
municated the facts to him, and his delight at being able to verify them
ell, is not to be described. He reflected much on the subject, and fin
ally modified the form of the instrument. I witnessed many of his in
cipient trials, a detail of which he afterwards published, with the first
fruit of his labours, in a little volume, at Bailliere’s, in 1^62.
• Conversing with him on the prejudices formerly indulged in by
Broussais, on the science of Phrenology, and the subsequent conver
sion of that man’s great mind to the truth of Gall’s doctrine, Dr. Leger
.proposed to test the magnetoid forces of the various phrenological or*
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gms of the head, by his Magnétoscope. To his astonishment and de
light, he found that each organ had its own influence on the pendulum »
and that the characters and forces of the movements, whether oscil
lations or rotations, varied in energy and intensity, according to the
organ tested ; and that the extent of movement, communicated to the
pendulum, by each organ, varied in different indivduals. This was a
great and important discovery.
With unwearied zeal and patience, he set to work to improve his
apparatus, and having contrived a measure of the extent of the rotations
and oscillations of the pendulum, by means of concentric circles on
a card, he spared no pains to perfect himself in phrenological manipu
lation. He studied with great assiduity, and as I was often with him,
I can testify to the ardour and steadiness with which he devoted him
self to the mastery of his new subject.
Amidst vexations and serious difficulties, for with a wife and two
children to support, his anxieties pressed upon him, struggling on a
midst carking cares, he tried to draw public attention to ■his pursuits,
by delivering lectures at Hungerford Hall. This scheme was not suc
cessful. He next had some cards printed, announcing séances for the
examination of heads at a small fee. This, after a time, attracted no
tice, and the results excited so much interest that numbers of the nobi
lity, and many distinguished persons visited him, at his humble rooms,
in Gerrard-street. He was prospering, when a long standing disease
of the heart and of the venous system, rapidly developed itself. Dropsy
supervened and he died, after having received great kindness, in vari
ous ways, pecuniary, as well as medical, from his friends Dr. Quin
and Dr. Chapman, and the more than ordinary surgical care and atten
tion, administered with the well known skill and untiring benevolence
of Mr. Kieman.
Where are the results of Dr. Leger’s labours ?
' The statistics of his experience, now in the possession of his kind ben
efactor Mr. Floris of Jermyn street, would, if published be almost as
tounding. Dr. Leger was enabled to deduce certain laws from the va
ried combinations of the numbers representing the magnetoid forces
of the different phrenological organs, which enabled him to predicate,
with curious accuracy, the offences, for which any given set of prisoners,
in a gaol were committed. In the house of correction in Cold Bath
fields, the governor at that time, Colonel Chesterton, drew the attention
of two of the Middlesex Bench of magistrates, Seijeant Adams and Mr.
Pownall, to the magnetoscope. '
:
'
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. Dr. Leger,—Shaving previou&ly used it in the examination of upwards
of one hundred and twenty heads of the prisoners, whom he had never
hdpre seen, of whose names and offences he was quite ignorant, and who
yore distinguished, as far as he was concerned, by only a number
attached to each individual,—was able to infer, correctly, the specific
offence for which each, out of a dozen selected by the governors and
magistrates, was committed to that prison. If the crimes and offences
of those prisoners were here mentioned, unbounded astonishment
would strike the reader.
J' It may naturally be a question, How could this be done with so much
accuracy ? The pendulum of the Magnetoscope, impelled with different
degrees of force from each organ, reached, in extent, to the circumfer
ence of a different number of concentric circles. These were noted
against each phrenological organ. When the figures representing the
forces of the individual phrenological organs were arranged, accord
ing to their amounts, and those which were found to be highest,
Were combined, the greatest magnetoid activity residing in certain
groups could be estimated with ease, and the character of the indi
vidual be thus, by a numerical process, indicated with great facility.
More than this, the tendency to aberration from natural or normal mani
festation of propensity, in either sex, is susceptible of certain detection,
I have myself repeatedly witnessed the facts now stated, and I hail the
advancement of knowledge in mental philosophy, whether it may arrive
by the agency of the Magnetescope, or by the labours of large-hearted
men like Lord Stanley, and those who were associated with him in his
very benevolent statistical labours for the amelioration of the condition
of our less-fortunate fellow-beings, who may happen to be afflicted with
vices, which they have not been trained to regulate, by a proper educa
tion of their powers of self-control. The reasoners who advocate the
doctrine of philosophical necessity, will be found to be correct in re
lation to these unhappily placed beings, for they omit the consideration
of the concentrative power of the amount of free-will granted to reasonitig beings, and thus their hypothesis admits the grievous error that
mental obedience to normal laws, or divine precept, is not perfectfreedom,
' But a part only of the truths offered by the Magnetescope to Dr.
Leger, and to an unwilling world, has been stated. The instrument
was taken to the Asylum, for the insane, at Colney Hatch, and an op*
portunity was afforded for the examination of some heads in that es
tablishment. The failing condition of his health, prevented D r. Lpger

bom working, as he hud intended, at the statistic* thus obtajiied, but
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he informed me of a very striking law that had been reached by him,
regarding some of the insane, and all the epileptic subjects he had ex
amined, the accuaracy of which was singularly verified to me in private
practice. This law was, that in the heads of those of decidedly unsound
mind, and in the heads of all those subject to epilepsy, one organ,—
generally that of Ideality,—bears, in relation to all the other organs of
the head, a very manifest disproportion, as to extent of magnetoid force;
and in such cases, the organ of Concentrativeness is represented ■by a
very low number, or by Nilf—the pendulum in this case coming to a
dead stop.
r An epileptic subject subject examined for me by Dr. Leger, had
Ideality represented by 24. All the other organs were under 12; most
of them ranging about 5. Concentrativeness, was at 2.
In Insanity, the same facts, with some modifications, were observed.
All the cases of Insanity, allied with epilepsy, and incurable epilep
tics had Ideality at or above 25 ; while Concentrativeness stopped,
at once, the movements of the pendulum.—Dr. Leger’s illness and
death were a great loss to the cause of the progress of Phrenology; and
it may be said to have been a real calamity to the department of the
Medical Sciences to which his researches appertained. Insanity would
have had brilliant light shed upon its philosophy. Psychology has to
wait for the observations of some competent successor to Dr. Leger.
The vacancy left by him will require some time to fill up; for though
we may have men, who know something of Physics, our would-be phi
losophers, are so absorbed by their self esteem, and vanity, that the
humility, which should characterise a real lover of Science, is rare#
For the most part, they are “ imitatores, servum pecus ” ! But kwhen
the retarding influences of certain schools are weakened by time, it will
need no great acumen to predict, that our knowledge on subjects con
nected with the philosophy of mind, will undergo a change, startling
to even the soundest and closest thinkers of the present day. I t needs
no deep prophetic sage to perceive, looming in the distance, a strong
probability, that the great standard of all moral and religious truth,
will become the source of our illumination in Psychology.
How all this shall come to pass, does not appear to superficial
thinkers, to be connected with the researches on the facts developed by
the Magnetescope, and yet if these become competent to indicate the
limits to the free will of man, and to determine the boundary by which
his maker has circumscribed his evil powers, and to demonstrate the
paramount duty of society to educate its members in strict habits of
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self-control, tlie inférence is easy» that man must necessarily then be in
clined to develop the better faculties of his nature, and thus, under
standing more clearly the powers of his soul, he becomes bound to
cultivate that knowledge which is derived from the richest fountain,
whence he is taught the illimitable power and freedom of goodness.
A very high function has been assigned to the Magnetescope, when
such important influences on the progress of society, shall be exerted
by the future knowledge which must necessarily flow from the labours
of those who are destined to succeed Dr. Leger. Whatever obstacles
ignorance and vanity may place in the path of those who desire to look
into this subject, we have seen, that if the statements here made, have
any pretensions to accuracy, very high and powerful motives must have
their influence in exciting men to cultivate a science, scorned and looked
down upon by men of very poor minds. Nor will the obstinacy of lout
ish brains never cultivated to apprehend the delicacies of a transcendental
science, —nor will all the sneers and obloquy of those who delight in
common platitudes, levelled at these pursuits, suffice to deter highminded characters from the study of those facts which may be too pro
found and too delicate for the course sciolists of the fashionable schools ;
those facts requiring for their cultivation no common moral courage,
industry, and energy of character.
To arrive at the power of using the Magnetoscope, implies in the in
dividual great patience, and much energetic perseverance. When once
the facility of obtaining its obedience to the laws regulating Magnetic
phenomena have been arrived at, it is not a little teazing and annoying
to hear the reiterated paltry objections of men profoundly ignorant of
the subject they are commenting upon, directed against the essential
conditions of the delicate pendulum movements. Many cavil at the
necessity of the eyes of the Manipulator being directed to the pendul
um, who might, with as much justice, complain of the return current
of the Electric Telegraph. They are analogous phenomena.
We are not obliged here to do battle against cavils and cavillers. Our
time and space are too limited.
You are now arrived at a point at which we may reckon up our gains.
We must ask what we have done in the course of these essays—Have
we explained the meaning of Spiritualism ? Have we argued as closely
as we ought to have done? Have we not wandered from our subject?
These are serious questions; and we must take leave to answer them
for the satisfaction of our critics.
Spiritualism is a subject very little understood. The greater part
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of the world seems to be afraid of it. Then, the enquirers are a set of
people, who, for the most part, belong to the lower classes of society.
We are not supposed to say that, by the term we use, we intend to im
ply debasement. It matters little what is the rank of the individual,
whose mind is anxiously set upon the task of studying, according to the
best means in his power, the probabilities of his enjoying a state of hap
piness, in a future existence, which he has never been able to realise
here. We are not disposed to consider that his anxieties are either
unnatural or unwise. He is engaged in a very laudable pursuit, and
it has been necessary in the progress of his enquiries, to contend with
difficulties few can be aware of, who are said to belong to the higher
classes of society. The poor man has no sympathy from his pretended
protectors. If he asks his friend who meets him at the public house,
on the probabilities of a future life, he meets with a stern rebuff. I f he
walks along, musing on the callous nature of friendship, he is surprised
by the smart repartee of the girl of his heart, who compliments herself,
that her lover is pondering on their future happiness. If he walks on,
he meets with a baker, who tells him that news have reached the
village, which will increase the price of the loaf. The cares [of the
world, and the vexations attendant upon matrimony, are too much for
him. He resolves to care only for himself. He has tasted of friend
ship;—he thinks little of love i—he drives away thought in gin. Who
is there that reflects on this every day character, that does not wish for
a remedy for the evils of life? We are not contending that we are pre
pared to present Spiritualism, as a panacea for all such ills. We only
say that, when the lower classes have commenced an enquiry into the
subject, we are not the individuals to witness their laudable struggles
to gain knowledge, without stepping forward to cheer them on, and to
aid them to the best of our ability, in acquiring a rational view of a
most important and holy subject.
Most men, when they endeavour to criticise the labours of others, en
deavour to place themselves in the situation of superiors. They have
no idea that any allowance is to be made for the position in which a
writer on physics, and on morals, is placed in relation to themselves.
A man may know a vast deal more of his subject, than a critic can
possibly do;—but he is nevertheless supposed to be a very inferior
being; especially if his antecedents have not fitted him for the posts to
which? his critic aspires. I t may be a trifle whether his ambition
shall lead him in the same direction. One may be solicitous to enjoy
the possession of a calm miiM, and to retire from the turmoils of public
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rooms. Another may shine where smooth platitudes excite the attention
of a number of eager listeners. These two are not characters to mingle
with sympathy in the same throng. However different may be their
tastes and habits, the votary of common ambition is always the judge of
the labours of his superior. He vaults into his chair, and is the object
of wonder to the multitude. His fiat is final. Your most original
thoughts are food only for his cynical observations. He, forsooth, is
pleased to regard you as a patron does his suppliant curate. You must
succumb to his superior position. Times alter. Truth marches on.
The poor President is glad to look on, with the herd, at the wonders you
can show him ; not knowing all the while, that you are showing only
that which the humble artisan had long before witnessed.
'
Our readers may imagine that we are painting scenes to please their
fancies. We are merely stating the simple truth. These things occur
daily. We have men who are given up to the worship of baubles;-^»
who would almost sell their souls for notoriety. We have men who are
quiet students, who have all their lives been actively engaged in pro
fessional pursuits, who are not wanting in common sense, and yet who
fail to reach the higher positions in their profession, simply because
they will not yield themselves to the debasing influences of ordinary
minds. Few are the men of this stamp. We merely allude to thè
point to show that criticism to be just, should come from a really supe*
rior quarter. It should flow from a competent judge. I t may be asked
seriously—What Physiologist is competent to judge of Mesmerised?
What Theologian is competent to judge of Spiritualism? Who that
has thought deeply on these subjects, will say that there are five per
sons in England, competent to criticise these pages? Who will tell me
that he has ever thought of the difficulty of joining together in one com
prehensive whole, the subjects of Magnetism and Mesmerism, Sleep
and Wakefulness, Health and Disease, Morals and Religion ? If the
thoughts I have for years pondered upon, are so familiar to his very
learned mind, why has he not before now, illuminated the world with
an Essay on Light; or thoughts on the subjects of a Philosophy that
is destined to immortalize the memory of any one who is capable of
leading us through the paths which have been indicated in these
essays. Much of our ordinary knowledge is acquired by the attrition
we undergo in our social intercourse. We are led to reflect on eveiy
occurrence of our lives. We dispute. We talk on all subjects. We
find our neighbour becomes as animated as we are ourselves. We are
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neighbour loves to abuse his own brother, and is eager to show up his
faults. If we should hastily join him in his diatribes, awful would be
our retribution. This arises from our love and affection. We are
bound to respect the feeling, and deserve the castigation we suffer for
our clumsy errors. A propos of love and affection, where is the love
and affection of professional brethren ? How are we to address a class
proverbially embittered in their feelings against each other. I may be
told of the bountiful charities of the wealthy. I may have pointed out ■
to me specimens of masterly minds, who have given themselves up to
costly expenditure in the collection of some grand museum. I am sure
I am not the pupil of a great man, if I am ashamed of glorying in the
ambition of such minds. I adduce the examples to shame the herd*
It is not necessary to point out the motives of those busy men seen in
charitable Board Rooms, who gain for themselves an ephemeral ce
lebrity by large subscriptions. They belong to quite a different class,
and are often animated, in their professional progress, by the worst
motives that can degrade our nature. Of such we desire to say little.
They are here only for the purpose of eliciting an expression of regret
that we cannot be justified in throwing away time and deep thought in
the endeavour to ameliorate their sentiments or their principles.
Then who are the judges of these Essays ? Really—only the parties
to whom they are addressed! I require no other judges. If they be
satisfied, I am. Why have we entered into these questions ? People
are little aware of the sources whence I derive the information contain
ed in that which I have put forth. Startling as it may appear to somef
I can fearlessly assert that a very few sentences of these essays are m y'
own. I derive them from a source I am sure of. I exercise my judg
ment in printing them. I sometimes think I am guilty of weakness ■
in putting forth speculations which may compromise my character.
B ut I ask myself—What is character ? Self-approval! If I please my
own conscience, I have reason to be satisfied. Many may ask, How far
are you warranted in publishing thoughts that are so thoroughly at
variance with the ideas of the world ? I am not obliged to ask the world
if it chooses to accept the truths God pleases to place before it? Suf
ficient for me is the fact, that I have, for a series of years, submitted
myself to an education of thought at direct variance with the habits in
which for many years before I had indulged. The result of this educa
tion has been that I have acquired habits of self denial to which I was
formerly an utter stranger. I am become a more careful enquirer, a
more sober thinker,—and a more useful member of society. •1 attend to
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my duties with a steadiness of perseverance, to which I might in vain
have formerly aspired. AU this is the result of a life of Spiritualism.
I am now a Spiritualist from habit, and I am bound, from the happiness
I have derived from my altered habits, to strive to inculcate the same
course upon others. I have little hope of success in such endeavours
among the higher circles of society, but my ambition will be amply sat
isfied, if in the course of the few years now left to me here, I can per
suade any numbers of the working men of England to embrace my
views. I shall have a reward far exceeding any 1 could derive from
titles, wealth, or position. To have led the working men of England to
the highest motives for reforming themselves, for becoming the real
sources of the wealth of this great nation, the real ornaments of the
grandest nation of modern times, the producers of the health of their
own race, as well as the systematic educators of the rising generation,
in the principles of knowledge, morals and religion, is an ambition wor
thy of a far greater mind than mine. I am content in being made the
instrument of the regeneration of the working classes, knowing well that
if they adopt the habits which Spiritualism inculcates, and not only in
culcates, but under proper conditions, enforces, all other classes must
inevitably follow in their tremendous wake.
We must hesitate before we plunge into the depths of unfathomable
seas. Are we sure that the rules by which we feel we ought to be guided
are those to land us in the port we desire to reach ? How far from land
are we now ? Where is the compass by which we are enabled to steer ?
You think me very ridiculous, after the fearless essays I have been plac
ing before you, to ask such questions. I am anxious about you, not
about myself. I know where I am. I want to discover whether you
are equally confident. Let us recapitulate, and try if we have wandered
so very mach out of our course. You were told that our proposal was to
shew you that all matter was inert, that under no possible condition
could it think or act. You were told that there were forces which could
stimulate matter to move, but motion is not action. You were told,
moreover, that those forces were of various kinds. Some were magnet
ic,—some were mental. But you were not told that mental forces were
the same as magnetic. You were led to infer an analogy between all
forces ; for you could not help perceiving, that in forces, as well as in
aggregations of matter, there must exist ranks. Everything in nature,
is in steps or gradations. Every single thing belongs to its own class,
and the place that it is destined to occupy does not form part of its own
choice. It is placed according to the arrangements which it had pleas*
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eel a higher power to establish. You are not to infer that we are tired
of our position, because we seek to rise higher in the scale of being.
Which of us is there, who would not desire to better himself ? We feal
that our position here is not all we could desire, but we do not seek to
make ourselves discontented. We would, notwithstanding, be glad to
know how far we are warranted in concluding that Spiritualism is to
better our condition. We have been told that Spiritualism begins with
Mesmerism. We desire to know more fully how this is made out. You
have been told that Sleep and Wakefulness, result from two opposite
conditions of the living being. In one, the particles of the brain are
attracted or approximated. In the other, a divellent or repulsive force
separates them. Carrying out our observations upon Sleep, we found,
that in this condition, there were various grades of intensity. You are
not to suppose that any force in nature exists which does not vary in
the degree of its power. Sleep, quite unconscious, is a very different
thing from sleep with dreams. These dreams vary in the degree of
their vividness. Some are so extremely vivid as to allow persons to be
lieve they see their friends in heaven. You will not be startled at me
for saying that I believe they are right. You may dream a truth—or
you may dream a fancy. I am not able to assure you that all dreams
are true. If they were, we should have no need of physicians, for the
clairvoyants could tell us what they see in their vivid dreams, and we
might cure diseases very easily; but the misfortune is that the very best
clairvoyant is so constituted that truth is not a part of her system. She
is truthful once, and full of fanciful errors nine times. It is not neces
sary that we should pursue this part of sleep. We feel sure that sleep
results from attraction, and that wakefulness must depend upon the
opposite force. We infer, then, that these phenomena are linked with
magnetism. Tracing the gradations of matter from its simplest forms
up to those which are what we call organized, we know we have abun
dant evidence for believing that all higher arrangements are crystalline.
I f crystalline—then magnetic. The grounds for this inference have
been stated ;—and we have moreover endeavoured to shew that light
had considerable influence in determining crystalline and magnetic
forms of organization. You are not to conclude that all light is mag
netic. You have been led on to know that a part of every ray of light
is what we may call actinic or electric. We are sure that the agency of
light is most important in the whole economy of nature. There is
much to be said on the influence it exerts on health, and this is a part
q{ the subject which it befaoyes you tp study. You have bepn to)d you
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were to be healing mediums. You are aware of the meaning of this
term, which signifies a person in communication with the world of
Spirits. A medium may not hope to have the power of healing, with’
out submitting to all the necessary conditions. He must be ready at
stjl times, to obey the dictates of his own conscience. He must reflect
on his moral duties, and try how far he can effect the change in his ha*
bits that is implied by the word repentance. You are not to suppose '
that this word is calculated to make you melancholy. On the contrary, ;
areal penitent has cast off all sin, and the result of that must be moral amelioration. No one who has changed bad habits for good habits should
consider that he regrets the change. It is folly to grieve for the loss of
that which was a source of evil. Such losses are great gains. We may
be assured that good healing mediums are not persons commonly met with, for the mass of mankind believe that they ought to be miserable
when they repent,—whereas repentance ensures health of mind, and
consequent health of body. But why insist on this topic ? Because he
who would bargain to be a giver of health, must himself first possess
that inestimable blessing; —and how is he to possess it, if he do not
abandon all those bad habits which produce ill health ? You can now
perceive why I lay so much stress on repentance, You are led on to *
become m entally—morally—and physically the children of lig h t It is
light which gives you health. It is light which gives you strength,*— .
and it is light which conducts you through the thorny paths of life. I f
you follow the light I have pointed out to yoii, you will not fail to reach
heaven. You have been instructed in healing simply to convince you
that all morals,—all religion, all health, and all happiness in this world,
as well as in the next, are linked together. You cannot live here with
out breathing mesmerised air—nor can you liye in heaven without sub- .
Hitting to all the conditions which Spiritualism enforces. L need not *
repeat to you that the grammar of Spiritualism tlnd the Hand book of.
Mesmerism, is the New Testament. Study that book w ell;—follow all;
its cogent precepts, and you will be blessed in the fruition of all you
can desire.
'
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CONSISTING OF THE SIXTH ESSAY, BY

JO H N A S H B U R N E R , M. D.,
«ON THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MESMERISM AND SPIRITUALISM, WITH

CONSIDERATIONS ON THEIR RELATIONS TO NATURAL AND REVEALED
RELIGION, AND TO THE WELFARE OF MANKIND/'

Well may we exclaim, when we hear of the wonders which are daily
offered to our notice, that all God’s revelations are most marvellous 1
We are tempted to recur to the idea that Socrates received a revelation. We are forbidden to believe that his daimon was a holy spirit, though •we well know that the fine thoughts which Plato indulged in, were, from
a source hardly less sacred in the divinity of their nature, than some ^
of the Christian precepts. The real Christian does not condescend to *
break through the law of charity, which binds him to think no evil of other doctrines, tending to good; but finds in them the analogies to h ia ' own faith that bind him, with silken cords of love to all who are good*
and all who do good. Spiritualism embraces the heathen, the jew an d *
the gentile, all religions are alike subject to the law of Spiritualism.. We **
are not here to do battle against any sect. We deprecate the exclusive» •
ness of all sects. Whoever proposes to shut himself off from the feeling
of Christian charity towards his neighbor, that man we denounce, as an
enemy to the bland nature of our universal faith. Now, then, we have .
a severe line of demarcation between the Christian Spiritualist, and every .
other sect. You who desire to be Atheists and D eists;—You who wish to be included in any other denomination, opposed to the holy .precept of Christ, are quite welcome to the largest charity we can afford you** Yop must not, however, be led away to imagine that we who have studied
the doctrine of motives, are so blind as not to perceive that you are the
creatures of your organs of self-esteem, and preposterous vanity. We have
watched numerous cases of individuals, who have loved to come to con*
elusions at variance with the common sense of mankind, and we have,
without exception, found that they have been men, impelled by no other
powerful consideration than an overweening fondness for their own self*
ish opinions. No man ever yet could venture to say that he was so sura
of the non-existence of a God, as that he would be prepared to leap in^
to a bell to prove his assertion! Conviction and assertion are not iden* '
t ia i Tlie maa who feels quite convinced of a troth, will m tu ie ^
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any sacrifice for its sake. If not, he is a mere hypocrite. The sincere
believer is not only ready to become a martyr, but belongs to the glori*
ous army of martyrs. You are not aware of the close connection between
pride anil falsehood. The proud can stoop to a lie : but the liar cannot
worship the truth ! An atheist may satisfy himself that he belongs to
a class that is ready to uphold the truth, but his fortitude forsakes him,
if the truth is to be upheld at the stake. He can go to prison, and live
on the bounty of mistaken zealots, hut if he be in a higher position of so
ciety, he will eat his words,—withdraw his published works,—stigma
tize his former friends,—tremble at their threatened ^disclosures,—fawn
on royalty,—do in short, any mean act, —frown down any weak opponent,
rather than boldly acknowledge he had once been an atheist. You are
not aware that many men, educated in the weak indulgence of the feel
ing of vanity, have become atheists for a time. My experience of early
hospital life, made me quite aware of the arts, which some professors
were wont to practice in order to get their disciples to screen them from
the consequences of a too ready acquiesence in their low arts of envy.
Noble spirits have been sacrificed to a love of detraction, and on several
occasions have hospital governors been made dupes of the most design*
ing villians. All this has arisen from a low standard of morality, and
is introduced here more for the sake of illustrating the striking differ
ence between the character of the atheist,—who can indulge in no hope
or motive, higher than the love of the intrigues of this world,—and that
of the spiritual philosopher, who is said to dwell in a world of imagina
tion, but who has, at least, the advatage of scorning to stoop to the ma
chinations of the man whose motives are based on a world of gross matr
ter. You are bidden to become Spiritualists, not so much from a love
of the marvellous, as from a love of the beautiful;—not so much from
a desire to lead you into the mazes of a vain philosophy, as to induce
you to become happy husbands, and happy fathers;—happy children
and happy brethren;—denizens of a world of plenty, bestowed upon you
by a beneficent God, who delights in rewarding all who are industri
ously good, by the fruition of a life of bounteous enjoyments. You are
little aware of the natural consequences of a life of goodness. You have
heard a good deal of the doctrine of circumstances. My friend Robert
Owen was the promulgator of many truths on his favorite theme. H e
was, however, not aware of the facts which have so forcibly struck h is
son. You must know that a man of the name of Muller, resides in
Bristol. He was made to perform some most remarkable acts. He waft
ft preacher of the gospel of Christ, and being much addicted to the be*
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lief of all the facts he read in the New Testament, he devoted himself \
to the service of God. He asked himself whether he could face the
world, with the simple conviction that God would take care of him. He
had faith, and faith alone is sufficient for such a purpose. Men little
know how much can be done by this condition of the human mind.
Muller established an asylum for the reception of poor forlorn girls.
He and his wife devoted themselves to the service of these wretched out
casts, and after a time, succeeded in educating a considerable number
of them, in order to form them into virtuous and useful members of
society. He not only educated them, but he fed and clothed them. ^
There is no example on record of such pious self-devotion to the great
cause of a holy truth as this. It is no exaggeration to say, that unaided
by human means, this exemplary couple amassed from the spontane
ous sympathy of their fellow creatures, urged, no doubt, by impulses
from the world of spirits, a sum amounting to upwards of one hundred
thousand pounds. Now, reflect upon the application of this doctrine of ,
faith to the common affairs of life. You are not aware of the extent to •
which a faith in the bounteous goodness of God can carry a man. Mr.
Muller is only one example. You are told that faith can remove moun
tains. You are accustomed to hear people speak of those who pursue
any object energetically. You think all the while that energy is a very ,
good thing, but you do not compare it to faith. You little think that
the word faith is only another word for intense energy. Some medical
m en dreaming about Mesmerism, rather than calmly pursuing a tedious
investigation, into its phenomena, have called Mesmerism energy. They
meaned they hardly knew w hat; but in fact, they were not far off the •
mark. Sleep, artificially induced, results from the magnetic energy of
the mesmeriser’s will. We are only giving you an idea of the confusion
which may sometimes be brought into an enquiry, when people do not
clearly apprehend their own meaning.
,
We are now to examine into the application of faith to the principles
developed by Robert Owen. Many men imagine that this great philan
thropist was an Atheist. You need hardly be assured that he never at
any period of his life abandoned the hope of success in the promulga
tion of his ideas. He was not very clear as to the doctrine of a special
providence. He could not understand how a being, fixed his stu*
pendous universe on an immutable law, and then was perpetually wish- t
in g to interfere in its trifling details: but he did not long entertain these .
doubts, for he saw most things far more clearly than his neighbours;
and he was led to reflect deeply on many subjects on which he had very
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strong prejudices. When I first became acquainted with him, a distance
of time verging on near half-a-century, 1 believe I was partly instru
mental in his conversion to Phrenolgy, which at one time he publicly
despised. There was, perhaps, nevei a man so child-like in his deáre
of Acquiring knowledge. He latterly embraced Spiritualism, not from
a frivolous disposition, but from an acumen which induced him to per.
ceive, at a glance, the wide and extended range of its relations to human
happiness. Large was the mind of that man, and we are at a loss
which most to admire,—the affectionate simplicity of his character, or
the intense love he bore to his race. I am not prepared to follow him
in all his ideas. - He was a man who dwelt on one idea, to so exagger
ated a degree, that his mind found room for little else. You may be
assured that no example of such devotion of his energies could have
gone unrewarded, if he had only turned those energies in the same di
rection as Mr. Muller has indicated. There is, in the universe, a law,
which determines the bent of a man's mind. Unknown to himself, he
is the victim of surrounding circumstances. You may well be sur.
prised when you learn that this law is that of Phrenology. You may
not doubt of this fact, when you know what Dr. Leger had accom
plished. We are not now to deplore that he was not allowed to carry
on his discoveries. He was as much an instrument in the hands </
Providence, as was Ms predecessor Gall, who was not allowed to live
long enough to witness the magnetic discoveries I have mentioned to
you. They both see now, which way the world is tending, and they
both rejoice that their labours _are likely to lead on to the grand de
velopments of Spiritual Philosophy. You are entreated to pause on
this very important fact.
Wherever we turn, we have proofs of a very wide benevolence. No
one can doubt of God's goodness, who reflects on the grass th at grows,
ready to supply the wants of the numbers of four-footed animals, that
obtain their pasture from it. There is no stint. When we look around,
and see the multitude of resources he has vouchsafed to m an,—the
lord of his many manors,—these and a thousand other m atters crowi
upon our attention. We can never tire in counting the instances of
his magnificent bounty. Why should we be told that we are to him
more precious than many sparrows? Simply because we are apt to
forget the fact. But a fact it is, nevertheless. We are not prepared to
draw all the consequences flowing from it. We do not reflect th at we
are so situated, as to reap all the advantages they afford us. W eare
pnly dull at the apprehension. We have more to do to learn w h a t the
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advantages are, before we can hope to understand their nature. You
were told that we were children of light. You were-not told, that being
children of light, yop, were expected to become gradually clairvoyant.
You do not apprehend our meaning. To be clairvoyant means the
same thing as to dream most vividly. You can understand that
a man may dream in his sleep, but he may not remember the dream
when he becomes awake. If you are clairvoyant in your sleep, you for
get your dreams, but if you become clairvoyant when awake, you not
only remember all you witness, but you see as clearly as the Spirits see
each other. “ Now we see as through a glass darkly, but then face;to
face.” What have you to say to this state of things? There are many
men, who would not for the world, wish you to see so clearly. You could
not imagine that sueh an insight into the interior of your neighbour
would unfold to you his most secret thoughts. Yet this is clairvoyance*
Most persons have a dread of being supposed to believe in clairvoyance.
They have little reflected on what they read in their New Testament.
It is not, after all, so shocking a thing tó see the truth, as to tell a lie.
Some who have condescended to tell the most atrocious lies of me, have
pretended to have a pious horror of clairvoyance. ' I am not apt now
to indulge in feelings of revenge. They are quite contrary to all ex
alted Spiritual principle. I would not for all the wealth of Golconda
and Peru, harbour a feeling of revenge, or of hatred, ‘towards any mor
tal living. I should become very unfit for any indulgence in the hopes
inculcated by Spiritual aspirations.' We are not apt to make oursélves
unhappy when we plead the cause of our own wealth. r We are all de
sirous to become rich, hut we seldom count the cost of becoming so.
We think that laziness and riches are not incompatible. We wish tbéy
were, for surely the occupation of a rich man is seldom productive of
much benefit to him. He is not able to be very happy, when he bhs
not any useful occupation. You are not to conclude that we aré in
veighing against riches. We are only advancing in our progress to
wards a right understanding of our subject. When I say I would hot
exchange peace of mind for wealth, I merely state a tnitem—but it isf a
very trite truism, very little understood. Why is it so little appreciated?
Sim ply because we live in a woild of fallacies. ’ WeWefapf to believe
in wealth which can be bought with gold, and wo shut our eyes to that
w ealth which is the fruit of a life well spent. How many of ufir ate
th ere, who strive to spend a life well ? We jure none of us economic^.
W e look to baubles for our happiness. Wé think littlelnf the-iuqre ^>lid pleasures of life. We could command far more of the comforts ancj
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luxuries of civilized life, if we were to educate ourselves to economize
our pleasures. Which of us is there, that does not think it necessary
to drink stimulating beverages ? Not one of these is essential to real
happiness. We have got into the lazy conclusion that beer, or wine,
or ardent spirits, with water, must be wholesome for u s ; when the real
truth is, that they are all mischievous poisons. If we could economise
in these articles, we could lay by money enough to buy many most use
ful pleasures. The system of combining together for mutual benefits,
would, under wise and equitable rules, lead to an accumulation of wealth
which would be highly important to the labouring classes. Here we
arrive at the touch-stone of the social system. What do we mean by co
operating? Not only working together for mutual benefit, but each ex
erting that amount of self control, which shall enable him to co-operate
advantageously with his neighbour. I am not an advocate for the
slightest servility, yet the world goes always more smoothly when each
man pays that just and amiable deference to his fellow man, which we
call politeness. No man is the worse for polish, and no system of
polishing is so complete as that of brotherly love. We are not prepared
to say, that in the best regulated co-operative society, differences of
opinion will not arise. These are not only natural, but necessary from
We are proceeding to enquire step by
t h e d if f e r e n c e s b e t w e e n m e n .
step, into the questions suggested by Robert Owen’s dogma, th a t man
is the creature of circumstances. We are aware that we cannot establish
.this doctrine without abandoning our grand point, that man can rule
himself and his own destiny. It is here that Mesmerism deals roughly
with my good old friend’s system. We have had some tussels on this
point, and my friend would never give in. The leaven of a material
system adhered to his mind. He who wishes to philosophize correctly,
should never lose sight of the fact that habit is the parent of many
fallacies. No man likes to be really flexible in thought. Yet without
complete flexibility, no man can possibly be a profound thinker. It is
useless to t e l me, you will adhere to fixed principles. The only real fixed
principle I know of, is the principle of unceasing change. You may as
well te l me that a man shall never change his clothes, as that his thoughts
are to be as immutable as his identity. You may be sure if they were so,
his identity, which is preserved by ever changing exercise of thought,
would soon cease. You w il not believe this proposition without a n Ulus*
tuition. We w il soon furnish one. You are aware that men have, in
former times, been eager to discover a philosopher’s stone, which should
jpurge all metals of their dross, mi convert them into pure gold. Jm
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are aware that they never succeeded in making their discovery. Yon
would never guess why. You may be told they did not go the right
way to work. You would probably think that possible—but the simpler
reason was, that they sought for a thing not to be found in nature S
Well, How does this apply to our question ? Thus:—the philosopher's
stone convinced men, that chemistry developed a science which was ne
ver stationary, and that it evinced a condition of perpetual change.
There is nothing in all nature which remains stationary.
.
We must gradually proceed to unfold the consequences of this state
of things. Had my friend Robert Owen considered the various grada
tions in the forms of matter, he would have seen that it was quite possi
ble, by imitating nature, to have educated men to become co-operativa
in gradations of ranks ; but never in mixed assemblies. An army pre
serves its discipline, from habits of obedience to superior control ; but
in mixed assemblies, the very exeitement of so many various magnetic
influences is destructive of permanent harmonious arrangement. We
are not allowed to regard ourselves as indépendant of our neighbour.
We learn caat lie is eitner agreeable, or disagreeable to us. We are not
ooiiged to associate, against our wil, with a very disagreeable person ;
and how are we to avoid such a person in a co-operative establishment ?
We are not bound to go through all the analogies of nature,—but we
may be assured that this one great magnetic fact is fatal to the princi
ple of equal co-operation. But because equality is not possible, societies
for mutual advantage are not to be lightly considered. The Club sys
tem in many of its phases would offer prodigious advantages to the la
bouring classes. Not the least of these would be the refinement of man
ners introduced by well regulated classes for instruction ;—well arrang
ed libraries of books ;—well arranged schools for music and dancing
with other modes of social intercourse tending to the amelioration of
the better feelings of our nature.
Insurance Societies based upon mutual benefits should ever find a
place in all co-operative arrangements ; and they would provide the
surest means of elevating individuals in those gradations of ranks, with
out the existence of which, nature must cease to exist.
■
Let us now review the facts upon which we have based all our theo
» ries on the inevitable connection between Matter and Force ; on the
links which bind both to the whole system of the universe ; on the al
liance between all the forces in Nature ; on the gradations of ranks in
these as well as in the matter they govern ; on the influence exerted by

attraction and repulsion, in whirling unpolariwd gas, an amorphoii
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J unparticled mass into spheral or spheroidal magnets, endowed with
' 'P°ks, and axial and equatorial relations to each other ; on the maJiy
' ^orms» determined by mathematcial laws, regulated by electricity, form•ing the magnetic diversities of shape, that have obtained the name of
Crystals ; on the higher developments of rank in the vegetable forms,
constituting an infinite variety of organic arrangements, each deveiop*mg an infinite variety of organic arrangements, each developing a riéw
necessity for a fresh formula to regulate shapes and properties of cells
*and tubes, leaves, flowers, fruits, and their various products of involu
tion and of evolution ;—arriving, finally, at the highest gradations of o r
ganic life, that of animal existence, in which we trace the important
~fact that from the lowest to the highest, we may observe a gradation of
mflimal forces administering to the organic instincts of the species, àttd
' providing organs adapted to the habits and faculties of the individual,
' He who can see, in this chain ofbeing, a preponderance of matter ovfer
■the more delicate and energetic force controlling it, must have studied
’
»®ieiice of physics to little purpose, and have regarded the extensive
' relations of the anatomy and physiology of vegetables and animals, to
less advantage than is becoming to the character of the profound thinker,
' We cannot stop here. We must go on to consider the consequences
° f Ml our thoughts. Do we ask questions for idle or frivolous purposes?
or are we engaged in an investigation into the highest objects th at Cta
arrest the attention of men? You can answer these questions your
selves. You have proceeded with me in the course pursued in theàe
essays. You have had an opportunity of estimating the weight of the
arguments, that have been put forth. You can best tell the influence
^•they have exerted on your minds. Were I to refer you to any one essay,
you would probably regard it as detatched from all the others, and thus
be led to ask how far you were warranted in believing that we were
earnestly bent upon & general scheme. You may now reflect that our
scheme has in the present essay been brought to a focus. We have
pointed out, in the course of the five essays, the close connection be
tween the forces which are the agents in the regulation of matter, and
the matter itself which is regulated by them. You have no desire to ¿o
minutely into a review of the details relating to this subject, but we adtiert to it for the purpose of showing, that forces are of many Various
• kinds, and that they are sent to form arrangements which the *gréai
thinking physiologist of Germany, Blumenbach, called the Nisus* Fbrinativus. It matters little what learned name a force may obtain. ;All
‘
have to consider is how* any one who" reads the works of that-flfcep
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thinking author, can be of opinion, that matter is the basis of thought.
W e observed before, that the real origin of the fallacies of Atheists, was
th e organ of the brain which produced vanity. There is no surer basis
for the thinking faculty, than deep humility. The vain man then is
not answerable for his conceit. He is too weak in intellect to allow him 
self to think deeply, although he may possess organs, which might, un
der proper circumstances, tend to conduce to a more philosophical con
clusion. We pity the idiot, for he has no power of thinking originally;
and we must pity equally the man, who will not allow himself to think
as a wise man should do.
1
Many are the tasks which men undertake, in order to gratify their
sense of duty. You would not blame yourself for having deprived your
family of the means of subsistence, if you were accidentally hit by1a
bullet which had maimed you, and rendered you quite incapable of
gaining your bread. You may be assured when you look around you*
that numbers are in the melancholy position of being unable to realize
enough to subsist upon. You are bound to enquire into the causes t>f
this state of things, and if a remedy can be found for the evil, you are
no less hound to find it. You are at a loss to know how this is to be re
conciled to the idea which has preceded it. You may he sure the con
nection is most intimate. The vain man is the victim of his conceit,
and you pity him. The cripple is the victim of an accident, and you
have equal pity to bestow upon him. You are not, however, at the end
of these thoughts. We are considering remedies. How are we to find
them? Not by assuming, ourselves, the same position of conceit and
misfortune. That would do no good :—but^by endeavouring to repadr
the excess of obliquity in each case. I have in •my eye, a man who
' has lost many friends by his unfortunate temper. His accomplish
ments are undoubted; he is eminent in his calling; he is in a position
which excites envy; but he is wretchedly poor, and has the awful mis
fortune of believing that all he does must he right: no one can per
suade him that he ever did a wrong thing in his life; he is wedded to
his inordinate conceit. We are not now discussing the question of re
medies. For such an incurable malady, there is no remedy. You are
not able to do more than pity him. You are called upon, however, not
to expose his failings to the whole world. But in the other case what
can be done to alleviate the consequences of unforeseen accidents. We
should try to interest a large number of our fellow beings to assist In
dispelling the cares which weigh upon the mind of the crippled victim.
You feel that we have engaged you in a train of thought that hks
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little reference to the matter of our Essay. Let us hark back, and try
how far we have wandered. We were discussing the necessity of being
led on to thoughts of a holy character, as part of our education as Spi
ritualists. The magnet, man, has every occasion for the resources
which feelings of love and divine charity offer him, in the intercourse
he holds with his fellow man. It is not only in doing good, as far as
lies in his power, that his mind becomes habituated to the trains of
thought, which are absolutely necessary for his salvation, but it is in
determining to be good, and in restraining those feelings of idle desire
to detract, to our neighbours, from the merits of our neighbour, that
constitutes the true Spiritual Christian. The mischief which is done,
sometimes without any desire to injure, by the tongue of idle folly, is
most reprehensible. We are not accountable for the sins of others, and
should leave them to be dealt with by higher authorities than ourselves.
Will is a faculty we have alluded to in the course of these Essays. It
is now incumbent upon us to trace its phenomena, in relation to the
many aspects of our complicated subject. Mow are we to explain the
manner in which we are called upon to unfold the questions relating to
it? We know that wuen a nun wills a very sensitive mesmeric subject
to go to sleep, he overpowers tiie individual, and renders him his im
plicit slave. Is this right ? Many say it must not only be wrong, but
quite Satanic. Poor S atan! How much that devil lias to bear! We
are assured that all who have examined our subject, know full well that
this power of will exists to a great extent in some individuals. It may
be necessary to state that, in general, it is a limited force. We are not
called upon to discuss all the ramifications of our theme, or we might
go to the philosophy of lover’s minds, and to that of the minds of gene
rals commanding armies. We propose only to show that the will is a
force operating as a motive power, and that when we are tempted to ex
ercise it, we can never be answerable for its subsequent effects. You
are aware, that men find themselves in positions of difficulty, when they
have long sustained a battle against a host of forces arrayed against
them. This difficulty is one that must be overcome, if the men are de
termined to conque^. How are they to accomplish the victory? By
the power of the will. When for instance a man is surrounded by
temptations, he feels he would like to give way to the blandishments
which are offered to him ; but his health would inevitably suffer. He
is known to be a man of indomitable will. He does not jield an iota.
He is proof against all that tempts him. This is called self-control. It

¡9 precisely the same force which the general wields, when he conunandi
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mn arm y: and it has the additional advantage of being directed to ac
complish the noblest of all conquests. You now comprehend the force
which has been attributed to Satan, and it would be well if the thick
headed and ignorant men, who indulge in diatribes against their neigh
bours for the profusion of gifts granted to them by a beneficent Creator,
could be brought to reflect upon their own want of charity.
Proceeding in our enquiry, we arrive at the important point whence
we started. How is Mesmerism the source of Spiritualism ? We have
seen that a force, quite invisible to us, resides in Magnets:—that this
force is evidently not a property of matter, but is superadded to i t ; that
this super-addition has strong analogies in the forces, attendant upon
crystals, which have resulted from the laws, under the regulation of
which, those crystals have been formed into certain well defined geo
metrical or mathematical shapes:—that, moreover, these super-additions
of force have been but the commencement of a series of forces, deter
mining forms of the higher structures of vegetables and of animals
that all these forces are, in some mysterious manner, dependant upon
light,—that this light is itself a magnetic electric force, operating some
times as a repulsive, and often as an attractive force. We have had redson to conclude that we are indebted to the forces, residing in light, for
the refreshing sleep we obtain at night, and for the activity we are able
to enjoy in our waking hours; more than this, we find that in light, we
have those forces, which convey our souls, while we sleep, on their tra
vels. We are not sure that light does not make us clairvoyant. We
have every reason to believe that it has a considerable influence in the
production of this wonderful phenomenon.
We have now to trace the advantages we derive from the connection
between magnetism, light, and its attendant electrical agencies in breath
ing. Without light, we could not find the nourishment which Oxygen
gives to the blood: and without light, even enveloped by the darkness
of night, we should be unable to retain the soul united to the body.
Thus we perceive the close connection of light with the foundations of
our Spiritual frame. We iffay go farther, and say that we are indebted
to light for the air we breathe,—for the thoughts we think,—and for the
many blessings which are vouchsafed to us by our glorious and bene
ficent Creator. May we not indulge in the hope, that high as are the
glories of his firmament, he has yet in store for us, a still higher gallaxy
of light, in which our souls will hereafter dwell with the saints in
heaven. How far we are from realizing all the glories of this subject of
light, we may infer from the various revelations to mankind, which
have been made at various times. We know that each of these re
quired the intervening agency of light. Not one of them could have
been made without it; and when we consider the close connection,
which, in all ages, has existed, between the ideas of uneducated, or un
civilized men in all parts of the world, and the worship of that great
orb, which is the great source of physical light,’ we not only are able to
perceive that many revelations, adapted to the wants of various periods,
p the progress of civilization, have been vouchsafed to p an , but that
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each age lias subsided into a religion of its own, based upon material
ideas in its commencement, but enlarged, according to the progress of
civilization, to a Spiritual sense, infinitely more exalted than can be
reached by the gross conceptions of the most poetical Atheist.
Yon are to reflect upon what we have so much insisted upon;—the
idea that man is a Magnet. This is the pivot of Mesmerism. This is
the point, which, unknown to themselves, the more early investigators
of our subject, hit upon as the guiding star to their object. They little
thought that a great revelation, from God to man was involved in their
enquiries. They as little dreamed, that, in the marvels they witnessed,
was hidden a secret, which, when promulgated to the world, was to as
sume so important an aspect. The names of Mesmer, D ’Eslon, Tardy,
de Montravel, De Puysegur, perhaps Petetin, and others might be men
tioned as advocates for the existence of a force they called Animal Mag.
netism. Nobody could possibly know they were right, until God, in
his own time, revealed to his servant and instrument, John Rutter^of
Brighton, the means of establishing the truth of conjectures indulged in
seventy years before. You perceive that I claim every discovery, vouch
safed by our Heavenly Father to a mau of genius, as a revelation. You
may be assured, I do not venture to assert this proposition on light
grounds. You are aware that all things which fall out into this world,
for the benefit of man, come forth, people hardly know how. When the
inventor of a new fork found that he had hit upon a discover}', he gave
it to the world, and God rewarded him in Ms own way. You think
perhaps that the eater of peas ought to have immortalized his name, foi
they were not a little indebted to a man who showed them a means -of
indulging their tastes better than they were wont to do, when they had
the old fashioned tool, with only two prongs, set wide apart. You may
think this a trivial illustration, but remember that nothing is too trivial
which leads us to reflect on the phenomena of the human mind, and 'of
the modes in which that mind is made to develop ideas, tending to
the improvement of the instruments in common use. . You may be as
sured that the pin and the needle are no more to be considered trivial,
than the spoon or the fork; and the mind that produces an essential
improvement in either the one or the other of these very useful instru
ments, is entitled to the gratitude of society.
How does this relate to the Magnet Man? He is the object of all
our enquiries; and we cannot be wide of the mark when we point out
the considerations which have established the fact of his Magnetism ;
or of those which bear upon the trains of thought the Magnet ought to
indulge in to render him a more gratetul, and consequently a more
powerfully efficient Magnet. We are coming, gradually, to shew, that
Magnetism, though a term applicable to the physical wants of m ail;
and characteristic of his many physical forces, is not the term for the
• force which partakes of the divine nature. Man is more than a physi
cal being. He is a Spiritual and a divine being. We are not bound to
recur to all the arguments so naturally presenting themselves to ofcr
~ notice, when we wish to place before you this essential fact. - We ate
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sure of our ground, for though deep thoughts have occurred to our
mind, wè are not to he always presenting those thoughts to our read
ers. The world has not become accustomed to all the spiritual facts
which circulate among a few of the thinkers who write for the British
Spiritual Telegraph. 1 could wish that more were familiar with these
thoughts. They would much facilitate the progress of the holy science
we have in hand. You must be struck with the progress we have al
ready made. We have not been drones or idlers. We have done some
work in our time ; and we desire that our friends should receive the
views, and the doctrines we have put forth, in the same spirit in which
we have written them. When I reflect on the papers that have appeared,
la m ashamed of the small amount I have contributed to the important
knowledge that has reached you. I consider that facts and reasonings
are the most nourishing meat that human beings can digest. Your
friend William Howitt has lately tusselled with a man widely celebrated
in his calling ; and has, with his forcible sledge hammer, demolished
the stubborn and ill-shaped arguments of his opponent. You may be
sure that such papers as these I allude to, are not of every day writing.
They are too full of deep thought :—they are too cogent to be like the
ephemeral productions of such minds as the good Mr. White’s. I do
not say they will convince or convert that amiable gentleman ; that
could never have entered into the head of the Author. But I will ven- •
ture to say that people who desire to look impartially into the subject of
Spiritualism, will find reason to conclude that our champion has stood
well in his stirrups, and has fairly won his wager of battle.
We are now launched into the consideration of Spiritualism. These
Essays are on the relations between Mesmerism and Spiritualism, and
on the important subject of their connection with natural and revealed
religion,—as applied to the happiness and welfare of mankind. Have
we not taken up a wide range of enquiry ? Have we missed any por
tion of our proposition? We have demonstrated the fact that Mesmer
ism is Animal Magnetism ;—that the phenomena of Animal Magnetism
could not have been clearly developed, without the aid of Mr. B utters
splendid invention of the Magnetoscope ;—we have gone further; we
have shown that anatomical and physiological facts prove the dépend
ance of sleep and wakefulness upon the forces of attraction and repul
sion : and thence we have inferred the dépendance of Health and Dis
ease upon the conditions of Tone and Clone. It may be a long time
before the stolid prejudices of the world will yield to these ideas. This
is of secondary importance. I am sure of my ground, and I can afford
to wait until it shall please God to give me the same reward he has
vouchsafed to the inventor of the improved fork. You are not inter
ested in the squabbles of medical men. They are generally far beneath
the notice of the public; and we are for the iriost part, a set of ill-man
nerly backbiters, quite fit to be ridiculed by such caricaturists as the
celebrated Victor Adam of Paris, who drew a wide spread portrait of his
satanic majesty, holding forth various tempting baits to his devotees,
who were represented, as eagerly leaping for such prizes as trumpets
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of imie» and Presidents’ chairs, and other gilded baubles; playthings
not despicable in themselves,—but rendered so, when they give rise to
the envy, hatred, and malice they too often engender among even the
more respectable men of our calling.
I am reminded that our space is fast disappearing. I have very little
more to add. Among the past Essays, my readers may have discovered
numerous blunders. These must be pardoned ; they are the result of
difficulties which have beset us in the course of our labours. I am not
sure of the share which I ought, in fairness, to allot to my excellent
friend, the Editor. He is a man so thoroughly devoted to the cause of
Spiritualism, that he has been obliged, in order to support the Tele
graph, to learn the art of printing; conceive of a grocer’s assistant,
having to support a wife and family, so thoroughly imbued with the
importance of a holy mission, as to devote himself to a tedious and irk
some pursuit, such as any one knows the art of setting up types to be,
in order to enable his employer, the noble-minded Mr. Weatherhead,
to continue the ardous undertaking he had commenced. These two
men have no other reward than the high gratification they must experi
ence in doing a vast amount of good. We are little aware of the noble
spirits the world contains. I wrould rather be one of these two men
than the President of the most learned body in the world.
Under such circumstances, you will excuse me if I display an anxious
wish not to throw any blame for faulty typography on my friend Mr.
M orrell; albeit he did sometimes send me pulls for proofs which were
quite illegible. I do not say that my hasty writing should not share
largely in the blame, but this I do say, that I am soiry I am not able to
reward my friend better, for all the pains he must have taken to decy
pher my wretched penmanship. Now for the errors. Some passages
have been commented on by poor cavillers, quite ignorant of the sub
jects they pretended to criticize. I take for example the illustration I
proposed of the absence of polarity in some gases. I said that Hydro
gen, expanded to an extent, almost inconceivable, was a specimen, of
gas without poles: and that if other gases were mingled with it, they
would mix, without any chemical union, until some force arrived to
oblige them to commingle. Perhaps my critic may be quite ignorant
that a solid powder, called ammonia, may result from the union of two
gases; but in such a case, the fusion forming the solid is the result of
the operation of powerful forces. Hydrogen and Oxygen left com
mingled, without union, may become united by the admission of light,
which would produce the whirling forces resulting in water. The ob
ject is not to invite idle cavil, when these Essays are produced before the
working classes, but to invite men to think. We have, however, our
selves discovered a very serious blunder, and that was probably duefto
illegible proof; it occurs at pages 47 and 48, in the 3rd Essay; and re
lates to the explanation I had desired to offer of the phenomena preced
ing what is known to pathologists as apoplexy of the lungs; a disease
which, with its complications, was the cause of poor Dr. Leger’s death*
You are aware that man has a double heart. One part of it is for the
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purpose of receiving the blood which arrives by the veins from various
parts of the body, and this is called the right side of the heart. It no
sooner opens for the reception of this blood, than it is eager to close
again, in order to send it into the lungs. This process is attended by a
remarkable change, which proceeds In the lungs at each inspiration.
We purify the dark venous Hood, and it suddenly becomes the color
of rich vermilion scarlet. This improved blood is sent back to the
heart, and thence, over the body, by channels or tubes, called arteries,
in order that it may nourish all parts of the system. If we eat and
drink too much, we digest imperfectly, and our veins become overloaded
with dark blood, not fit to be converted into pure arterial blood. What
results? The lungs receiving an undue quantity of the dark blood,
cannot manage to purify it.
The left side of the heart does not relish impure blood, and a strug
gle commences. The right side is too fu ll;—the lungs are too fu ll;
and a portion of the lungs gives way. Bleeding takes place often to a
vast extent. In other cases, death may ensue from the lungs being
gorged with blood. You may easily imagine that the two sides of the
heart are incurably damaged ; they can never come into harmony a
gain, and if the patient lives for any length of time, the heart becomes
permanently enlarged, as was the fact in Dr. Leger’s case. It is not
the objeet now to do more than correct the error in the third Essay ;
but in passing, it may be mentioned that after the examination of up
wards of two hundred hearts, the late Professor Macartney came to the
conclusion forty years ago, that the causes of apoplexy of the brain, were
due to the want of harmony between the two sides of the h ea rt; and
that this resulted from impure and imperfectly vitalized blood, not re
lished by the organic instinctive forces, regulating the internal surfaces of
the heart. I am bold to say that had my very highly respected friend
been on earth at this day, he would have accepted the explanations of
fered from the physical science of magnetism by his pupil, to illustrate
the vital phenomena of the heart’s action. He would at once have ap
preciated the brilliant lights of animal magnetism shed on human phy
siology.
I have one more serious error to notice, pointed out to me by a wor
thy Spiritualist,—Brother Espie. He remarks on a clumsy hastily
written and involved sentence in the 5th Essay, at page 72. Many
m en would say that the sentence is not only irremediable, but perfectly
absurd. You do not go so far, for you may be said to understand its
meaning. It is obvious enough to those who have adopted the idea,
that man is a magnet, that he must consequently obey the rules which
regulate all magnets. One property of magnets, is to emit streams of
light from their poles, and these streams continue to flow in a normal
direction, the magnet at last becomes exhausted and has lost its charac
terising force. In other words, a time arrives for the death of the mag
net. Is it so extraordinary then, that, if man be a magnet, a time
should arrive, when he too must die. We now see, that Free Will is a
physical fact; for man who has here but a very limited amount of free
w ill is not able to control himself beyond a limited extent. H e must
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obey the stimulus of hunger and thirst. He must necessarily breathe.
But, we contend that he is not obliged to make himself the slave of his
passions. He may soon resolve to conquer all his appetites. He may
soon make himself master of all his actions. He may resolve to form a
troop of friends. He may succeed in many of the best pursuits of life.
He will do well, if he do not permit himself to be led away by idle com
pany, or habitually to mingle in dissipated society. These are the ex
amples of a man’s power of self control.
My involved sentence denied the power of the magnet, man, to exer
cise his full swing in vice, and be, at the same time, a being endowed with
free will. Free Will is then emphatically mental obedience to normal laws,
or Divine precept. We may be assured that we are not far from thè mark
when we do our best to keep to our good resolutions. We slide away
from health and from moral and religious principle as we break through
the good rules we lay down for ourselves. How few of us are guided by
any rules ! We are swayed about by every passing motive. We give
way to every idle temptation. We are not ashamed to feel that we aie
constantly breaking through the holy precepts of Jesus ; and yet wé are
wonderfully affronted, if we are told we are not Christians. lio we ever *
ask ourselves the question, whether we should have the remotest right to
take offence at such a very true observation ? You are no doubt willing
to admit the force of this remark ; and yet you will not allow me to as
sert my right to distinguish between an Atheist and a Spiritualist. You
aro hard to please whether I assert a truth or a fallacy. You must nev
ertheless own that we have convinced you that man is a magnet, by
every illustration, which it was in our power to afford you. We have
one other observation to make, and it relates to the length of time we
have devoted to your instruction. Hours upon hours have glided away
while the pen has rapidly plied its black strokes on the white paper,
and not one minute of these hours has passed without intense enjoy
ment. The consciousness of being engaged in a holy pursuit, having
the noble purpose of improving the minds of one’s fellow-beings, is a
delightful occupation of time. People may differ on religion, on politics,
on a thousand subjects, which afford room for discussion : but they can
not differ on the laws which constitute the moral code of civilized life.
These laws are those of Spiritualism ; and if it has been demonstrated
to you that all health and disease,—all sleep and wakefulness,—all pain
and pleasure,—all morals and religion, are linked to the magnetism of
the'universe, the task proposed at the commencement of these Essays
has been completed. It has been shown that Mesmerism was the
foundation of Spiritualism,—that this again was the basis of all Religion
natural and revealed, and consequently that it involves the happiness
and welfare of mankind.
J. A.
The Readers of these Essays will find that the most important errors, which hare
unavoidably crept into them, are pointed out by the Author, in the course of this, the
last of the series, beginning at page 94.
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